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John E. McAuliffe, M-347 Elected
National Commander

John E.
McAuliffe,

M-347, 87th Inf.
Div.

With     h~s    first
attendance at a
reunion of the 87th Inf.
Div. at Charleston, WV
in 1990, John considers
himself a late comer to
the      Association.
Perhaps when he heard
that Charles Miller, a
future           Past
Commander was to be
the host in his home town, it may have influenced
John’s going. Both he and Charlie served with
N-Company 347 Regt. But going back to 1981, it
was John’s buddy and long time friend, Donato
Marini, also M-347 who called him one evening
and inquired if he would like to go to a Golden
Acorn reunion. John had never heard of the
Association at the time. "I wanted to go and meet
my old buddies", as John explained to Donato,
but his wife was not suited nor amenable to
attend such functions and occasions, and as he
related years later, it was to his misfortune that
he did not join the Association at that time. But
since the 1990 reunion, John has missed only the
Toledo get together and he intends to be there for
all those in the future.

1944

John E. McAuliffe, better known as "Nac" to his
Army friends was born in Brooklyn, NY, as were
his two brothers and two sisters, on October 6,
1923. Both his parents were from Nassachusetts,
but his father’s employ at the Whitney Nuseum
Studios as a sculptor led him to New York City in
1921 with his new wife. The family took roots.

After the early death
of his mother, Mac at
the early age of seven
and his siblings were
placed in a nun’s
orphanage-type
school at Hastings-on-
Hudson, NY. His father
became ill during the
depression years and
could not maintain a
home life for his
children. Mac, then
after six years at the
school, went to
Worcester NA where
he and his brothers
and sisters were

brought up by his two maiden aunt school
t~achers, his father’s sisters. His father died in his
senior year of high school.

After graduating from IVlt. St. Charles High Sc~hool
in Woonsocket, RI, June 1941, Mac entered Holy
Cross College in his home town of Worcester.
During his freshman year the Japanese Navy
attacked Pearl Harbor, and with the enlistment of
young college students in the US military in
response, his class was practically wiped out. Mac
was a pre-med student with a scholastic
deferment from being drafted into service at that
time, because the military foresaw the need for
Army doctors. He wanted so much to be in
uniform with his friends. Most of them were going
into the service, but his family urged him to stay
in college as long as he could. Two years went by,
his class was mostly depleted, but with
attendance at summer sessions, Nac was able to
graduate in three years in June 1944. It was
about the time that the ARSTP colleges were shut
down by the Government. It was also a critical
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time for the armies fighting in Europe as the
Infantry was suffering much attrition at the front~
Sure enough, as the students in the ARSTP were
shuttled to the Infantry, Mac was drafted and
entered the Infantry Replacement Training Center
at Camp Wheeler, Macon, Georgia. Here he met,
trained with and became friends with Donato
Marini from Malden, MA. After 17 weeks of
Infantry training, specializing in heavy weapons,
Mac and "Danny" as we called him, sailed from
New York harbor on Jan. 1, 1945 aboard the
Queen Mary for Scotland. It was a unique sort, of
"HAPPY NEW YEAR"!, to say the least. The 18,000
replacements aboard were headed for the Battle
of the Bulge in Belgium.

Outside of Echternach, Luxembourg, following the
battle of Bonnerue, John and Danny, Tom Lobdell
~also from Worcester and Joe Manley of Buffalo,
NY, who all trained together were escorted by
platoon Sgt. Joe Urban to the woods along the
Sure River to join the 1st mortar section of
M-Company, 347th Regt. "We were now officially
members of the 87th Infantry Division." Mac
served as an 81 mm mortar crewman to end of
the war, May 8, 1945. He was never wounded
and said he was fortunate not to been hit by the
gunfire and shelling that came his way. But being
close-up to the mortar tube during sustained
firing orders his hearing impairment was greatly
aggravated by the explosions emitted from the
barrel. In basic training he served a whole day as
a coach on the firing range with the M-1 trainees
which resulted in much damage to his hearing.
Nevertheless, he stayed with his squad.

After returning to the States July 11 aboard the
USS West Point, and during his 30 day furlough,
Mac reported to the Ft. Devans Hospital near his
home in Mass. He was admitted as a patient and
soon ordered to the Deshon General Hospital,
Butler, PA where he received treatment and
assistance for the hearing loss. Meanwhile the
Division was deactivated at Ft. Benning, CA. After
four months of hospitalization he was given a
medical honorable discharge on Nov. 21, 1945
and returned home. The war in Japan ended in
August.

In September of 1946 Mac entered the
Georgetown Univ. School of Dentistry at
Washington, DC. under the G.I. Bill, L-16. His
Class of just over 100 students consisted of about
97% veterans from all services. It was a fantastic
group. Upon graduation he entered an
established practice in Worcester for two years.

The Korean War was going on and with the need
for medical personnel in the Army, he again was
called into the service, with the rank of 1st Lieut.
Dental Corps, USA. His assignment was at Ft.
Lesley J. McNair Wash. DC with the 701st Army
Service Unit Station Complement, Military
District, Wash. DC. He served as the Post Dental
surgeon and his patients consisted of the soldiers
of the 3rd Infantry, ceremonial troops for
parades, retirement ceremonies and burials at
the Arlington National Cemetery. Among his
patients were Army Colonels and Navy Captains
who were in attendance at the War College on the
Post. Several Battle of the Bulge Generals lived
on the Post including Gen. Anthony C. McAuliffe
of Bastogne ("Nuts") fame, Gen. Lawton C.
Collins, the highly successful Commander of the
Vth Corps, and Gen. Curtis Le May, Air Force.
After serving 15 months as Dental Surgeon, Mac
was separated Feb. 4, 1954 and remained in the
Army Reserve until August 1957. He practiced
dentistry in his home town of Worcester 37 years
retiring in June 1987.

He and Mae married in 1973, but after 16 years
in the marriage she died of breast cancer. It was
then that Mac began joining the veterans
organizations. He belongs to the American Legion
Post 341, has Life Membership in both the DAV
and VFW, is a member of the Veterans of the
Battle of the Bulge, and 87th Inf. Div.
Associations. In 1992 he founded the Cent.
Massachusetts Chapter-22 VBOB and serves as
P,,resident with over 200 members statewide.

It was the enthusiasm at a National Reunion,
shown by Michael Petrick, (M-346), for’ the
camaraderie among veterans that encouraged
Mac to form his own state Chapter. Mike served
as Secretary to the Del/Val Chapter and also Past
Commander of the 87th Div. Assoc.

Mac finds the time and enjoys meetings with
veterans of many groups. Next year he will also
become the Commander of the Worcester
Veterans Council which oversees more than 25
veterans Posts. He has spoken to school children
and college students and to Retirement groups on
the Battle of the Bulge and the Holocaust; held
exhibits in several libraries on the Bulge history
and marches with his chapter in the several
Worcester parades.

He returned to Belgium and Luxembourg on the
VBOB Galaxy Tour October :[994 with Tour
Director and VBOB President BillTayman (C-
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345). Macsays the
highlight of the tour
for him was being
chosen with Buddy
Danny Marini, by
Bill, to lay the
wreath of tribute on
the        center
mausoleum plaque
of the Belgian Bulge
Monument      at
Mardasson    Hill,
Bastogne. He made
many friends with
veterans from the
¯ other units that
served in the Bulge,

At    the    50th
anniversary of the
Battle of the Bulge
in St. Louis, MO he
was proud to be a
designated State :!.{J45
flag holder at the
memorial service at the St. Louis Cathedral.

In 3une 1996, Mac joined with tour director Earl
Hart (A-345) and Commander ]im Amor (A-345)
on the 87th Div. Dedication Tour in Europe. The
highlight was the dedication of four plaques at
Tiller, Pironpre, Moircy and St. Hubert. Here met
his Belgian friends, Andre Meurisse, Stan Bellens
and Pascal and Nathalie Hainaut who graciously
in both ’94 and ’96 gave him personal tours in
Belgium and Germany. Again, a highlight was
when at Rhens at the Rhine River memorial
marker he and friends held a small memorial
ceremony stepping into the Rhine waters and
dispensed flower petals to the memory of our
comrades who were lost during the crossing of
Mar. 25, 1945.

Both years of 1995-96 were very active ones for
the Cent. Mass. Chapter, VBOB.

In 3une of ’95 they honored Mary .lonckeau of
Verviers Belgium and member of CRIBA. (Center
for Research and Information of the Battle of the
Ardennes. ) It was also a year of planning for the
annual reunion of the VBOB which was held at
Hyannis, Mass. in September. Mac was a member
of that committee and raised the funds for the
plaque that was placed on the monument which
takes a prominent place on the green at the east
end of the town.

For many years now a group of young men and
women known as "THE FEDERATION" convene at
Ft. Indiantown Gap, PA to reenact a phase of the
Battle of the Bulge. This usually takes place on
the last weekend of 3anuary commemorating the
end of that epic battle.

Mac takes pleasure at this encampment joining
other veterans of the battle living in authentic
WW-II barracks, visiting the flea market,
watching the ’battle’ and sharing in the
camaraderie. It’s sort of a mini reunion of the
87th Div. with friends present as; Past
Commander Mike Petrick (M-346), Past
Commander 3ohn Long (H-345), Sr. V.
Commander. Earl Hart (A-345), Milan Rolik (K-
346), George Watson (M-346), Charles Nelson
(M-346), Rex O’Meara (C-334FA) and other
Golden Acorns in attendance.

Every December 16, Mac and the Cent. Mass.
Chapter. hold a memorial ceremony at a square
marker in Worcester which honors a soldier who
was killed in the Bulge. When not presiding he
will be attending the Commemorative ceremony
at Arlington, VA, Dec. 15-18.

He edits a small newsletter "THE ARDENNES
ECHO" about 4-5 times a year which announces
Chapter news and meetings. In his spare time he
has compiled a booklet of his poems, "THE
ARDENNES", which he distributed at the.
Birmingham reunion. Several of his poems have
been printed in the GAN, Bulge Bugle and the
50th Anniversary Souvenir Program Book~,.of the
St. Louis VBOB reunion. When he is not w0~rking
as a gallery attendant in the Security Services at
the Worcester Art Museum, you’ll find him o/n the
golf course and at Cape Cod beaches summers,
and skating at the local ice arena, winters.

His hobby of modeling and sculpturing provide
relaxation. He has had membership in the K of C,
3rd and 4th degree, served on the bishop’s Fund
for Charity of his parish, and for many years in
the St. Vincent de Paul Society, a charitable
organization of the Catholic Diocese. He presently
worships at the Blessed Sacrament Church in
Worcester. Of all his interests and hobbies Mac
finds writing letters and corresponding with his
army friends most rewarding. He intends to
follow his predecessor, Ray Miles with a few"
timely letters in the GAN courtesy of 3im Amor,
Editor in Chief, []
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Mac’s Dynamic Leadership

Milan Rolik, K-346 wrote the following
observation about our newly elected National
Commander, John E. McAuliffe.

I like to think of John (Mac) McAuliffe quite often
because I believe these thoughts are translated
into my being a better person. To attempt to
emulate John’s love for his brothers in arms and
mankind in general manifested by his efforts and

¯ /accomplishments within numerous veteran’s
organizations is to strive for perfection!

I met Mac a few years ago at one of our 87th
Infantry Division Reunions. My immediate
impression was positive - if only because he was
an imposing figure with a striking resemblance to
General Eisenhower, whom I admired.

I began an immediate attempt through
conversation to probe the inner workings of this
man who was so rapidly winning my admiration.

In talking together and exchanging ideas, Mac is
rather quiet and unassuming while when
speaking before a group, his tone is strong and
authoritative which can be disarming and
graphically disguises his basic modesty. His
knowledge relative to a wealth of subjects
appears to have no bounds and his creative
talents are infinite peaking in the realm of prose
and poetry which touches the heart.

Mac, to me, is a serious personality with strong
views which he freely expresses when the
occasion warrants. On the other hand, Mac has a
quick smile and an incredible wit and he doesn’t
mind being the butt of a joke. Moreover, he
actually invites laughter when he goes into antics
such as donning overalls and springing into a
lively square dance with a ’heart attack
provoking’ young lady. And, who else but Mac
would seize an opportunity for levity by donning
a moth eaten olive drab overcoat and saunter
down a dirt road at a Battle of the Bulge
re-enactment with a realistically bandaged and
bloody arm while the rest of us played our roles
as somber veteran observers?

. I believe that Mac’s greatest God given gift is his
affinity for dynamic leadership. He practices this
via his presidency of the VBOB Central

¯ Massachusetts Chapter where he also finds the
time and energy to edit a newsletter which voices

the community accomplishments of his active
group. As Commander of the 87th Infantry
Division Association, John (Mac) McAuliffe will

-brinq inteqrity and qreat honor to that office and
have siqnificant impact on our lives.

As a friend, Mac is trustworthy and a true
inspiration who generously shares his counsel.
Mac is my friend. I can ask for nothing more. []

A Tribute to Captain David M. Shelton

Mary and David Shelton, Cecil Whitaker,
[Standing], B-345

Capt. Shelton was the commanding officer
of B-345 at the Moircy, Belgium battle. Hewas
seriously wounded but through his strength and
support of his family, survived the wounds.

Welcome to you Captain, your wife Mary
and sons David and Peter. You gave a big lift to
the members of Company B at the 49th Reunion.

The men who were there knew you and
fought with you. We remember you as the best of
leaders in our 87th Division. You were an
excellent officer and a gentleman in dealing with
your troops.

Because I was a member of Company B,
headquarters squad, I can attest to the faith and
trust your men had in you.

Thank you Capt. Shelton and your family
for attending the 49th Reunion of the 87th
Infantry Division.

Warren R. Batchelder.
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Guest Editorial
By Joseph F. Zimmer, B-345

We recently received the following article from
Joe Zimmer, B-345. We thought it interesting
enough to include it in this issue. Ed.

Dear Jim.

Your note on Page 64 of the September issue of
the GAN recalls some interesting data that I
would like to share with you and members.

Sad to say, it is war, not peace, that is the normal
condition of mankind. There has not been a single
day in this 20th century, now closing shortly,
when there were fewer than a score of wars
raging somewhere. By the reckoning of Will
Durant, noted historian, there have been only 29
years in all of recorded history when peace
apparently prevailed.

As we approach the 3rd millennium, the year
2000, recent Veterans Affairs Department
estimates show that currently 45,000 of we WWII
veterans pass away every month and that will
grow to over 52,000 per month by the year 2007.
Of the 17 million American men and women in
uniform from 1941 to 1945, perhaps only 5
million or so survive. Of the 100 million plus adult
Americans who celebrated the end of the war in
1945, most likely, not more than 30 million
remain. (A special note: of all Russian men born
in 1923, 80% are dead.)

WWlI was the most violent cataclysm that human
history has ever witnessed. When it finally ended
in August 1945, it left 60 million dead, hundreds
of millions crippled, blinded and scarred, and a
legacy of atrocities so monstrous that humanity is
still grappling with it.

What we forget is that this country had about 120
million people during those war years. Out of that
number, there were only about 20 million men
between the ages of 17 and 36, and four out of
five of them went to war; and they were joined by
more than 100,000 women who also served. Of
34 million men drafted, there were only 271
conscientious objectors. Says volumes about our
spirit and patriotism. Some have taken to calling
WWII the "Good War". If there is such a thing as
a "Good War" our generation understands one
thing, one big thing, When western civilization
and its values hung in the balance, the United
States, with men like the 87th Infantry Division,

and its allies stood firm against two monstrous
foes, poured out their blood and treasure and
ultimately prevailed.

We can hope that our own WWII Memorial will be
completed and join the many throughout the
States and Europe, including those sponsored by
our Association. Let us continue in this way to tell
our children the stories of what we had to endure
and how we have overcome and triumphed so
they will really know and understand who we
really are.

There is an old Italian saying, "It never gets
darker than at midnight." In many ways, WWII
was our midnight.

As we close out the 20th Century and the 2nd
Millennium, ponder: over 110 million people have
died in wars or internal strife; men, women,
children, in this country alone.

May future associations like ours and numerous
memorials and new cemeteries not have to be
built or organized to honor those who serve in
war. Let’s keep the "genie" in the bottle -
especially the nuclear, germ, chemical one, never
to be unleashed to settle differences or a war.
May men and women not have to march off to a
distant land again.

With eight grandchildren - 4 in college, three in
high school, Betty and I share a personal interest
with you, in hoping that this wish comes true.

NO MORE WARS!!!

Joe and Betty Zimmer are seen here in this family
photo celebrating the couples 50th Anniversary
on June 26, 1998. Joe and Betty are seen
standing, 1st and 3rd from the right. The photo
was taken by their four year old grandson, Isaac
who could not appear in the picture.
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Major General William N. Clark, Commander,
Welcomes the 87th reunion attendees at the Southern Style

Barbeque hosted by the 87th Exercise Group on their grounds
just south of Birmingham.

Different moods while waiting to be
served at the barbeque.

The Curtis Shoup Room
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Vulcan Park holds the statue of Vulcan
created for the St. Louis World’s Fair of
1904. To give you an idea of its size, look at
the picture below where Louisa Amor, A-345
stands by the replica of one of Vulcan’s feet.

At the 87th Exercise parking lot; B-346ers
Bill Flanigan, (L) and first timer Maynard
Clark, (R) flank Major General Wm. N. Clark.

John E. Longi H-345 was the Honored Guest
and regaled us with stories from his past and
from a recent European trip.

A pair of National Commanders. Outgoing
National Commander Ray Miles 1-347 (R)
and incoming National Commander John E.
McAuliffe, M-347
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Seated, above, are (L-R) Bill O’Shell 1-345,
General and Mrs. William N. Clark, 87th
Exercise, Fleta and Stumpy Watson, 1-346,
Outgoing National Commander Ray Miles anti

Stumpy Watson and Guest Speaker, General
Clark after the General had delivered a most
interesting speech.

wife Pauline, 1-347, Honored Guest John
Long, and wife Dotty, H-345 , and incoming
National Commander, Dr. John E. McAuliffe,
M-347.

"Walking George", George Swain SV-346,
whose story we carried in the September
issue played a pretty mean piano for those
members who tarried a bit after the
Memorial Services were ended.
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Battle Simulations
by Fred Whitaker HQ1-347

Many of us just returned from the 49th Annual
Reunion of the 87th Infantry Division Association
in Birmingham, Alabama. This reunion was unlike
any previous reunion in that it was hosted, in
part, by the reactivated 87th Division (exercise).
The new 87th hosted the reunion at an open
house at their headquarters south of Birmingham
along with a grand bar-b-que under the tents on
the parade ground. The First Brigade’s Military
History Collection was expertly arranged and
excellently presented. The division’s posthumous
Congressional Medal or Honor Winner, Staff
Sergeant Curtis Shoup, had his heroic actions
chronicled in The Shoup Room along with other
valued historical collections.

The most impressive event to me was the battle
simulation games which are used by The 87th
Division (exercise) to train battalion to brigade
leaders on how to make good decisions under
fluid and fast changing battle conditions.

For example, these computer games with
multiple battle condition scenarios are devised by
computer experts. They take real time battle
problems, factor in the kill (kia) and wounded in
action (wia) ratios of weapon systems, show the
interaction of the combat arms - Infantry,
artillery, armor and air strikes and create
problems .for field commanders to solve. There
are no right or wrong answers because a
commander could make all good decisions in
terms of battle tactics, re-supply of men and
material, evaluation of the wounded and accurate
interpretation of enemy action and intention and
still lose. How could that be? Simple, he could be
overwhelmed by enemy forces because the
priority of our higher command could be another
sector. Conversely, a lot of decisions could be
wrong or ill-advised and he could win because the
enemies priorities were elsewhere.

The 87th Division (exercise) is a Maneuver Area
Command (MAC). R is responsible for training
battalion to brigade leaders and company level
officers - sergeants, lieutenants and captains - on
battle decision process. That is, a commander is
faced with a number of problems simultaneously:
ammunition, transportation, fire power, enemy
initiatives and counter actions, food - water and
medical aid, air-assault, artillery impact, tank
thrusts, infantry incursion, communication with

subordinate units and higher authority. Even
more, what are the priorities by which field
commanders act on rapidly appearing information
in the most successful way.

The 87th Division (exercise) is responsible for
training all units in the South East Command.
Roughly, an area from the Mississippi River to the
Atlantic Ocean and the Ohio River to the Gulf
Coast.

This highly trained and specialized Cadre of
officers and sergeants take their computers to
divisions and run these battle simulations over a
two day period. During this time they can run
through a number of different battle scenarios
with the company grade (Sergeants, Lieutenants
and Captains) officers or with the battalion,
regiment and brigade grade (Majors, Colonels
and Brigadier Generals) officers. In real time it
might take 20 days or 20 weeks to replace
damaged or destroyed vehicles. However, the
game managers (civilian computer specialists on
contract with the army) can run the simulations
on accelerated time so that wounded men can be
returned to action in 20 minutes instead of 2 or
20 weeks and fighting and supply vehicles
returned to action in two minutes instead of 2
days or 2 weeks.

After Action Reviews (AAR’s) are headed by the
87th Division training officers critiquing the
learning leaders. These reviews point out the
Positive performance of field commanders and
address areas of under performance as well. More
is learned from our mistakes, often times~ than
from the successful actions,                i

Those of us who saw the battle simulations were
fascinated by the process. This use of computers
for leaning the process of better command
decisions in the fluid, confusing, often poor
communication, lack of credible intelligence,
world of war is just that - an exercise in the
process of making better decisions under extreme
conditions. R is not fighting a battle or war by
computer. That, say the computer experts we
spoke with, is a long way off.

For now, this is a giant step forward in the
military readiness America must have to be the
credible world leader. When people the world
over see the American Flag they see the symbol
of freedom of the most powerful nation on earth.
Freedom loving people every where are
heartened and reassured by the strength it
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represents. Those still yearning to be free see the
American flag as a "Beacon of Hope," in an
uncertain world. The foundation of our freedom
and our democratic institutions is our spiritual
and military strength. The New 87th Division is
an integral and reassuring part of that strength.

A new generation of 87th men continue and
enhance these values and attributes of character,
courage and capability. We salute you, and we
thank you for the generous hospitality you
extended to us! []

The Plan

In the beginning was the plan and then came the
assumptions and the assumptions were without
form and without substance

And the darkness was upon the face of the.
soldiers and they spoke amongst themselves,
"Say No, it is a crock of s--- and it stinketh"

And the soldiers went unto their Staff NCO’s and
sayeth, "It is a pail of dung and none may abide
by it"

And the Staff NCO’s went unto their lieutenants
and sayeth, "It is a vessel of fertilizer and none
may abide by it’s strength,"

And the lieutenants spoke amongst themselves.
saying, "It contains that which promotes plant
growth, and it is very strong"

And the lieutenants went to the IVlajors and
sayeth unto them, "It promotes growth and is
very powerful"

And the IVlajors went unto the Colonel and sayeth
unto him, "This new plan will promote growth and
efficiency within and in these areas in particular"

And the Colonel looked upon the plan and said it
was good and the plan became policy

And this is how s--- happens!

Adapted from an article in the Mustang News,
publication of the National Order of Battlefield
Commissions which was submitted by Harold
Petrie B-347

Three Caballeros    ’",
From Robert D. Hennigan, HQ1-345, come/s this
picture taken somewhere in Southeast Germany
in May-3une, 1945. The caption written on the
reverse reads, L to R, Maurice Carey, Bob
Hennigan Sid Levine.

TID-BITS

Although 27 percent of the enlisted men in the
U.S. Army during WWII admitted to having been
occasional truants when they were in school, and
only 5 percent admitted to having been chronic
truants, fully 62 percent of men who went AWOL
were found to have been chronic truants.

Source: Dirty Little Secrets of WWII.
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347, COLUMN WRITE
By Fred Whitaker, HQ1-347

Hstorian - Archivist

ALL COMBAT DEATHS ARE
TRAGIC. THE DEATHS OF
TWINS,
WOEFUL.
By William G. Statt,

E-347

The 87th Division
trained in Mississippi
.and after extensive
maneuvers        in
Tennessee in Dec. ’43
relocated    to    Ft.
Jackson,       South
Carolina. The war in
Europe was wiping out
front line infantrymen.
Those who survived
were made sergeants and therefore replacements
of privates, pros. and some corporals were
desperately needed. To fill this void, the 87th, in
January 1944, shipped all its privates, Pfcs and
some corporals overseas as replacements. At this
time the Army had thousands of 18 year olds in a
program called Army Specialized Training
Program [ASTP] and 17 year olds in a reserve
program [ASTPR]. The Army had said, "Enlist
voluntarily, and if you qualify you will be sent to
college, earn a degree and be commissioned an
Officer." On January 5th, 1944 the Army
announced the .ASTP was canceled and all
personnel would be assigned to existing Army
units.

HAROLD

Five thousand youngsters from ASTP units,
descended upon the 87th at Ft. Jackson, SC. The
87th’s NCO’s who now had a year or more in
service, trained and hardened these lads into an
efficient Infantry Division. In October 1944 the
87th embarked on the Queen Elizabeth for
transport to Europe and became the youngest,
average age division, to serve in combat for the
Allied Forces.

On December 9th, 1944, the 87th received its
baptism of fire in the Saar area of eastern
France. Wisely or not, in two weeks the 87th
advanced 14 miles, seven of which were into

Germany. The line companies involved suffered
extreme losses. In the estimation of many,

unacceptable losses,
for the territory gained
or causalities inflicted
upon the enemy.

On December 13th
1944 the Germans
started Hitler’s last
fantasy, a drive back
through Belgium with
plans to capture the
port of Antwerp and
split the Allied Army
into two separate
forces. But for the
tenacity of the Allied
forces at Bastogne, the
Germans would have

succeeded.
On December 24th, 1944 the 87th Div. was
pulled out of action in the Saar and moved some
300 miles to the north to enter into battle 12
miles west of Bastogne with an assignment to
advance north seven miles and cut the main
East-West highway. The German High Command
could not permit that to happen as this road was
the supply line and escape route for the Ger~man

at the western end of their drive.spearhead

As the 87th moved north, the Germans mdved
south to protected their flank. On December 29th
both sides met head on with neither side having
the opportunity to scout the other’s position or
strength. 1st Battalion of the 345th Infantry
Regiment met the German forces as each Army
commenced to move into the town of Moircy.
After heavy action both sides decided to pull back
for the night and have their artillery shell the
town. Some troops from both sides failed to get
the word and were standing by their last orders,
"Hold your positions!" Some elements of
Company C and of Weapons Company.D were
left in Moircy and subjected to the barrages of
artillery shells from both sides. At daylight of the
3Oth The 1st Battalion of the 345th moved back
into Moircy to rescue the troops left behind and to
drive the Germans north to Jenneville and

HOWARD
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Pironpre.

North of Jenneville, from Pironpre east to Tiller,
the topography, vegetation and the Ourthe River
were a textbook ’made for defense’ area. It was
here the Germans made their concerted stand.
They had shelter for their troops in the towns’
buildings, excellent fields of fire from the north
side of the river and mortars and artillery zeroed
in on places not covered by machine guns The
men of the 87th had deep snow, zero
temperatures and open fields to cross south of
the Ourthe River. Forget about any buildings for
temporary respite from the cold. Attempts by the
2nd Battalion of the 347th to cross these open,
fields and take Bonnerue and Pironpre were met
with a hail of machine gun and mortar fire zeroed
in on the open field and approach to the only
bridge in the area. Companies E, F & G attacked
and fell back to the woods and hillside south of
the open fields and about a mile and a half north
of Jenneville.

At this time Company E had 39 men of the
original Company on its front line. Sgt. Korn of
Co. F recalls there were 17 men of the original
men for their front line. The mauling suffered in
the Saar followed by the extreme cold and
determination of the Germans had exacted an
unbelievable toll on these companies.

On .lanuary 2nd 1945 Company E received 12
replacements. The 1st Sgt’s flunky, all of 19 year
3 months, met the replacements and was
appalled at how young some appeared. After all,
he was now a veteran of two weeks in the Saar!
There he, evacuating wounded from a bald hill
under an enemy barrage of 88’s, had a company
medic, Cpl. Marvin Koppenaal killed a few feet
from him, witnessed older and supposedly
tougher men go to pieces under the strain, was
shelled b~i 105’s, ours, and Cpl. Roland Moss who
had recently replaced him as operator of the
F-300 radio was killed by an 88.

He found on the list of the new men a Howard
Rothgeb and farther down a Harold Rothgeb. He
went to his ::[st Sgt. and asked, "Which do we
have, a Howard or a Harold?" The Sgt. replied,
"We have both. They are twins."

The brash young man screamed at his 1st, "You
send these kids back to Regiment! It is against
the Sullivan Law to have brothers in the same
Company or on the same ship!" ( Five sailors,
sons of Walter Sullivan of Waterloo, Missouri
were lost when there ship was sunk.)

In its wisdom the Army must have taught :[st
Sgts how to handle mouthy whippersnappers.
The Sgt. shouted at the lad, "Look! I must do
what Regiment tells me to do. You must to do
what I tell you to do! Now I am telling you to get
out of here!!" (the Sgt. injected a few more nouns
and adjectives, but it is not necessary to include
them in this narrative. Wallace Bidney was an
excellent 1st Sgt.)

E Company was on the edge of the woods
separated from the Germans in Pironpre by the
Ourthe River and an open snow covered field. Any
advance into the field brought a hail of machine
gun bullets and rounds of mortar shells. On the
afternoon of .lanuary 2nd, the replacements
joined the Company in that woods. Howard and
Harold would not be split but chose to occupy the
same foxhole. A sister of the twins advised me
the boys never had been separated. Before
induction to the Army they worked for the
railroad. The railroad found that regardless of
assignments the boys would end up ~’orking
together.

Intermittently the Germans would fire artillery at
the positions of Companies E, F & G, Perhaps the
Germans were saying. "We know you Yanks are
out there." Deep in a foxhole these shells were
frightening but had done little damage, that is till
3anuary 4th. On that date a shell hit a tree limb
over the hole occupied by Howard and Harold.
This tree burst blew shrapnel down on the boys.
Both were hit! Harold was evacuated but even in
that process and being seriously wounded he
kept inquiring about his brother, and, "was he
being attended to?" He was assured Howard was
also being taken care of. The truth was kept from
Harold.

Some days later a Army Officer appeared at the
home of Rome Rothgeb in Hazelcrest, Illinois
bearing a telegram advising "The Secretary of
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Defense regrets to inform you that on 4 January
1945, your son Howard was killed in action in
Belgium.". Small error, they were at Howard’s
brother’s home who has the same Christian
name, ’Rome’, as his father, Rome Rothgeb
Senior.

Brother Harold was evacuated to the field hospital
at Bertrix, Belgium, A few days later the Officer
again made his way to the Rothgeb home. This
time he knew which home to go to. He read a
telegram, "The Secretary of War regrets to inform
you that on 5 ]anuary 1945, ina hospital at
Bertrix, Belgium your son Harold died of wounds

. received in battle."

Howard was 19 years and ten days old at the
time of his death. Harold was 19 years and eleven
days old at the time of his death.

Their sacrifice and the sacrifice of so many
others, in action that we the members of the 87th
Division were involved in, will always be in our
memory.

Vernon Rothgeb was serving in North Africa at the
time of his brothers’ deaths. He has visited their
graves in the American Cemetery & Memorial at
Lorraine, France and supplied photos of his
brothers and their grave makers.

Ben Rush Writes The Following In
Honor To The Twins.

Rothgebs of Company E-347

Who can plumb
A Mother’s sorrow
When notified by
Black edged message
Of the deaths
Of her twins
Killed in action
Howard and Harold.
Born together
Raised together
With loving care
In the USA.
Killed together
By a German 88
Shrapnelled bodies

Froze together
In the bitter
Belgium snow.
For replacements
Nothing’s fair
They often died
First night on
Shallow foxholes
In Belgium’s
Bitter snow,

I Was A P.O.W. In The Battle Of The
Bulge

By Glenn Maddy, L-347

My first view of war damage was London. I asked
a Bobby, an English cop, why some buildings
were boarded up. He said they had been bombed
by the Germans and the insides were burned out.

Next, we crossed the English Channel.

As we marched into LeHavre I saw a woman
chipping the concrete off bricks from a destroyed
building, preparing to rebuild. I couldn’t help but
wonder how many times the people of Europe
had built homes, buildings and factories
destroyed by wars.

We marched out of the city to a bivouac area.
While out searching for some firewood,--!, ran
across the graves of nine British soldiers. Each
one was marked with a small wooden cross with
name and rank and something that had belonged
to the dead soldier.

As we were approaching the front lines, riding in
open trucks, we would, with pride, wave to the
people. We were their liberators. And, being 19
years old, we were ignorant and knew very little
about what was to face us.

My job was a company messenger in
communications, either verbally or by the use of
telephone, radio or carrying hand messages
between the battalion, company and platoons.

When we.first went into combat in the Saar Union
on Dec. 12, 1944, I was assigned to the battalion
headquarters to carry messages up front to our
company.
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First came reports of who had been killed in the
first attack - Sgts. Castle and Guajardo, and Pvt.
Truglio, and others. Sgt. Castle, from Kentucky,
had been my platoon sergeant for several months
and ! knew him well. He tried to get rid of some
of his tracer bullets by firing them into the air and
the German hit his fox hole with a 88mm shell.

Several days later, I had to take the password to
our company on the front line. While walking
along a fence row, then out into an open field, I
came upon four bodies, dead American soldiers,
perhaps Sgt. Castle and the others.

I stopped and said a prayer for them. I couldn’t
take it anymore. I was going to go back and tell
the officers to court martial me. I couldn’t stand
to see these dead men. Their lives had appeared
to be worthless.

Then two other soldiers came up carrying
ammunition. One said as he dropped the box of
ammunition, "Say, he (meaning the dead
soldier), has a pair of boots and I need them." His
buddy said, "Aw, come on. We’ll get them off a
body further up." Then I thought, if they can
make it, so can I. So, I continued forward.

That afternoon, an artillery forward observer,
who was trying to direct artillery fire into the
Germans, and I were pinned down in a foxhole
together. The Germans saw him with the radio
and tried to kill him. And, since I was with him,
me too.

The shrapnel flew around us.

That night.the forward observer and I slept in the
basement of an unfinished house. ! slept on my
raincoat. My field pack was gone.

In one comer of the basement was an American
soldier from K Company guarding seven German
prisoners. The guard made them hold their
hands above their heads all night long,

The next morning, I asked our company
commander, Capt..]ennings, if L Company had
taken any prisoners. "We slept with them," he
said, meaning they’d killed them all.
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We did have a turkey meal on the 26th, with all
of the trimmings. But many friends that we had ¯
made the previous nine months were gone either
dead, wounded or captured.

On Dec. 31 we were taken back to the front in the
Ardennes Forest, which was commonly known as
the ’Battle of the Bulge.’

This time the remaining soldiers were not so
eager to get on the trucks. The squad leaders put
their shoulders under the men’s packs on their
backs and literally threw them up on the trucks.

Jan. 1, 1945, was the most traumatic day of my
life. It was the day I was captured by the
Germans in the Battle of the Bulge. On that day,
I lost my freedom and a source of food and
medical aid. Nine of my buddies were killed
around me. Twelve were captured.

Dow Luetscher and I went to the battalion
headquarters on New Year’s Eve to receive
instructions for the next day’s battle.

,.We bivouacked in a woods with about 4 inches of
snow on the ground and the temperature below
freezing.

About 3 a.m. we woke up the platoons ,in our
company. We were to eat C rations and be ready
to attack at daylight. Our objective was a
crossroads - a supply route for the Germans - at
Bonnerue in Belgium. We had to take the villages
of 3enneville and Moircy first.

We went through the first villages without a shot
fired, but before we got to the outskirts of
Bonnerue, Lt. McCarley sent out a squad to see
what was ahead of us. They saw Germans at the
crossroads.

Lt. IvlcCarley sent me to find the 3rd Platoon. It
was supposed to be to our left. The land was
rolling and I became lost. ! never did find them,
but found the bodies of three Americans, a
machine gunner and his two ammo bearers with
ammunition boxes still in their hands.We were pulled out of the front on Dec. 24, 1944.

We spent Christmas Day riding in semi-trucks
bedded down in straw, going from the Saar Union
to Nancy, France.
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At 11 a.m., we went into the final attack. Lt.
McCarley yelled, ’Maddy, come up here,’ and a
shell hit right in front of him. He grabbed his
stomach and fell over backwards, helmet rolling
off to his side. He never moved again. (Bob
Brawner was in front of the lieutenant and also
wounded. For the first several hours he begged
for help. "Sgt. McElwee, please help me," he
cried. Later, he begged, "Sgt. McEIwee, please
shoot me." Brawner survived, but later died in a
POW camp.)

I could see tracer bullets hitting the snow and
heard more screaming. I immediately hit the
ground. Ahead was a farmhouse filled with
Germans with machine guns.

We had walked into their trap.

I fired my carbine at some Germans. I’ve often
prayed since that I never hit any of them.

After being pinned down for several hours in the
snow, seven from our company were captured.

It was time to escape. Redlinger was about 15
feet to my right. Beyond, about 50 feet, was a
woods. I told Redlinger to start crawling through
the snow for the woods. I was behind him.

They opened up on both of us. Redlinger was hit
through both knees. Blood came from the
wounds through his pants. I told him to lay still
until night and we would get him out of there.’ He
died, either from shock, bleeding to death or
freezing. He was18.

Then Jim Hunter and I both started to run to the
rear. My legs were numb to my knees. I had to
look where to place my feet. We were quickly
pinned down again and decided to surrender. The
other option was to be killed. There are no
atheists on the front line, at least where we were.

As we were going down the hill, about dark, two
P-47 planes came over, dropping bombs. They
came from our left. Jim was to my right. I was
so scared I couldn’t even hit the ground. Jim did
and a piece of shrapnel from one of the bombs
went through his behind.

The farmhouse was full of Germans. I offered
one some cigarettes. He spoke perfect English
and said, ’No, thank you. If I’m captured and
they find American cigarettes on me, they may
think I shot you.’

We bandaged 3im up. He had been hit not only
from the shrapnel, but a bullet had hit the fleshy
part of his right arm. A second bullet went
through the sole of his shoe and foot and sliced a
cut about nine inches long over his knee.

We went back several miles to another house.
They put Jim on a mattress and gave him a shot
of U. S. Army morphine. 1 was put in the dining
room and slept next to the buffet on a ceramic
tile floor. A guard with hobnailed boots stood
guard over me all night.

I was so tired and thankful that I was alive that I
could sleep. A day to never forget, even after 50
years.

Jan. 2, 1945, we started the long walk to the first
in a series of POW camps. At least we were out
of the front line.

We slept in barns and once on the floor of a
restaurant. We were marched in columns of five
deep down the road.

Probably the most difficult time was walking
though villages, seeing light seeping out /the
shutters and realizing that it was warm in there,
and perhaps there was food.

After several days, we arrived in Gerolstein which
had the reputation as the worst POW holding area
in Germany. We were housed in an old
warehouse. We slept, when available, in the
storage bins along the walls. If not there, then
on the floor packed with prisoners.

I went out on a work detail whenever possible.
One day I worked on a mass grave. Another day
I was on a detail to dig out a waterline next to the
railroad station.

We were the first to leave Gerolstein after the
railroad tracks were repaired. There were 52 of
us crowded into ’40 & 8’s’ - cars for 40 men or
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eight horses. The eight horses had just been
removed because there was 8 to 10 inches of
manure on the floor.

We went to Stalag (Prisoner of War Camp) 12-B
at Limburg. Here is where I found new
permanent friends, lice, that stayed with me until
I was liberated.

A common question by German soldiers was,
’Why are you here?’ Our answer was that we
didn’t believe what they were doing was right.
One time a German guard said that the only
reason for World War II were the money makers
in Berlin and the money makers in Washington. I
didn’t know what he meant, but since then, I.
believe he was correct.

We were fed once a day. Our ration consisted of
a cup of rutabaga soup fortified with horse meat,
(when horses were killed during an air raid); 3
boiled potatoes about 2 to 3 inches in diameter,
and 1/7 of a German military loaf of bread. The
way we divided the bread, because the heels had
more ingredients, was by drawing a playing card
from :1 to 7. The heels wer.e numbered 1 and 7. It
was strictly luck if you ~ot a heel. Each day,
seven-man squads rotated through the soup line
because there were more solids in the bottom of
the pail and just broth on top. The feeding
system was decided on by the prisoners.

I
Occasionally we received food through the
International Red Cross. We were supposed to
get one box a week. We received :1/4 box three
or four times and a shipment from Argentina in
bulk. This was broken down for each individual.
In the Red Cross box were cookies, crackers,
raisins, canned meat, jam, cigarettes, chocolate
bar, cocoa, tea and coffee. This food was
hoarded and carefully protected by each of us.
This was used to supplement the rutabaga,
potatoes and bread.

The money, or item used for currency, was
cigarettes. You bartered items, especially food,
or bought and sold it with cigarettes. I smoked at
that time and also managed to have at least one
cigarette a day the entire time I was a prisoner.
A cigarette tended to deaden the hunger pain.

Another traded item was gold in any form such as
pen points, wedding rings, watches, etc. These
were primarily traded to the German guards for
food. I saw one man who traded his wedding
band for five loaves of bread.

Prior to my capture, I had borrowed a fountain
pen with a gold point from my buddy, Dow
Luetsher. He was~also a company messenger. I
was captured and he was not. Often times I
wanted food but I refused to trade away his pen
because I was going to return it to him, which I
did after WW II. He later became the head of
CIA’s personnel office in Washington, D.C. and
we have maintained our friendship over the
years.

My own health continued to deteriorate as time
went on. We wore the same clothes from Dec.
26, prior to going into battle, until after I was
removed from the prison camp April 23. We only
had one shower all the time we were prisoners.

Right after capture, my feet froze and I lost part
of each big toe. These were open seeping
wounds most of the period.

About halfway through our stay, we were
,transferred.

We cooked our food from Red Cross and ~Evings,
on self-made stoves of two different sized tin
cans. We used wood picked up on work det.~ils or
paper. Each man had his own stove, Much time
was spent on these fires, blowing to keep .them
going. The cooking was done both inside and out
with much smoke all the time. The men
appeared to cook 24 hours a day. When not
cooking, we were talking about food. Every
conversation ended with food.

April 16, a bright morning, we heard a great
noise and saw a tank across a field. I didn’t know
whether it was British or German. It stopped and
the hatch opened. Out crawled a British tam with
a soldier underneath, carrying a machine gun.
We had been liberated.

My dysentery kept getting worse. ! was losing
weight daily.
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At a friend’s urging I saw the doctor. They had
no medicine, but said I would be first out.of the
camp after the bedridden patients. On April 23,
we were loaded into British trucks and taken to a
newly established ex-POW camp. We slept on
wooden slatted frames with new, clean British
white woolen blankets. We were fed that night.

Prior to leaving the prison camp, Gen.
Montgomery visited. He brought us 10 British
cigarettes and a loaf of French round bread for
each two men.

The dirty prisoners went out on a newly greened
hillside, broke bread, fired up their stoves, ate
and had a cigarette. The scene must have looked.
similar to when .]esus Christ fed the multitudes
with five loaves and fishes.

I was the first POW to see the doctor in the new
camp. He was amazed by my condition. When
captured, I weighed 165 pounds and I weighed
115 when I was liberated. He said I should eat
just custard and gave me some medicine.

The next day, trucks took us further back to a
field hospital in a school. We were the first
prisoners to arrive. There were wounded British
soldiers on stretchers, but we received more
attention. They threw away my clothes and
issued me a British uniform.

The officials said if I stayed on a stretcher they
would take me west. Four of us went to the
airport on stretchers and there sat a C-47 or
Dakota. The ambulance driver said, "Where to?",
and the pilot said, "Britain." So, off we went.

There were four men on the hospital plane plus a
medic. Didn’t get to Britain due to rough weather
over the Channel, so landed at Brussels. An
ambulance followed the plane as it was landing,
immediately loaded us after the plane hit the
ground, and took us to a most welcome British
hospital.

After a month’s stay in the hospital, we went by
an ambulance street car to Namur, Belgium, to
an American hospital. Back in the the U. S.
Military, we started the procedure to return to
the States, arriving there .]uly 27, 1945.

How did the war experience affect me?

Did I learn anything? Did time spent in a
prisoner-of-war camp make impressions on me?
Does one ever forget starvation, low grade
infections and human parasites?

FOOD: After the war, I was a student at Cornell
University. I lived and ate at the Alpha Zeta
fraternity house. We ate at tables of 10 and I
could tell you how many glasses of milk, slices of
bread and helpings of potatoes each person had
taken. I took food inventories to see I got my fair
share.

In a restaurant I would ask myself, "Is this all I
get?" I knew I could order and pay for more.

Overcoming the experience of starving does not
leave you quickly. :i still have difficulty in
knowing how much to eat at a meal.

EXPERIENCES REVISITED: After college I went
to Port Chester, N.Y., to the home of my
commanding officer who was killed the day I was
captured. I asked his father if he had a son, Lt.
McCarley, in the war. "Yes," he replied, "but he
didn’t return home." :i said, "~ know. :i was with
him when he was killed on .]an. 1, 1945." He
called his wife and daughter and we spent the
next hour discussing how their son and brother
was killed.                              ~

I’ve never heard from them since. I was the only
soldier from his outfit who called on them.

After giving a talk in a church in Huber Heights,
Ohio, our hostess said her husband was killed in
the war. "What was his name?" I asked. "David
Leach," she said. He was in Company L, 347th
:Infantry, 87th :Infantry Division. ":I was with him
when he was killed," I said.

Later, she said she had never held a memorial
service for David. She asked if :I would
participate and :I said yes. The service was held
the next Memorial Day in East Liverpool, Ohio.

In 1977 my wife and I visited the battlefield, or
pasture I should say, where I was captured in
Bonnerue, Belgium.
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We hired a cab in Bastogne and eventually
arrived at the home of the mayor of Bonnerue. I
told him why we were there. He turned and
pointed out the window to a field.

Yes. It was the same field with the evergreen
Woods on the right side,

Snow was on the ground and more was falling
and I walked across the field we were trying to
take. I broke down and cried. ! thought I could
pick out where Redlinger and McCarley were hit
and died, and where Brawner lay with a broken
neck and blood running out of his mouth.

My wife, Evelyn, says that I would not talk about
my war experiences until after we made this visit.

FACING THE TRUTH: Often in the military you
speak of prisoners and their obligation to their
military organization as "live cowards’ or "dead
heroes,’

I have lived with this guilt feeling for 50 years.
Many soldiers gave their lives for our country.

We were never taught how or when to surrender.
The only thing we were ever told is that if
captured we were to give our name, rank and
serial number. When I surrendered, all else
appeared useless. Men were dead or dying
around me. My alternatives to keep living were
few.

A prisoner of war becomes a liability to the
enemy. They are obligated to care for them.
This took food and manpower. Many times
prisoners were shot on the spot.

Several years ago, all POWs were presented a
medal. I received mine from the adjutant general
of the Ohio National Guard. I discussed with him
this ’live coward, dead hero’ dilemma. His
comment was, ’You’re alive, aren’t you?’

Another question I’ve carried for 50 years
through all this: Why did God let me live?

The Second Battalion (347th)
Reports

The following stories relate a few
experiences of the Second Battalion in the Saar in "
December 1944. [In the next issue of the GAN,
we will report on The Battle of the Bulge. If you
would like a story included for your company,
please send it by 3anuary 15th to: Barbara
Strang, 6614 Ivy Hill Drive, McLean, VA 22101.]

Cpl. William e. (Bill) Statt,
Company E

December 13th Company E was trucked
from Metz to within walking distance of the front.
We were hunkered down in an old bombed out
factory building awaiting word to move out to
relieve the 26th Division. We could hear artillery
shells exploding in the not to far distance and
were all quaking in our boots, Not just at the
prospect of our possible demise, which happened
to nine of our boys the next day, and not just of
being wounded. We all were inwardly concerned
if we would have the intestinal fortitude to
withstand the coming baptism of fire from 88s,
machine guns, mortars, and mines.

I did not move out with the company in
the middle of the night, but in the morning, 1st
Sgt. Bidney came with a jeep and took meto the
back side of that bald hill, the site of ou’r first
contact with the enemy. He told me our company
commander, Capt. Lynes and Staff Sgt.’ .lohn
Oltad were grievously wounded, and I was to
climb the hill, locate them, and find out if the
jeep could get closer to evacuate them or get
them to the jeep. He did not tell me, or perhaps
did not know, that the captain’s radio operator,
Cpl. Roland Moss was killed by the shell that
wounded our captain. (I had been the captain’s
radio operator till shortly before we left England.)

While 88s were exploding all over the hill,
I ran from shell crater to foxhole to shell crater
and finally dove into a hole occupied by one of
our company medics, Sgt. Delph. He told me
Capt. Lynes had been evacuated. ! asked about
Sgt. Oltad, and he shook his head and said, "He
doesn’t need to be evacuated. Get off this hill for
now. When this barrage ends, come back with
stretcher bearers. They will be badly needed." (I
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assumed Sgt.; Oltad was also evacuated. I found
out later that Sgt. Oltad did not need to be
evacuated because he was already dead.)

The jeep dropped me off at a shelled out
cow barn which was our Battalion Aid Station.
The scene there was not pretty. Sgt. Bidney
came back with the four cooks and two stretchers
and told me to take them to the hill to get out the
wounded. In the deep ravine behind the hill
where I had been with the jeep in the morning,
we met Cpl. Koppenaal (our other company
medic). He had two stretcher cases, several
walking wounded, and Fabian Bernstein, a giant
of a man, who was not wounded but laughing and
raving. Fabian was out of his mind.

As shells were landing on the hilltop,
Koppenaal told me to get the men he bad
collected back to the aid station, and again come
back because when the present barrage was over
there would be a lot more guys wounded. I didn’t
have to tell Scotty, Orville and the other cooks to
get moving with the stretchers - man did they
travel fast! They moved out at double-time. The
walking wounded straggled behind the cooks.
Bringing up the rear, I had a man leaning on me,
and ahead, Fabian was carrying a man
piggyback.

I was about 15 yards from Koppenaal
when WAWUMPH! right back where we just left
him. Both the man I was helping and I were
knocked down by the blast. Fabian dropped his
man and ran back to check on Cpl. Koppenaal.
He returned and reported that there was nothing
we could do. Cpl. Koppenaal was dead. Had we
stayed 30 seconds more, the mortar shell that
sent Koppenaal to his eternal reward would have
also gotten four cooks who were stretcher
bearers, Fabian Bernstein, about 10 wounded,
and me.

That night reflecting on the horrors of the
day, I came to firmly believe, and accept that I
would not survive till the coming Christmas.

(The above was written quite some years
ago and resurfaced recently. All these years I
have held that Marv Koppenaal was killed by a
large mortar shell. I say that because there was
not the usual scream of an incoming artillery shell
and the trajectory of artillery would not permit a
shell to land so close behind the steep hill. I have
also asked artillerymen how the Germans knew to

drop in a shell at that location at that time. Their
answer has been that retreating troops mark their
maps to show likely places the enemy will gather
either with personnel or vehicles and then to later
drop in an occasional round on the chance they
will catch some one there.    That logical
explanation shot down my thoughts that there
was an enemy observer behind our front line.

As I am reading this in July 1998, it has
occurred to me how much the blast that killed
Marvin was similar to the blast at Manderfield of
box mines that exploded and killed four Signal
Corps men who were attaching phone wires to
tree limbs and knocked me into the mud. Is it
possible that Marv some how tripped off a mine
after we left? However, to my knowledge, we did
not find the Germans had left mines in the Saar.
The first mine causalities that I recall occurred in
the Bulge. If anyone remembers mines in the
Saar, I wish they would contact me.)

Sgt. Frederick Carmichael,
Company F

When we started our attack on 14
December, we proceeded through the woods and
up a hill. There was small-arms fire, but when
our troops hit the top of the hill, all hell broke
loose. We received mortar and artillery fire~ and
were pinned down and suffered our first casualty.
We started to dig in while the firing contin~ued.
Several of our men were wounded. Our first-aid
man was kept busy and did an excellent job. A
shell hit close to where we were digging and
wounded one of our messengers in the shoulder.
That same shell knocked the gas chamber in on
my MI rifle. I took the wounded messengers
carbine. The ground was wet, and some of the
holes we dug had water in them.

On 15 December, we attacked at 0700
with two platoons. As they went over the hill,
several Tiger tanks came out of the woods and
started firing their machine guns. Our bazooka
team fired at one of the Tiger tanks. All it did
was light up the sky. The tank then fired its
88mm gun directly at the bazooka, killing the two
men.

In the meantime, Captain Dahlke and I
reached the top of the hill, and he used the SCR
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300 to call for help. We had no tanks. The battle
continued, and one enlisted man who had been
hit in the wrist came walking up the hill through
all the firing and sat by our hole. He stated,
"Everyone is being killed." Captain Dahlke talked
to Battalion Headquarters on the radio, and
finally, they placed some towed tank destroyers
behind us and fired directly over our positions.
That drove the Tiger tanks back into the woods.
It was a terrible shock to learn how many of our
men were killed or wounded - one officer and
nine enlisted men died. Many enlisted men were
wounded. I lost several good friends. Here
again, our assigned medic did an outstanding
job. He was killed taking care of the wounded.

We continued to attack over the hill, but
we met little resistance, although we could hear
the German tanks. We decided to go to the left,
up the draw where we had some cover. We went
forward.until.we were very close to the German
border, There the captain started to dig in for the
night. The area we were in was very rocky, but
we were able to dig a slit trench and then piled
rocks around the sides. Late that evening, an
artillery captain and his radio operator came up
to direct fire for us on the following day. Since it
was late, they used one side of our hole and dug
in next to us.

The next morning, ~.6 December, Captain
Dahlke told me to have our radio operator call
Battalion to see if we were going~ to attack as
planned. Our radio operator was just a few feet
from us. I just got back into our hole when all of
a sudden, a shell hit in the hole with the artillery
observers. The captain and I were buried under
dirt and rock. He asked me if I was all right. I
said I thought so. My left ear was full of dirt, and
my hands were clenched tight. The artillery radio
operator was killed, and the artillery captain lost
both legs. He died almost a week later,

In my opinion, the SCR 300 drew the fire.
Each time the radio was turned on, the Germans
had electronic equipment on trucks and could
pinpoint our location.    We would then
immediately receive artillery fire. They were
unable to do this in the Battle of the Bulge, as we
and the Germans were all in one area.

Pfc. George Phillips,
Company G

I was former ASTP and runner for the
Third Platoon. The Saar was a shocking
introduction into combat! Nothing could ever
prepare us for it. We just lived from day to day.
We were told not to keep a diary, Me, trying to
be a good soldier, I did as told. I’m sorry now.

The first day, December 14th, we moved
on-line at Obergailbach, Germany, with a German
welcome of 88s accurately fired, Close to me,
Norman Drosdovich’s leg was severed at the hip.
He died minutes later. Earl Pulley, standing
firing, was killed by machine-gun fire. I believe
Sgt. ]im Moore was killed by artillery fire. Our
platoon sergeant, Chas. Emery, whom we all
thought a terrific soldier (tailored fatigues and
uniform) just couldn’t take it. It was here Eli
Plumley was killed in action. Second Platoon Sgt.
Kovacic was "accidentally" shot in the hand.

We dug in for the night. The runners
entrenching tool was a pair of wire cutters! It
didn’t take long to pick up a shovel. Later, when
the ground froze, I carried a pick, shovel, and the
wire cutters. The Kraut farmers must have loved
those wire cutters - ]: never climbed over a fence!
] also carried a walkie-talkie~ but it was useless
as the whole division was on the same frequency.

’~ destroyed it. ]:t’s a wonder’]: didn’t get billed for

On the second day about 0900, we. were
all to advance rushing the enemy. There Tex
Brian was killed. 2nd Lt. 3erry Greer was/ hit in
the back of the head. ]: thought he was dead as I
looked at him. Miraculously he survived. Harry
"Okie" Ellis advanced right aside of me. Col.
Bodner, watching from the rear, put him in for
the DSC. His BAR wouldn’t fire. ]: never saw the
"hero" after that, probably sent back to the
States. The two Krauts on the machine gun
surrendered after shooting up the company.
was detailed to take them back to battalion. At
the point of my bayonet, one of them gave" me
his wrist watch with a luminous dial. ]: brought it
home after the war.

Weeks earlier at the apple orchard in
Rheims, the platoon was issued a whole four pair
of arctics. Privates and Pfcs didn’t get any. After
]: turned the prisoners in, ]: looked around the
Battalion Aid Station and found two arctics, each
for the right foot. One was exceptionally large,
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and I could get my left shoe in it. I must have
looked comical, but I didn’t care. They kept my
feet dry most of the time. How do you put
dubbing on wet shoes? I’m sure we lost half the
company to trench foot.

As we were moving up the first day, I took
off my .wet overcoat and hung it over a small
evergreen tree figuring a field jacket and raincoat
would be warm enough. Going back, I retrieved
it. That night we were in Obergailbach.
"Liberated" German civilians; had home-canned
cherries. Slept in a hay mow, burrowed in the
hay, warm and comfortable.

The third day, late in the day, we moved
to a section of woods near Walsheim. We dug in,
in single foxholes just inside the woods and were
shelled by 88s. Tree bursts caused many
casualties. Why were we holding this I wonder?

.Jimmy Meuse, 10 1/2 feet away was killed
by a tree burst. Robert Manning had shrapnel
through the shoulder, missing all bones. Ray
Wolf had shrapnel through the helmet and helmet
liner. It hit his spare socks in the helmet liner.
The doctors had to take the wool out of his head.
Large headache? Lucky? Yes. Lou Visco got
shrapnel in the back and never made it back to
the company. That’s one way of getting rid of the
BAR.

After being there about 10 days, we were
pulled back. Then on to the Bulge. I estimate at
this point half the company was killed, wounded,
or lost to trench foot.

Pf¢. Lou Vi$co,
Company G

We moved up onto the front-line around
Obergailbach on 13 December. As I recall, we
dug in an area of low rolling open ground. That
day the platoon took its first fatality, Pfc. Carrol
Grieley was about 15 feet away from me when he
got it. He was sitting on the ground trying to dig
in when he caught a piece of shrapnel in the
head. The medic came and bandaged his head
but it was obvious that he had little time to live.
His body lay there all day, the bandages soaked
through with blood, until the graves detail picked
him up. It was not a very reassuring way to
spend the first day of combat.

The shell that killed Grieley also wounded

Tommy Rizzo (my assistant BAR man) and the
second assistant, whose name I can’t recall. That
meant that I ended up carrying the BAR, all the
ammo, and two entrenching tools. With
everything else, including soaked overcoat, I
figure I was carrying about a hundred pounds
around. I believe it was also at this ti~e that one
of the O’Sullivan twins got hit. His brother
rushed back to his side and both were sent back
to the rear, never to return.

It is difficult to keep dates straight, but.I
recall walking by a shallow foxhole and seeing
three guys from the weapons platoon lying dead
there. One I recognized as Zebowski, who led a
60mm mortar section. The other two presumably
were part of his section. They looked like they
were sleeping. I don’t know what killed them.

Pulley got killed on the second day, and I
saw it happen. We were behind a small rise, held
up by that German machine gun. Pulley suddenly
jumped up and charged forward shouting to
follow him. He didn’t get 20 yards before the
Germans cut him down. The second day was the
day of the attack on the machine gun nest. I was
under the impression that Lt. Greer was
attempting to take it with a squad that included
]im Moore; Costa, Bryan and 4-5 others. I
thought Moore was killed during that attack, but
I Could be wrong. I’m not sure what killed him,
but I saw his body and the whole front of,, his
forehead had been shot away.

Like George Phillips, I never thought .]~rry
Greer would make it. I knew he was still a/live
when I walked by him because I heard him
moaning but was I ever surprised to get a
Christmas card from him after the war. I think
Sgt. Emery lost it when Moore got killed. They
were Iongtime friends and may have been related
through marriage. ! felt bad about it. ! liked both
Emery and Moore; they were pretty decent
people.

On 18 December, I got hit and ended up in
the Field Hospital. I remember someone calling
out to me while I was waiting to be operated on,
but it wasn’t until 46 years later, at the 1990
reunion, that I learned it was Bob Manning.

A !ot of people don’t realize just what a
bitch the Saar was. With the frozen ground, all
the damn trees and roots, and the daily attacks,
it was impossible to dig in properly and protect
ourselves against tree bursts. Figures in the
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Division History suggest that 25-30% of the
Division’s KIA happened in the 12 days of the
Saar campaign.

1st Lt. H. L. (Bud) Aronson, Jr.,
Company H

The official regimental history of the 347th
Infantry says "Col. Tupper commanding, had two
battalions in the line and was ready to attack at
0700. The Second Battalion, Lt. Col. Wm.
Bodner commanding, and the Third Battalion Lt.
Col. Richard D. Sutton, commanding, moved
forward slowly in the face of fire from four enemy
rifle companies .... Company G of the Second
Battalion managed to work its way down th~
slopes of the hill and began an advance up the
opposite open hillside toward which several
enemy tanks were firing. Two machine gun nests
protecting the tanks and hidden in hedgerow
opened up on Company G with a continuous
cross-grazing fire. The company was pinned
down."

I guess all of the foregoing is accurate and
quite dry to read. This was our first day in action
and this is the way I remember it. My platoon, a
heavy machine gun platoon in Company H, was in
support of Company G. On the night of 13
December, we passed through and relieved
elements of the 26th Division. It was pitch dark,
quite cold and there was much confusion,
instructions and advice from the guys in the 26th.
In the dark, I placed my two machine gun
sections on the forward slope of the hill we were
on, and I was careful to be below the summit so
as not to be silhouetted on the crest as we had
been trained. We thought we were in a good
position-little did we know. As it became lighter,
Company. G started to move out across the
valley. At the edge of some woods across that
valley, a German tank opened up on us with rapid
direct fire from its 88mm gun. We must have
been a perfect target. The first or second round
hit one of my guns directly, killing the gunner and
the section leader. The wounds were ghastly. I
took over the section and kept firing the other
gun, but I very soon decided we were in the
wrong place. The rifle company stopped, and I
moved my guns just over the reverse side of the
slope. One of the German tanks came out of the

woods across the field and moved in among our
troops, it’s machine guns firing. It was still not
really light so with the noise of the firing, the
shouts and-screams of our people, and several
anguished cries for medics, there was a hell of a
lot of confusion. After a short while-it seemed
like an eternity-things quieted down, the tank
moved off, we reorganized, and moved forward.

I will never forget those first few terrifying
minutes. It was truly a baptism of fire.
Somehow we learned more in that first hour than
we had in months of training. We got it all
together and began our journey all the way to the
Czech border. []

You too can contribute material for
publication and you don’t .have to be
a former 347th member to do so,
Please send your manuscripts to:

Fred Whitaker - Regt. Historian
818 242 6577 - 863 Matilija Road
Glendale, CA 91202-1057
Fax - 818 240 2604

Hank Mooseker - 1st Btn Historian
360 866 0645 - 1412 Madrona Beach Rd.
Olympia, WA 98502-9540

Barbara Strang - 2nd Btn Historian
!703 893 5019 - 6614 Ivy Hill Dr.

McLean, VA 22101- 5206

John E, McAuliffe - 3rd Btn Historian
508 754 7183 - 425 Pleasant Street,
Worcester, HA 01609-1855

Paul Nessman, F, M-347  ook ng
for information. He wishes to know if anyone
knows of any Supply Sergeant or Company Clerk
that was killed other than in B-347.

Paul has been researching battle casualties for
many years and needs this info for his records.

He can be reached at: 5425 S. Blackstone Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60615-5406. Tel# 773 643 4610.
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"EYES RIGHT"
By Henry Mooseker, A-347

As our Battalion went into attack on January 6,
1945 the weapons or D.company had to cover the
attack by positioning the heavy machine guns so
that their field of fire could help us in the attack.
Mortars (81mm) were also positioned so that
they were not in direct fire line from the enemy,
but could send these heavy mortar shells where
they would be the most effective. Strom was an
ammo carrier for the three man heavy, water
cooled machine gun. It was in this battle that 5
German tanks encircled us. This was the battle in
the Bois de Tiller about 6 miles southwest of St.
Hubert where we were trying to cut the German
supply line to Bastogne.

347, COLUMN WRITE
June 1998 issue of GAN that when Col. Cobb took
over command of the 1st Bn, 347th Inf., on the
7th or 8th of January the Battalion numbered 167
men left from the 800 that started in the Battle of
the Bulge. Even at the start we were under
strength.

As described, Walter was struck by a hail of wood
splinters caused by a nearby tree burst that
resulted from an 88 shell hitting the trunk of a
tree. Large wood splinters pierced both eyes and
a larger one stabbed his left shoulder.

He was blinded that January 6, 1945 but went on
to lead a very productive life.

Walter took the G1 Bill and got a college degree
at Hastings College and an M.A. and a Ph.D. in
Denver. He married Vivian and the couple
adopted two children~ Anne and Gary. The oldest,
Gary, is an ex paratrobper (240 Ibs, 6’4") who
enjoys driving a huge semi rig into eastern city
docks where most other truckers refuse to go. His
size prevents any intimidation.

His daughter Anne was killed in an auto accident.

Walter taught public speaking for many years and
is currently retired. When you talk to him on the
phone you will hear what a good public speaker
sounds like.

His story is an inspiration to all of us. Particularly
to those who think they were dealt a poor hand.

Incidentally, Harry Bonnallo the medic who took
Walter back to the aid station and held his hands
(to prevent further injury) is now Doctor Bonnallo
of Blaine Washington.

If you remember, Francis A. Kineavy wrote in the

Ben Rush
Company E

We Attack Tomorrow

In Metz before we
Went on line

The Chaplin held
The Supper and
One by one we

Knelt before him
Left hand held

Our rifle upright
Its butt upon the
Ground Helmet
By the side of

Us as we took the
Bread and wine

Some were virgins
None were killers
But part of that

Would change tomorrow
And some would bleed

And die in France
We prayed that God
Would forgive the
Killers and take

The dead up home.

The Big Five-O

Ray and Blanche
Bryant, F-346, from
Murfreesboro, NC
celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary
with their family and
200 guests on Aug.
14, 1997.
Ray is retired from
the US Dept of
Agriculture and very
active in church
functions and
programs.
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"Only My Heart Knows The
Thankfulness I Feel"

John Blaha, A-345

John Blaha, had a diary he found,
about A Company 345’s travels
from departure for Europe to ~~
arrival in New York Harbor. Some
town names may be misspelled
but John assures us that
phonetically they are correct.

10/11/44 Arrived at Camp Kilmer
10117/44 Left New York Harbor
10/22/44 Went to Biddulph, England
11124144 Left Southampton, England
11/25144 Sailed for France on LST 37
11/27/44 Landed at Le Havre, France
11/28/44 Bivouacked in an Apple Orchard
12/4/44 Now on 40x8S and stopped at Campair for

coffee and donuts                   ’
12/6/44 Arrived at Metz and combat
12/13/44 Left Metz for Saar basin
12/24/44 Left Germany and stayed in Lauflrgen
12/26/44 Bivouacked 16 kilometers from Rheims
12/29/44 Crossed the Belgian border
12/30/44 Passed through Libramont and Trier

and met stiff opposition at Moircy and
counter attacked

1/2/45 Went to Laneerlk
i13145 The Chateau
i14145 Moved to Ochamps
117145 Left for Jennerville
118145 Campaign for Bonnerue
1/10/45 Back in Moircy
1/13/45 Defensive position at Sprimont
1/17/45 Moved to Wilpen, Luxembourg and

patrols crossed the Our River at
Echternach

1/26/45 Moved back to Belgium
1/27/45 Ourthe
1/29/45 Stayed one day in St. Vith (city

devastated and completely ruined)
and then spent 48 hours in sub-zero
weather and very deep snow, without
sleep.

1/30/45 Took Heuem after fighting a Tiger
Royale. Our own artillery failing on
us. My fears grow - I’m shaking

2/3/45 Andler Belgium
2/6/45 Auw, Germany. Madeready to assault

the Siegfried Line
2/7/45 Crossed initial point in approach

march
2/8/45 Jumped off from Wischeid against the

Siegfried Line
2/9/45 Pillbox at Olzheim
2112145 Back to Auw for rest
2/19/45 Left Auw for defensive positions near

2/27/45
3/2/45
3/4145

3/5/45
3/14/45
3/16/45

3/18145

3123/45
3124/45

3/26/45

4/16/45

4/17/45
4/28/45
5/7/45
518145

5/12/45

5/29/45

6/12/45

6/16/45
6/25/45

7/4/45

715/45

7/11/45

Roth
Attacked Neuenstein
Took Schonfeld
Rode tanks for 30 miles to Birgel,
Germany
Night march to Dollendorf
Big move to Narbich
Drive for Koblenz, crossed the Moselle
River at Winningen
Took Koblenz after heavy resistance
and snipers. Our Lt. Cernohous upon
entering Koblenz, lined up the
prisoners and marched them
alongside the GIs as snipers were trying
to pick off Americans.. They held their
fire as the snipers were not going to shoot
their own people
Moved to within 10. miles of Boppard
Entered Boppard and crossed the Rhine
River
Took Dahlhelm, Eschbach, Bette~dorf,
Yollhause, Gemmerich, Niederselters,
Butzbach, and Brandoberndorf.
Took Obersuhl, Waldfinch,
Awvallenberg, Tambach and Flop
Plauen the flattened city
Guard duty at Herlasgruin
Occupation duty at Falkenstein
Wonderful news at Falkenstein. It’s
VE Day
Herschberg guard duty - also at four
other cities
Bivouacked at Schleiz, Germany and
awaited orders
Left Schleiz in a convoy and others left in
40X85
Arrived at Camp Oklahoma City, France
Left Camp Oklahoma City for Camp
Lucky Strike. Spent 12 days here v~aiting. "
redeployment for the Pacific TheatbD Hope
to go to Paclfic by way of the United/
States so I can see home before more
battles                            ..
Today Is the Fourth of July and we
boarded the West Point, America’s largest
troop ship
Sailed from Le Havre, France and am
on the way home to the States. Spent
six days at sea
Passed the Statue of Liberty at noon and it
sure was a wonderful sight to see the
old girl standing there just as I left her so
long ago. I touched United States soil in
the afternoon of July 11, 1945 and it is a
feeling no words can express. Only my
heart knows the thankfulness I feel. El

Want to make your secretary
happy? Pay your dues on time!
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¯ ¯ :.S~; Josephs: Carmehte. Home, ~6r::.O~r. s.

You~;.hpve::,.o.:or::~leepest i’espe~=~fo~al!:that you d!~=. for ou~~untry andfo~ the:

The Good Carmelite Sisters of the St. Joseph Home for Girls Respond
to Our Mass Mailing At The 49th Annual Reunion in Birmingham.

When our members stepped up to the registration desk in the Sheraton Hotel in Birmingham,
Alabama, they were asked if they wanted to sign an individual card addressed to the Good Sisters
thanking them for their generous and loving contribution to the veterans of all our wars residing in
Veterans Hospitals. To a man, all said "yes".

As many of our reunion attending members will recall, two years ago we asked Mike Petrick to create
a poster which all attendees to that reunion signed. Shortly after that we brought that poster home,
had it laminated and shipped off to the Good Sisters. Last year we had a book at the registration desk
where we asked those attending to write a short message for the sisters.

Prior to this reunion, 100 computer generated cards with 25 different themes, were printed and
stuffed into pre-addressed stamped envelopes. The 100 cards were quickly filled out and mailed en
mass before the reunion ended. This is Sister Maria Guiseppi’s response to that mailing. ED.
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87th Division Rode To The
Rescue Like The Cavalry In The

Movies

By Mitchell Kaidy D-345

Q. What’s the most accurate way to
describe the 87th Division’s pell-mell
charge into America’s most punishing
battle--the Battle of the Bulge?

A. We were foot soldiers acting like
the cavalry of old riding to the rescue
as in Western movies.

That’s the way George S. Patton
employed us when the lOlst
Airborne Division found itself
surrounded in Bastogne in late 1944.
Almost from the moment we jumped
off the trucks after the bone-chilling
100-mile ride from Rheims, Patton
threw us into the battle without
patrolling!.

How about this for a movie script, Hollywood
moviemakers?

At that time, to protect their supply line the
Germans were making their fiercest effort to
break into and capture Bastogne, the critical
highway center. And at that time, the situation
looked dark for the Americans. Only a few days
before, the attacking Nazis had presented a
surrender demand to the 101st Airborne, and
British Marshal Bernard Montgomery, who then
commanded two American Armies as well as
English forces, was gloomily advising the Third
and First Armies to retreat.

"All the generals concerned" ( i.e. Major Gen.
Troy Middleton, Brig. Gen. Frank Culin of the 87th
Division and Brig. Gen. C.S. Kilburn of the 11th
Armored) were against Patron’s precipitous
commitment of the 87th and 11th Armored
Divisions. They wanted to give the two divisions
time to collect themselves, spread their maps,
and, above all to feel out the enemy with patrols.
"Had [ done so (delayed the attack), it would
have permitted the Germans to drive home their
attack," Patton wrote in "War As I Knew It."

In retrospect, although such tactics cost the
relatively green 87th and untested llth Armored
dearly in casualties, it might have been Patron’s

most critical decision and finest hour. By itself,
that decision marks Patton among a tiny group of
military geniuses that the United States has
produced.

Conceived by Patton and Middleton, the VIIIth
Corps Commander, as a three-division

counterattack    from    southern
Belgium, the full assault didn’t
materialize as planned. One of the
three divisions, the 17th Airborne,
was delayed for a week. The 11th
Armored, which like the 87th had just
arrived in the Ardennes Forest,
jumped off with the 87th, but by both
Gens. Patton’s and Middleton’s
accounts, the 11th didn’t perform
well.

In his biography, Middleton wrote
that he was forced by the faltering
11th Armored to assign part of its
front to the foot soldiers of the 87th,
and Patton later demoted the 11th’s
commanding general and transferred

him to England.

Nevertheless, during our first attack, a classic
"meeting engagement" occurred. A meeting
engagement describes two armies clashing in
all-out offensives. Meeting engagements are
extremely rare. Historians have pinpointed the
jump off time of the Dec. 30 attacks as sunrise.
In another observation, Patton assessed the
meeting engagement as follows: "This meeting
engagement upset both (American and G~rman)
attacks, but was very fortuitous as far as we were
concerned, because had we not hit the fl@nk of
the Germans, they might have closed the corridor
(created earlier by the 4th Armored Division) into
Bastogne." What Patton was.saying was that, had
87th and, to a lesser extent the 11th Armored,
not succeeded in throwing back the all-out Dec.
30 attack, Bastogne would have been surrounded
again. The consequences of that undoubtedly
would have been an extension of the war by
many months.

The date of our first attack was also the date that
witnessed "probably the biggest coordinated
counterattack that troops under my command
have ever experienced," Patton declared in his
postwar book, "War As I Knew It." By all
accounts, that day was a critical turning point in
the Battle of the Bulge, and by all accounts, the
87th Division acquitted itself superbly. The Corps.
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commander, Gen. Middleton, said as much in his
memoirs, Patton evaluated our performance as
"good," and the military historian Russell Weigley
went further. In his 1981 history, "Eisenhower’s
Lieutenants," Weigley offered the following
commendation to our division: "Senior
commanders were learning that where they saw
the acorn badge...they could expect efficient
performance under unassuming but thoroughly
competent leadership." In 20 histories I’ve read,
I am aware of no other broad commendation
similar to this. Certainly none concerning a
young, educated yet relatively untried unit.

Notwithstanding the Third Army’s reinforcement
by the two divisions, (and later the 17th
Airborne), for several weeks following the
German attack, "Patton still suffered the
additional frustration imposed by a stronger
enemy," Weigley writes. As Robert E. Merriam,
chief of the Army’s Ardennes historical division,
also confirmed "On the first of the year, nine
German divisions were closeted around Bastogne,
closing in for the kill.!’

Patton and Middleton didn’t have to go looking for
those German divisions; they knew exactly where
they were. In their surrender demand, written in
English and handed to Gen. IVlcAuliffe a few days
before we arrived, the Germans had made no
attempt to hide their concentrations. They
boasted about them. "The fortune of .war is
changing," they warned the Americans, and listed
Libramont, St. Hubert, and Libret near Tiller
among their strongpoints.

Remarkably, everyone of these strongpoints, and
everything in between, was ultimately wrested
away by the 87th (Golden Acorn) Division. The
most luminous success, which took the life of the
gallant S/Sgt. Curtis Shoup of the 346th Infantry
Regt., was the eight-day struggle for Tiller, and
especially its adjacent hamlet of Beau Plateau,
where the wounded Shoup, after single-handedly
destroying a machine-gun nest, was attempting
to throttle another machine-gun when he was cut
down by a sniper. But in all the battles between
Libramont and Tiller, where the Nazis were
heavily concentrated, the 87th’s intrepidity and
success may be gauged by the fact that the
enemy nearly always commanded the high
ground, was dug in within prepared, hidden
positions, and was supplied with artillery and
Tiger tanks. Making further headway during
weather described by Patton as "hideously cold,"
the badly-scarred 87th Division was listed first in

a lineup of nine divisions that were directed to
attack northward toward Houffalize to erase the
Bulge. When the adjacent 11th Armored Division
made contact with the First Army near Houffalize,
the Bulge, as far as Patton was concerned, was
wiped clean, and, although the enemy was still
able to pull off sharp attacks, the result, but not
the dying, was decided.

The Bastogne operation was never far from
Patron’s mind. Two weeks before the end of
hostilities, he lavishly praised Middleton’s tactical
"genius" in a masterfully-phrased letter that
affirmed: "None of us will ever forget the stark
valor with which you and your Corps contested
every foot of ground during Von Rundstedt’s
attack"

From beginning to end, the month-long Bulge
was primarily an American operation. Although
he commanded large British and American forces
in the north, IVlarshal Bernard Montgomery took
part in only the closing phases of the classic
struggle. In the end, as Prime Minister Winston
Churchill told the British Parliament, "the
Americans have engaged 30 to 40 men for every
one we have engaged, and they have lost 60 to
80 men for every one of us." It was, Churchill
said, "the greatest American battle of the war,
and will, I believe, be regarded as an ever-
famous American victory."

Amen []

How’s That?
A publishing company released a dictionary that
was 8 inches thick, 11 inches wide and 17 inches
long. Shortly after it was issued the publishers
received a letter from an irate woman who
stated, "I like your dictionary very much but I
find too many dirty words in it."

The publishers sent back a letter to the woman
that read, "Madam, if you hadn’t a looked for
them you wouldn’t have found them." []

Start The New Year
Right. Send In Your
1999 Dues Right Now.
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A First Timer Speaks

Enclosed is a picture from the reunion in
Birmingham~ being a first timer we had a
wonderful time. My wife Arlene J. Wines is in the
wheel chair, Next to her, myself, D. Robert Wines
F-345 - Joe Galofaro, F-345 - Clyde Lancaster,
F-345 - Tom Hall, F-345 and Reese Tex Brantner,
E-345.

Arlene and I had 3 children, Linda Lampert,
James Wines, Donna Wines. We also had 3
grandchildren, Julia Lampert 3 1/2 years old,
Matthew Thomas Lampert, 2 years old, Sarah
Lynn Lampert, born 9/27/98.

We will attend future reunions as we had a good
time and met a lot of nice friends and liked the
way first timers are treated.

Robert Wines, F-345.

Sorry I had to miss the Reunion in Birmingham.
The wedding in Lacey, Washington was a
beautiful affair with 200 guests.

My mother went into surgery again for cancerous
tumors on her tongue on September 24th and is
now doing pretty good. We are looking forward to
spending Christmas in Cincinnati and then off for
a weeks cruise aboard the Dawn Princess with
Jude and Bob.

We received a Birthday Card from Betty/HellTler,
mailed from France on her way to Omaha
Beach.

Mary (~ollni¢l( called and had a wonderful time
on her trip to England. Hope to see her real soon.

Don’t forget your dues. $5.00 and please send it
to Bill Young. Please not to me.

! would appreciate a couple of pictures from
anyone who went to Birmingham, Some day I
hope to get the "Book" up to date.

Hope to see many of you at next year’s Reunion
in Northern Kentucky\Cincinnati, and in the
meantime, have a wonderful Holiday and a New
Year filled with Peace and Love.

Marian Ahlberg
6370 S.E. Cavalier WAy
Milwaukie, OR 97267-1916
1-503 652 2801

James Wendell
Davis, 1-347

Is shown here with
Virginia. They have just
celebrated fifty years of
marriage.

Jim, who is a retired Home
builder is shown on the
right in his favorite
pastime. Relaxing!
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Daddy, Everybody In The World Knows Your Face!

Tom Hewlett Sr.
3rd from the right in

the chow line.
The first GI on the line

is John OIson of
Chicago, Illinois

Pat and Tom Hewlett Jr.

While at the Birmingham Reunion they had the
opportunity to chat with members of his father’s
company including our past National
Commander, Ray Miles, 1-347 who was Tom
Hewlett Sr.’s Company Commander. [See photo
next page]

It all began with a simple E-mail message to your
editor. "My name is Tom Hewlett. I am looking for
information about my father’s service in the 87th
during WWII. Can you steer me to information
detailing the activities of his company and the
people who served with him, etc. IVly father’s
name is Thomas R. Hewlett"

Your editor responded with details as to company
etc. and soon Tom Hewlett .Jr. was on his waV to
discovering details about his father’s wartime
service he had not been aware of.

What we did not know was that Tom Hewlett Sr.’s
face is known everywhere as the forlorn looking
GI in the famous "Chowline" picture. If you look
at the picture to the left and then look at the
picture of Tom Hewlett Sr., you will notice the
very strong resemblance between father and son.

Welcome aboard Tom and Pat, It’s nice to have
you with us.

Since more and more children and grandchildren of veterans are becoming
interested in learning more about their father’s wartime activities and enjoying
their trips to our reunions we are extending an open invitation to have them enroll
in our Association as Associate Members. Sign them up. You’ll never regret it.
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September 28, 1998

Dear Ray:

I want to thank you, Pauline and many others for
such a warm reception at the 87th Infantry
Division Association’s 49th Annual Reunion in
Birmingham. IVlembers and families of Company
1-347 were remarkably attentive and kind. After
our return home, my wife Pat and I have enjoyed
relating our very memorable experience. I am
confident that my words do not fully express our
gratitude.

I feel extremely fortunate that my search to find
men who served with my father during World War
II would have such a meaningful and rich
outcome. The 49th reunion was a truly emotional
event that I will not forget regardless of how
often I am able to attend future reunions. The
experience has had a significant and lasting
impact on me.

There is no question that this unique experience
has brought me closer to my father; with whom,
as you know, I never had a full opportunity to
know. The significance of the 87th Infantry
Division’s contribution to.the end of World War II
and the preservation of freedom is something
that I am sure brought my father much pride as
it does for me today.

I am particularly grateful to you, Jim Amor, Jim
Davis, Jim Walker, Dorothy Davis, Earle Hart,
.lohn Olson and Don Hittle for taking the time to
assist me through e-mail, phone calls, notes,
research, letters, and photographs. Once I began
my search, I seem to have been guided every
step of the way. To learn of my father’s presence
in the "Chowline" photograph has been a
wonderful gift as I also celebrate my 49th
birthday this month I am even more proud of the
photograph after having the opportunity to take
part in the reunion and meet so many men that
served in the 87th Infantry Division and
especially Company 1-347.

Thank you again for including us.

Sincerely,

Signed Tom

Thomas R. Hewlett, 3r.

Ray Miles and Tom Hewletb Jr.

A first meeting of the children of 87th members
took place during the general meeting and was
hosted by Barbara Strang, [circled] daughter of
Ted Anderson, B-912FA. Barbara is responsible
for the creation of the 87th Web-Page and for the
success of her book, F-Company. Pat and Tom
Hewlett are at the lower right and our dear
Belgian friends Nathalie and Pascal Hainaut are at
the upper left.
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CONVERSION
In the April 15, 1945 edition of the Minneapolis
Sunday Tribune the following story appeared. We
do not know who sent us the copy but we wish to
thank them for this inspirational message. ED.

It was June 6, 1944 - D-Day in Normandy. A
Catholic chaplain crawled along the beachhead,
administering to the dead, the dying and the
wounded.

On 30 of these boys, as he searched their
clothing for identification papers, the chaplain
found copies of the same short simple poem.
Some of the dead clutched the poem in their
hands. Dozens of copies of this same poem blew
about on the debris-strewn sands.

Frances Angermayer, receptionist in a Kansas
City physicians office, wrote "Conversion" June 3,
1943. It first was published in "Our Sunday
Visitor," Catholic publication edited in
Huntington, Indiana.

Not long afterward a copy was found on the body
of a dead American soldier in Italy - and from
then on "Conversion" had spread to every corner
of the earth.

Tabulation of Miss Angermayer’s correspondence
indicated at least 6,000,000 copies had been
printed and distributed.

A widely circulated report of the Italian incident
led to reprinting of the poem in magazines and
newspapers, including "Yank" and "Stars and
Stripes." It had been broadcast by Ginny Syms,
Joe E. Brown, and Shirley Temple.

It was read in Congress by Rep. Maurice .1.
Sullivan of Nevada.

One service man reported a whole battalion in
New Guinea carried copies of the poem. Several
told of seeing it tacked on trees along jungle
trails. One reported it was surrounded by pinup
girls in many a tent on a lonely isle.

After the battle of Metz, Miss Angermayer learned
the poem had been found in German translations
on a dead Nazi. Since then, an American college
which trains missionaries has translated it into
Polish, Italian, Chinese, French and Spanish.

A soldier from Miss Angermayer’s home town,
Cpl. John A. O’Connell, 23 year-old Kansas Citian,
shot down by German machine gun fire in the
massacre at Malmedy following the Nazi break
through December, 1944, was wounded in the
face. "I began to pray and repeat ’Conversion’
over and over," he said. Later, O’Connell and
three of his buddies reached Allied lines.

Lt, Harry C, Slawson wrote Miss Angermayer:

"Men have died near me, men will die in the
future, perhaps myself- but I know this, the
thought you have left with us will last beyond
whatever may come in the future."

CONVERSION
By Frances Angermayer

Look God, I have never spoken to you -
But now-I want to say "how do you do."

You see, God, they told me you didn’t exist-
And like a fool-I believed all, of this.

Last night from a shell hole I saw your sky-
I figured right then they had told me a lie.

Had I taken time to see the things you made,
I’d known they weren’t calling a spade a spade.

I wonder, God, if you’d shake my hand,
Somehow-I feel that you will understand.

Funny-I had to come to this hellish place,
Before I had the time to see your face.

Well, I guess there isn’t much more to say,
But I am sure glad, God, I met you today.

I guess the "zero hour will soon be here,
But I’m not afraid since I know you’re here.

The signal!-Well, God-I’ll have to go.
I like you lots- this I want you to know-

Look, now-this will be a horrible fight-
Who knows-I may come to your house tonight-

Though I wasn’t friendly with you before,
I wonder God-if you’d wait at your door-

Look-I’m crying! Me!-Shedding tears!-
I wish I’d known you these many years-

Well, I will have to go now, God-Goodbye.
Strange-Since I met you-I’m not afraid to die.
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A Realistic "...Private Ryan"
and The Real McCoy
By Eugene H. Kaplan, F-346

June 6, 1944 found me training with the 87th
Infantry Division, right here at Ft. Jackson. Six
months later, we crossed from France into
Germany with Patton’s Third Army. In an attack
on pillboxes with insufficient artillery support, my
Battalion took heavy casualties; my two closest
buddies were killed. After the Battle of the Bulge,
the 87th returned to Germany and the Siegfried
Line. Only a handful of old-timers were left from
the first assault against pill boxes two months
before.

I was surprised that the VA had set up hotlines
for combat veterans distressed by the graphic
realism of "Saving Private Ryan". Realism is not
reality. The only war film that ever really got to
me was John Huston’s documentary, "The Battle
for San Pietro". The figures dropping on screen
were GIs who had really been hit, not actors who
would get up after the cameras stopped.

While the highly realistic simulation of war in the
film conveys something of its horror, the inner
terror of participation in the real McCoy escapes
the moviegoer, who after all, is in no danger.
Everything on screen has already happened, at
Spielberg’s direction; the future is in the past. In
real combat, the participant lives in agonizing
suspense about the mortal danger that may at
any future moment consume him.

Missing also are the odors of war: the acrid
pungency of high explosive, the charred resin of
treebursts, the mustiness of lath and plaster laid
bare to the elements. Add the sickening smells of
guts spilling out and human flesh burning. That is
the smell of horror. Under fire, some soldiers
vomit or wet themselves; others lose control of
their bowels. That is what terror smells like.

Standing up in the face of machine gun and
artillery fire is the hardest pushup in the world.
Some GIs froze, went AWOL or SIW (self-inflicted
wound). The vast majority got up. Why? Because
the lieutenant was up already and they didn’t
want to let him or the outfit down. Most of us
literally preferred death before the dishonor of
cowa rd ice.

We got up, knowing that death or worse was only

a matter of time. The average dogface lasted 12
weeks in combat, while company grade officers
became casualties in half that time. My Company,
F of the 346th Infantry Regiment, went overseas
at full strength, 184 officers and men. In four
months of combat, it suffered 240 casualties.

Every day of survival in combat is a series of
improbable near misses. In Belgium, I received
superficial wounds from a large mortar round
which killed three other men in my squad.
Stepping over the bodies of other GIs felt like
repeated rehearsals of my own death.

Infantrymen realize that, advance or retreat, land
must be paid for in lives. With no end to the war
in sight, the best we could hope for was the
million dollar wound, an honorable permanent
exit to the safety of the rear, without lasting
crippling or disfigurement. They were feared
more than death.

Above all, we feared ourselves. Late in the
Spielberg film, we see the captain played by Tom
Hanks crying and struggling mightily to suppress
his hand tremor. This alludes to every soldier’s
secret fear of self-betrayal, of unexpectedly and
irrevocably succumbing to the unrelenting gut ¯
fear which no war movie can convey.

That being said, Spielberg deserves praise for his
uncensored simulation of the carnage on Omaha
Beach. The depiction of its gory horror is a fitting
tribute to the men who fought and died there.
Like many Hollywood celebrities during WW II,
John Wayne made personal appearances before
the troops. In the South Pacific, one audience of
battle weary marines booed him right ,off the
stage. Everyone of military age and older without
personal combat experience should see "Saving
Private Ryan". By dispelling any lingering dreams
of glory fed by the old sanitized, sentimentalized
war movies, the Spielberg film should keep John
Wayne off stage permanently.

Gene Kaplan is a contributing columnist for The
State newspaper of Columbia, South Carolina.
The above is a column he wrote for the August 6,
1998 edition after viewing the motion picture,
"Saving Private-Ryan". Ed. []

You’re Never Too Smart

The village brain shouted out, "Eureka, I have
discovered the universal solvent."
The village idiot asked him what he was going to
keep it in.
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87th INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION

MINUTES
49th ANNUAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

The meeting was called to order by Executive Committee Chairman Louis Gueltzow at 1:00 PM,
September 18, 1998 at the Sheraton Hotel, Birmingham, Alabama.

The Sergeants-At-Arms, Bob Jenkins and Joe Catrambone secured the doors. Chairman Gueltzow led
the Pledge of Allegiance. Chaplain O’Shell gave the invocation. The following people were present:
Jim Amor, Vito Catrambone, Don Corbin, Louis Gueltzow, Earle Hart, Don Hittle, Ray Jemc, Bob Jenkins,
John Long, John McAuliffe, Ray Miles, Bill O’Shell, Gladwin Pascuzzo, Mike Petrick, Dick Pierson, Ross
Rasmussen, Erwin Sherk, Harold Tendam, Wardlaw Watson, Bill Young.

Fred Whitaker (HQ1-347) presented a proposal for our members that we need ’historians’ from various
units of the Association, on a Battalion or Regimental basis, in order to develop and extend our history.
Harold Tendam moved that we should appoint Battalion and Regimental Historians to promote
voluntary histories, to be sent to GAN. Mike Petrick seconded and the motion was approved.

Secretary Young read the minutes of the 1997 Executive Committee meeting. Ross Rasmussen
commented that the reference to the Belgian ’medal’ was mistaken, it was the Belgian ’ribbon’ that was
approved. Dick Pierson moved that the minutes be approved as corrected, Jim Amor seconded, and the
motion was approved.

MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS:

Memorials: There were no reports on the condition of memorials at Ft. Jackson, Freedoms Foundation,
Atlantic City, Chapel of Four Chaplains, Father Hagerty gravesite. John Long visited Europe this year
and reported that the memorials looked to be in good condition.

Quartermaster supplies Shirts and Jackets: Erwin Sherk reported that the current system for shirts
and jackets needs improvement. It is believed that Glen Buswell feels the same about Quartermaster
supplies. Dick Pierson moved that we appoint Billy Stiegemeier as Quartermaster for both types of
supplies. Vito Catrambone seconded and the motion was approved. NOTE: After the Reunion, Billy
Stiegemeier stated that he will not be able to fulfill the task.

Historian Report: Ross Rasmussen stated that we misunderstand the terms ’Task Force’ and ’Combat
Team’. He explained that the ’Combat Team’ is a regimental operation, and ’Task Force’ is a Division
operation as a whole.

Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Harold Tendam reported that we have a total of $73,744.97 in the
treasury, including $40,391.18 in Reunion Committee funds, $14,353.03 in the Memorial Fund, and
$19,000.76 in the General Operating Fund. Erwin Sherk moved that we accept the report, Dick Pierson
seconded and it was approved. Treasurer Tendam then presented the proposed budget for 1998-1999,
totaling $36,700, including $24,000 for Golden Acorn News, $2,000 for postage and shipping, $3,500
for memorials, plus several miscellaneous items. Harold Tendam moved that the proposed budget be
accepted, Erwin Sherk seconded, and it was approved. Tt was moved that administrative costs to the
CAN editor and shipper be increased to a total of $800.00 per year, and it was approved.

DUES AND MEMBERSHIP:
Bill Young reported the following fully-paid membership numbers:

1996; 2277 members
1997; 2091 members
1998; 1894. members, including 158 AcornetLes
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1999; 363 members, including 33 Acornettes
2000; 85 members
2001; 14 members
We also have 27 members who cannot afford to pay dues.

Harold Tendam moved that 1999 dues remain at $10.00 per year. John Long seconded, and it was
approved.

1997 REUNION: Chairman Harold Tendam reported that the 1997 Kissimmee reunion had 791
attendees, including 700 at the banquet. The final value was a loss of $4000.00, due mainly to the
fact that about 25% of the attendees used a different hotel.

1998 REUNION: Harold Tendam reported that Wardlaw, ’Stumpy’ Watson
volunteered to be the reunion chairman, and is doing .a splendid job. We have a total of 660 members’
registered, 545 for the Mixer, 610 for the Banquet. Seating assignments for the banquet are very
difficult, mainly because so many members did not send in their reservations before the cutoff date.
John Long moved that a cutoff date of three weeks before the reunion should be required for selected
seating. Dick Pierson seconded and it was approved. Chaplain O’Shell reported that Col. Pearcy (of 87Lh
Division, Exercise) will help in our services. It was reported that the Governor of Alabama will not be
able to attend, but his assistant, Mr. ShelLon will attend and will speak at the banquet.

1999 REUNION: Reunion Chairman Louis Gu~ltzow reported that the reunion will be held at the
Drawbridge Estates at Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky, just outside of Cincinnati, Ohio. There will be two
buildings available, with room rates of $64.00 or $74.00 per day. Dates are Sept. 26 to Oct. 3, 1999.
Transportation is relatively easy. Activities may include riverboat gambling, race track and many other
activities.

2000 REUNION; It was reported that three possible sites may be presented to the members for
approval, including Spokane, Washington, Falls Church, Virginia, and Toledo, Ohio. A requirement is
that a local Reunion Chairman must be named before a site is approved.

WORLD WAR II MONUMENT: The monument is planned to be built in Washington, and will need
$100 million. Our Association will donate $4000 from the Memorial Fund, and our members will be
asked to make individual donations.

GOLDEN ACORN NEWS: Editor Jim Amor reported that we have issued about 10,000 copies per
year, with an average of 64 pages per issue. He moved that we include a ’Library’ system inIGAN,
where each member could contribute $12.00 for a year’s subscription to GAN for the library bf the
member’s choice. John Long seconded and the motion was approved.

PUBLIC: RELATIONS: Gladwin Pascuzzo reported that he would like to have the newspaper mailing
list available from several sources.

TRUSTEES: Trustee Don Hittle reported that the law requires our trustees to be residents of Ohio,
and they should be available for current duties. He moved that we should name Don Hittle, Glen
Buswell, Dick Pierson and Harold Allen as trustees. Ray Miles seconded the motion and it was approved.

SLATE OF OFFICERS:

The slate of Officers recommended to the members:

is as follows:
National Commander
Sr. Vice Commander
Jr. Vice Commander

John McAuliffe
Earle Hart
Fred Whitaker

M-347
A-345
HQ1-347
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Secretary Wm. Young HQ-345
Treasurer Harold Tendam 87-QM
Sergeants-At-Arms Charles Coffman 1-346

Vito Catrambone 1-346
Robert Jenkins HQ-345

Chaplain Wm. O’Shell 1-345
Judge Advocate Vernon Stiver 1-347
Acornettes Marian Ahlberg 003/DIVHQ
GAN Editor Jim Amor A-345
Public Relations Gladwin Pascuzzo D-312MED
National Reunion Committee Harold Tendam, Chairman. 87-QM

Charles Daley SV-345
Louis Gueltzow D-345
Wm. Young HQ-345

Trustees Don Hittle 1-347
Glen Buswell B-345
Dick Pierson 787 ORD
Harold Allen 1-347

Elected to Exec. Comm. Dick Pierson 787 ORD
Art Trostle A-336FA

Archivist Earle Har, t A-345
Historian Ross Rasmussen A-912FA

MEMORIAL SERVICE: John Long moved that the Association donate $2500 to the VA at today’s
memorial service. Don Corbin seconded and it was approved.

SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM: Comments were that our finances and times do not appear amenable,
program is not adopted.

Harold Tendam moved that we adjourn, Dick Pierson seconded and we adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,
Bill Young, Secretary

First Reunion of Louisiana
87th Inf. Div. Veterans

Members of the 87th Infantry Division
Association from Louisiana, held the
first annual meeting at Don’s Cafe in
Lafayette, Louisiana. Members
present, L to R, standing Gay Keller,
Lonnie Mizelle, John Le Sage, Ben
Rush, U.J. Riedlinger, Bryan Bizer
Robert Schultz. Seated L to R, Herbert Eschete, Howard Nezat, Vito Catrambone, Arthur Gayle, Dudley
Duhon.

Present were wives and some children. Father Calois gave the blessing of the food, then each gave an
account experienced during the war in Europe. Col Arthur Gayle was the senior officer present and ex
S/Sgt Dudley Duhon stated he was one of six members of the original company E-347 who did not
receive a Purple Heart.

A special thanks was given to Gay Keller for organizing and carrying out the successful and enjoyable
meeting.

Submitted by Ben Rush, E-347.
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Our 49th Annual Reunion Was
Great!!!

By William C. Young, HQ-345

Over 660 members and their families and/or friends
attended the 49th annual reunion at the Sheraton
Hotel in Birmingham, Alabama. Wardlaw, ’Stumpy’
Watson was the local Reunion Chairman, and with his
wife, Fleta, did a tremendous job making the
arrangements for the whole thing. National Reunion
Committee Chairman, Harold Tendam was also deeply
involved in the arrangements. Thanks are also due to
a number of others who helped carry out the details of
our large occasion, at the registration desk, in the
hospitality room, on the tours, etc. Among those were
Joe and Lynn Catrambone and their son, Bill and Joyce
Young, Edna Kuhlmann, Margaret Brittenham, Cee
Swanson, Sharon Watson, and a number of others to
whom we apologize for not listing their names.

Members started arriving on Sunday, although there
were no formal activities until Wednesday. Many of us
used the time to visit local sites or just to get together
with old friends, which is the main reason for having
the reunions. On Wednesday we toured the Univ. of
Alabama and Tannehill Historic Park. Thursday was an
all-day city tour, followed by the trip to the 87th
Division (Exercise) Headquarters, the Shoup Museum
and a barbecue dinner in a huge tent. Friday had a lot
of activities, including golfing, greyhound race track,
Berman Museum, shopping at the Galleria. Friday night
was the annual Mixer. About 550 people attended,
bought tickets for the annual raffle, which netted more
than $900 for the Association. The 87th (Exercise)
provided the music, a four-piece band which was
super-excellent, and we all enjoyed dancing to their
music.

Saturday was a busy day--the annual Member’s
Meeting was Saturday morning, where over 200 of us
got to hear about the Executive Committee meeting,
Financial Reports, Elect our officers, vote on sites for
the 2000 reunion. The Member’s Meeting was followed
by the Annual Memorial Service, in which we listed 140
members and/or wives who we had learned had
passed away since our previous service. Saturday
night was the Annual Dinner-Dance, attended by over
660 of us. Honor Guest was John Long (H-345), who
made an interesting talk to us. The officers for the next
year were introduced. The members who had
registered by cut-off time were given certificates as
Honorary Alabama Colonels. We finished the evening
with great dancing. In the morning we had breakfast
in the hotel, then most of us headed for home.

HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL NEXT YEAR
IN NORTHERN KENTUCKY!!!!

A happy foursome in the Lobby of the hotel.
Bob & Doris Magee, K-346 and Katie &

Glenn Doman, also K-346.

Barbeque time under the big-top, hosted by
the 87th Division, (Exercise) General Clark

commanding.

First Timers Cecil and Loreta Davis, 1-347
enjoyed the Barbeque and the reunion. Just

ask them.
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Waiting to chow-down while on the
Birmingham City tour.

Bill Young, HQ-345 - Harold Tendam, 87QM
- ? -, and Lt. Col Tim Hoon, 87th Exercise
enjoy Col. Hauschild’s hospitality at his

home.

Part of the registration desk crew. Harold
Tendam, Bill and Joyce Young, Fleta Watson

and Lynn Catrambone.

Ray and Pauline Miles, 1-347, graciously
posed for this shot before retiring for the

night. It had been a long day.

The Friday night mixer brought these
chow-hounds to the buffet table. Harvey
and Gladys Waugaman, K-346 and in the
background, Bob and Doris Magee, K-346

Weren’t we on a trip to Europe together?
Ray Rissler, (;-345, Rein and Julie Schutte,

1-347 and Doris Rissler.
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Nancy and Zra Glidewell, T-347, happily
pose for this warm shot.

Boy! Wouldn’t you want to know their
dentists?

Bill Young, Bob Watson, :I-346 and our
Reunion Chairman, Stumpy Watson also

Z-346, beam for the camera.

Happy smiles face the camera. Doris
Jenkins, Earle Hart, Bob Jenkins, seated, Joe

Barvir and Mae Barvir all smile for the
birdie.

All of you who attended the 49th Annual
Reunion got to know this young Belgian
couple. Authors of the "Belgium Calling"

column in this publication, they have been
the first one’s to sign up for our last two

reunions and are hosts to anyone from the
87th that wishes to visit Belgium for the
purpose of returning to the battlefields of

"44 - "45.

Hey what’s happening over there? Look at
the camera!

John and Betty Dick, Gert and Gene Utz,
and Mary Lou and Paul Feeney, all HQ-345
must have spotted something to their right

that distracted them as this picture was
taken.
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The men of 1-346 assemble. In front Glen
and AI Messier, Ervin Sherk, Stumpy

Watson, Bob Watson, George Brittenham,
Delbert Lutterman.

Hey good Iookin’ who are your friends?
"They are William Burrus and Tom Katana
from C-347. I’m Ercelle Burrus, William’s

wife."

Bernie Klemmer is sandwiched between two
lovely ladies, Edna Kuhlman on the left and

Shirley Allan on the right. All are from
1-347.

Rita and Geodo Perrotta take time out from
their raffle tickets to smile for the camera.

Evan & Theresa Kinney and Evelyn & Tom
Hughes, all K-345, take time out from their

food to smile for us.

OK everybody, GRIN!
Howard McGee, L-HQ-347, Billie and Bernice
Stiegemeier, H-347, and Mary Louise McGee

all grin for the camera.
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"I heard that joke before but I’ll smile
anyway."

That’s What Juanita and Gene Garrison,
C-347 and Lydia and Milton Miller, also

C-347, seem to be saying.

Alyne and George Gatchell, F-347 are
first-timers who look to be enjoying the

festivities. Don’t you wish you also
attended?

The chow must have been pretty good. Dan
Kocian just kept on chowing down (like in
the army Dan?) while lovely wife Juanita
and wartime buddy Dick Dineen and his

grandson Chris Bell look the other way. All
are from A-345 and if you ask 14 year old

Chris, he’ll tell you he had a great time.

First-timers Evelyn Jackson and Alfred
Jackson bracket Ted Anderson and his wife

Lois. Ted Anderson’s daughter, Barbara
Strang, is very active with the junior

members of our Association and is also the
creator of the 87th Division Web Page.

When old buddys get together the tales
begin to unwind. We interrupted this

session for the photo op.

Bob Jenkins is holding a rose and we were
not made aware of what he intended to do

with it.

On the left we have Margaret Christenson
then Doris and Bob Jenkins and to the right

Milford Christenson. All are from HQ-345
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Looks like our camera person interrupted
something here as we get mixed reactions

from Harry & Tish Pfanz, DIVART and 912FA
and Jack & Marge Wenstrup, HQ-336FA.

Sorry, we’ll let you get back to your story.

Jerry Coughlon AT-347 and Henry & Ruth
Schuhmacher, A-312ENG, take five for the

camera. Thanks, folks.

Our reunion chairman Stumpy Watson has
his lovely wife Fleta by his side and though
we don’t know where to put the names, we
believe his son, Ward and wife Mimi are to
the left and Tom and Carol Braithwaite are
to the right. We apologize for not having all

the correct details.

Can’t leave these two alone for one
moment. Ruth and Mario Persichini, A-347

thought no one was looking.

We finally got our photographer to stand
still for a moment for this good looking

portrait. Hey Joyce how come this picture
looks better than the others?

Glen and Ruth Buswell, B-345, didn’t bring
all the Quartermaster materials this year

and you can tell by the big smile on his face.
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Want a good laugh? Stop Adam and Alice
Tupka, A-912FA, engage them in

conversation and Alice will rock your socks
with her off the wall type of humor. What a

pleasure to have them around.

John and Linda Caponigro, F-346, are
enjoying the festivities on Saturday night
and we don’t know what he said to Linda

but it seems like she is tapping his arm and
saying, "Later Darling."

Howard McClish and his father Lyle McClish,
H-345 enjoyed the reunion. It’s good to see

more and more of the veterans’ children
joining their parents at our reunions.

We lost this dear friend eleven days after
the reunion ended. Francis Cody, H-345
passed away in his sleep on October 1,
1998. His loving wife, Margie, said he
would be missed by all who knew him.

Amen Margie!

Photographs appearing on pages 37 through 43 are by Joyce Young, HQ-345
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NOTES FROM OUR
MAILBAG

JACK TURNER, H-347, sent us a
short story of an event in his life.

He worked for the Norton Company
in Watervliet, New York for 39 years.
He had a man work for him after he
had been working there 15 years.
The name of the employee was John
Galuski from South Troy, New York.
Jack had heard that Galuski had
received the Bronze Star for valor
but he never asked for details or

questioned him about it. One day the two were
sitting down with a foreman and Jack was
relating a war story when he noticed that Galuski
had a strange look on his face. Jack asked Galuski
v~hy he looked so strange. Galuski replied that he
had been at the location where Jack was spotting
targets for H-347. He was a member of K-345.

John Galuski passed away 15 years ago.

Betty Helmer, K-347, sent us a beautiful
postcard from the Maritime Alps where she
stopped on her European vacation. She writes
that she was on her way to France and would be
too pooped to make the Birmingham reunion.
"Please say hello to all my friends."

Charles Prota, F-346, asked us to try and locate
members of F-346 who were at Camp IvlcCain
during those early days. Charles said he would
like to hear from anyone who served there with
him. He lives at 128 Alder St., Yonkers, NY
10705. Tel# 914 963 4961.

Bill Koranda, B-912FA sent us a clipping titled.
"He Bought The Farm."
"In our local newspaper someone questioned the
origin of the expression, ’He Bought The Farm’,
relating to the death of a serviceman."

"A woman replied by saying that the expression
came into use during WWI, when the Government
insurance paid to the serviceman’s family was
used to pay off the farm mortgage. This seems
plausible to me, does anyone else have an
explanation as to the phrase’s origin ?"

Harold L. Heckendorn, L-346 sent us a copy of
"That Ragged Old Flag" which appears on the
next page. :In his letter to us he said, "This was

left on my desk by a friend, just thought you may
want to print it some time."

You betcha Harold. Thanks for the moving,
patriotic poem. Read it on the following page.

Maurice B. Johnson, AT & L-345 wrote,
"Enclosed is a copy of a poem passed onto me
from my son’s e-mail. You may have seen it or
published it at some time, but it left quite an
impression with him and wanted me to pass it on
to others in the 87th.

Thanks Maurice, the poem is on the next page.

We have received numerous requests asking
that we urge our members to request the release
of a postage stamp honoring Audie Murphy. Audie
IVlurphy is our most highly decorated serviceman
of WWU and we think it is a good idea and will
only happen if enough people notify the U.S.
’Postal service directly.

So the next time you visit your Post Office pick up
a voting form and write across it, " No Tweety-
bird! No Daffy Duck! I want Audie Murphy!"

Charlie and Dee Coffman, 1-346, sent word
thanking everyone for the messages they
received from those attending the Birmingham
runion. Dee said those warm sentiments made
Charlie feel much better.
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That Ragged Old Flag

I walked through a County Court
House Square.
On a park bench an old man was
sitting there.
I said, "Your old Court House is
kinda run down."

He said, "No, it will do for our little town."
I said. "Your old flag pole is leaning a little bit
And that’s a ragged old Flag you’ve got hanging
on it."
He said, "Have a seat," and I sat down.
"Is this the first time you’ve been to our town?",
I said, "I think it is."
"Well," he said, "I don’t like to brag.
But we’re kinda proud of that ragged old Flag.
You see, we got a little hole in that Flag there.
When Washington took it across the Delaware.
And, it got powder burns, the night Francis Scott
Key
Sat watching it, writing ’Oh Say Can you see.’
And it got a bad rip at New Orleans
When Washington and Jackson took it on the
scene.
And, it almost fell at the Alamo beside the Texas
Flag
But she waved on through.
She got cut with a sword at Chancellorsville,
And she got cut again at Shiloh Hill.
There was Robert E. Lee, Bouregard and Bragg.
The South wind blew hard on the ragged old Flag.
On Flander’s Field in World War One
She got a big hole from a Bertha gun.
She turned blood red in World War Two
And she hung limp and low a time or two.
She was in Korea and Vietnam,
She went where she was sent by her Uncle Sam.
She waved from our ships upon the briny foam
Now they’ve quit waving her back here at home.
:In our good land here she’s been abused.
She’s been burned, dishonored, denied, refused.
And the government for which it stands
Is scandalized throughout the land.
She’s getting threadbare and she’s wearing thin
But, she’s in good shape for the shape she’s in.
Because she’s been through the fire before,
I believe she can lake a whole lot more.
So we raise her up every, morning, and we take
her down every night.
We don’t let her touch the ground, and we fold
her up right.
On second thought, I do like to brag
Because I’m proud of That Ragged Old Flag."

Author is unknown. Ed.

’Twas The Night
Before

Christmas
T’was the night before Christmas, he lived all alone,
In a one bedroom house made of plaster and stone.
I had come down the chimney with presents to give,
And to see just who in this home did live.

I looked all about, a strange sight I did see,
No tinsel, no presents, not even a tree.
No stocking by mantle, just boots filled with sand,
On the wall hung pictures of far distant lands.

With medals and badges, awards of all kinds,
A sober thought came through my mind.
For this house was different, it was dark and dreary,
I found the home of a soldier, once I could see clearly.

The soldier lay sleeping, silent, alone,
Curled up on the floor in this one bedroom home.
The face was so gentle, the room in such disorder,
Not how I pictured a United States soldier.

Was this the hero of whom I’d just read’?
Curled up on a poncho, the floor for a bed?
I realized the families that I saw on this night,
Owed their lives to these soldiers who were willing to
fight.

Soon ’round the world the children would play,
And grown-ups would celebrate a bright Christmas
day.
They all enjoyed freedom each month of the year,
Because of the soldiers, like the one lying here.

I couldn’t help wonder how many lay alone,
On a cold Christmas Eve, in a land far from home.
The very thought brought a tear to my eye,
I dropped to my knees and started to cry.

The soldier awakened and I heard a rough voice,
"Santa don’t cry, this life is my choice:
I fight for freedom, I don’t ask for more,
My life is my God, my Country, my Corps."

The soldier rolled over and drifted to sleep,
I couldn’t control it, I continued to weep.
I kept watch for hours, so silent and still,
¯ And we both shivered from the cold night’s chill.

I didn’t want to leave on that cold, dark night,
This Guardian of honor so willing to fight.
Then the soldier rolled over, with a voice soft and
pure,
Whispered, "Carry’ on Santa, it’s Christmas Day, all is
secure."’

One look at my watch, and I knew he was right,
Merry Christmas my friend, and to all a good night.

Author is unknown, Ed.
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Belgium Calling

By Nathalie and Pascal Hainaut

MORE ABOUT THE MARDASSON
BASTOGNE

Dear friends,

Some of you certainly
heard about the
Mardasson and
maybe had the
opportunity to visit
the Memorial in
Bastogne. This is how
this     monument
dedicated to the
American soldiers
who fought for our
freedom came to be.

The Bastogne Memorial is a token of respect by
the whole Belgian nation to the American army
for the part that they played in the liberation of
Europe.

The Memorial was built on the suggestion of the
Belgo-American association, which is a panel of
several eminent Belgian personalities who wished
to immortalize the memory of those valiant
young Americans who lost their lives on our soil.

Let us remember 4 July, 1946. On that day a
touching ceremony took place on the Mardasson.
A casket containing some soil from the hill of
heroism was sealed in the presence of the United
States Ambassador to Belgium and sent by
special airplane to Washington. There it was
handed to president Truman in person by four
Belgian representatives.

The spot from where the soil was taken, in the
center of the present mausoleum, is now covered
by square of local stone bearing the words:

LIBERATORIBUS AMERICANIS
POPULUS BELGICUS

MEMOR 4. VII. MCMXLVI.

In 1947, at the entrance to the Memorial, the first
stone was laid, marking the end of THE PATH TO
FREEDOM which had been trodden out by the
victorious troops of General Patton as they
marched from Sainte-Mere-L’Eglise, in
Normandy, to Bastogne.

The following year work was begun on the
monument itself, financed by the Belgians sales
of the BASTOGNE postage stamp.

A parchment, signed
by Admiral Kirk and
several     Belgian
personalities, was
sealed INTO THE
FOUNDATIONS. The
site needed a great
deal of preparation.
More than sixty
thousand     cubic
meters of soil had to
be removed in order
to sit the foundations
on to a rock base.
During the same
period, the esplanade

was started and the road, linking the Memorial to
the main highway, was laid out.

Meanwhile, the group of personalities who were
sponsoring the buildings of the Memorial decided
to have a crypt hollowed out of the rock. The local
tourism bureau would have liked the remains.;of
an unknown American soldier to be placed in the
crypt, but the United States Congress could not
agree to the idea.

An inscription recalling the sacrifice of 76,890
heroes in the saillant Battle is engraved in the
bronze at the center of the crypt. There are also
three altars for catholic, protestant and Jewish
religious services.

Several mosaic allegories in shining colors have
been designed by the famous mosaic artist
Fernand Leger. Visitors are invited to spend a few
moments in meditation in the crypt,
remembering the many heroes who gave their
lives and to whom this Memorial is dedicated.

In 1950 the monument was completed and on 16
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]uly it was inaugurated in the presence of many
international personalities. It has been built in
the form of a five-pointed star, each branch
measuring about 31 meters in length.

The crown of the Memorial bears the names of
the forty-eight states of America. The whole
monument resembles an open temple, standing
completely alone in the Ardennes countryside.
Rising up from the huge five-pointed star are the
massive supports in local sandstone, providing a
playground where the sunlight and wind can play
as they will. The circular gallery, with its central
atrium measuring 10 meters in radius, rises up to
a height of twelve meters.

On the outside, the insignia of the principal
fighting units who took part in the epic battle are
reproduced, in the form of enameled medallions,
on the freestone slabs.

On the walls of the open gallery, the account of
the Battle of the bulge is carved in golden letters.
The whole history of the Battle can be followed by
examining a set of ten panels one after the other.
The atrium itself is bathed in light from the
overhead opening: across the lawn, narrow,.
paved paths lead to the commemorative stone
which occupies the center of the mausoleum.

In the east part of the gallery there is a spiral
staircase which leads up to the top of the
Memorial; from a safely balustraded platform
visitors can look out over a panoramic view and
see almost all of the defensive positions held
during the siege.

Bastogne can just be seen silhouetted against a
magnificent background of green fields in the
south-east.

In each point of the star there are indicators
enabling visitors to identify the various and
explaining the different phases of the Battle of
Bastogne.

The austerity of the monument is softened by the
surrounding flower-beds, lawns and shrubs that
lend a delicate color to the spot. Further off, the
gorse and heather provide a pleasing contrast to
the carefully tended gardens.

In the evening the Memorial is illuminated by
floodlights which enhance it with a pure white
brilliance. []

More On The Muldenberg Dam
Paul Nessmanw F&M-347 has, for many years,
compiled burial records on Kias of the 87th. He
came up with this information on the men killed
at the Muldenberg Dam as stated in the
September, 1998 isuue of the GAN on page 7.

Dear Jim

A brief comment on Wenkheimer’s story of
the dam at Muldenberg. There were three
members of H-347 killed, and two of the bodies
were not recovered until September 9, 1945,
when they decided to reuse some of the stones
blasted from the top of the dam on May 13. The
two bodies were under the stones. They fell faster
under water than the stones did.

Andersonw Roger L., T4 MN Wilmar, E. Buried
at Fort Snelllng
HalTImond~ Alfred 3., S/Sgt PA Woodbourne
Maddox~ Albert B. S/Sgt OH Columbus. Buried
at Lorraine

I looked at the burial record for one of those
found under the stones. Their recovery was
reported to the army in October, and to some
other entity in November 1945.

Barbara Strang showed me details on the size of
the hole made in the top of the dam, the width of
the break, and the depth of it. From four hundred
yards away, it appeared to be much smaller than
those numbers. Twenty yards wide, and five
yards deep ?

There was a crack from the top of the dam"to the
bottom, and all of the water behind the dam ran
out through that crack. F-347 was dispersed on
both sides of the creek that ran from the dam.

The Mulde and Elbe rivers were the boundaries
where we were to meet the Russians, so the
south end of this was at the dam, unless there is
more river south of the waters backed up by the
dam.

Hammond was 25 years 5 months old. Maddox
was 25 years 11 months old. []

Make plans now to attend our 50th
Reunion, September 26 to October
3, 1999 at Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky.
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Claude Hooper Remembers Harry Auel

Claude Hooper and son-in-law John
Stephens with Claude in his favorite location
on the M-8

CLAUDE HOOPER,
1-345

HARRY AUEL, 1-345
The caption in back of
this photograph reads,
"In loving memory of
Harry Auel from an old
friend, Claude Hooper."

Claude Hooper at Camp Shelby,
Mississippi, May 1998

Claude and Ernestine Hooper

Claude Hooper and Harry Auel were close friends and buddies. Harry’s death in April 1998 was a blow
to Claude who sent these photos via his daugheter Sheryl Stephens. Said Sheryl. "Please place the
caption that’s in back of the photo under Harry’s photo."

Claude (Dick) Hooper of Company 1-345 (Known as "Mississippi" to his Buddies in the unit) recently
visited Camp Shelby, MS where the headquarters of the 3rd BDE, 87th Division (Exercise) is now
located. Dick’s son-in-law who is a member of the 87th Division, 3rd BDE, Showed him around the area
and toured the Armed Forces Museum. Dick and his son-in-law are shown on top of one of the WWII
vehicles on display. Dick said that he rode many times on an M-8 like this one and the safest place was
behind the turret where he is pictured. He stated that seeing all the old vehicles and area brought back
a flood of memories. Dick planned on attending the reunion inBirmingham in September. This was his
first Reunion. Attending with Dick were his wife Ernestine, Daughter Sheryl, and her husband John.
These pictures are courtesy of Sheryl who is excited and happy about her Dad’s first reunion.
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"We Are American Soldiers"
By Harry Bressler, CAN-346

I joined the 87th Infantry from the 71st Infantry
at Fort Benning just before we embarked from
Fort Dix, N]. I was assigned to Cannon company
because I had experience with 105 mm howitzers
at Artillery ROTC at the University of Missouri. I
stayed with the company through the Bulge and
on into Germany. One incident that I recall must
have taken place in .lanuary or February. I think
it was about then because it was very muddy. We
were attacked by 3 or 4 Tiger tanks. The
lieutenant who was the forward observer must
have been put out of action because the first we
saw of them, they were no more than 500 yards
away. We loaded up with white phosphorus,
depressed the guns and started firing. We got
one tank almost immediately, a hit right in the
tread, but the others kept coming. We kept firing,
but they went right over and past us. I hid in ~
gun emplacement as they went by. Apparently
they had some other mission and just left us.

Around the middle of March I was summoned
to Regimental headquarters. A colonel whose
name I believe was Amen, needed a German
interpreter and it said on my form that I could
speak some German. There were three
candidates, we were each interviewed by a
German POW. I got the job, because I threatened
him with instant death if he didn’t give it to me.
At the time, I was unshaven, unwashed and
armed with a Schmeisser submachine gun, a
P-38 and a U.S. carbine, so he probably believed
me,

Anyway, the colonel and I got along fairly
well and my dutles were very light, a lot better
than getting shot at. One day in early May,
probably around the 4th, we had become
separated from the regiment and were simply
driving along a dirt road in the woods. We came
out into a big clearing and we saw what appeared
to be a camp in front us. There was a blg iron
gate and barbed wire fences, but no people. We
saw the words, "Arbeit macht frei" over the gate.
The colonel asked me what this place was and I
said the words meant, "Work makes you free", so
it was probably some kind of labor camp. Neither
one of us had ever heard of a concentration
camp.

We drove in and got our first shock. Three
men, dressed in black and white striped clothes,
were hanging on a scaffold. We looked at each
other and didn’t know what to say. I drove on and
saw in the distance large piles of what appeared

to be cordwood. We got closer and saw they were
really hundreds of bodies piled up next to large
holes in the ground. We got out and looked in the
holes and there were more bodies in the bottom,
covered with what appeared to be quicklime. We
looked in a building nearby, which we later found
out was either a gas chamber or a crematorium,
but it was empty.

Then we went to one of the barracks type
buildings that were lined up on the left side of the
camp. It had a terrible smell and was filled with
wooden bunks either four or six high with straw
pallets on some of them. It too appeared to be
deserted. But then we heard a kind of rustling
noise. I shouted in German, "We are American
soldiers. The Germans are gone!" I shouted that
several times and finally out from under one of
the bunks came this skeletal figure, dressed in
the same clothing as the ones who had been
hanged. He came up to me slowly and touched
me. And then he asked me if I was really an
American. I assured him that I was. I introduced
him to the colonel. Then he called out and
perhaps 20 other skeletons came out from hiding.
They all did the same thing...walked up and
touched us. We then went outside and went to
another barracks and there were a few more
survivors there.

In talking to them, we found that the
Germans apparently had orders to kill all the
prisoners. The ones we found had not answered
the final roll call, but had hidden themselves. The
Germans had heard the sounds of fighting nearby
and had apparently left the camp just 20 minutes
before we got there!

The next day, several companies arrived.
You would see grown men crying like babies at
the sights they saw. We tried to feed the
prisoners but many of them could not h61d the
food down and several died while we were there.
We left to rejoin regimental headquarters and the
day after that Eisenhower arrived at the camp to
be shown what a concentration camp was like.
The name of the camp was Ohrdruf and it was a
sub-camp of Dachau. []

Moving?

Let your secretary know so that we
do not send a copy of the GAN to the
wrong place and have to pay for the

privilege of knowing you are no
longer there!
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Many of you will remember the Louisville,
Kentucky Reunion in 1994. Lou Gueltzow, D-345
was the Reunion Chairman for that and he has
volunteered to make the reunion in Northern
Kentucky even better.

Only five miles from Cincinnati, Ohio, the
possibilities for recreation and just plain touring
are limitless.

Plan to visit with us from September 26,
to October 3, 1999 and make sure you pre-
register for the hotel and for your activities. There
is a cut-off deadline for seating arrangements for
the dinner/dance of three weeks prior to the
September 26 date. SO REGISTER EARLY!!!

DETAILS IN THE NEXT ISSUE

Pre-Registered Members To The
Birmingham Reunion Made Honorary

Alabama Colonels

Those of you who pre-registered early to the
Birmingham reunion will remember that copies of
the certificate pictured above were given out
during the dinner/dance festivities. Those who
had not pre-registered did not have a certificate
with their name on it waiting for them.    ,’

Pre-registration is very important. Unless you
have been involved in the seating arrangements
at these functions you may not know the amount
of time and energy that goes into making sure
that you are properly seated with your unit or
friends. Consequently, you may not be seated
with your unit or friends if your registration form
arrives later than three weeks prior to the
starting date of the reunion. That means that
your seating arrangements and, possibly, other
activities you may wish to attend may not be
possible if your registration arrives later than
September 5, 1999.

Register Early, You Can Always
Cancel
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87th INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION

WILLIAM C. YOUNG, SECRETARY
400 HEMLOCK ROAD

FLOURTOWN, PA 19031

Membership dues are $10.00 per calendar year. Your help is most appreciated and necessary. If you have already
paid your dues for this calendar year, THANK YOU! If paying the dues will cause a financial hardship, or you are the
widow of a former member who desires to remain on the membership rolls without payment of dues, please let the
Secretary know so that he can make the necessary arrangements to keep your name on the membership rolls..

NAME: UNIT:

ADDRESS: ARE YOU A SNOWBIRD? YES? _ NO?

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

TELEPHONE (. .). Please Include Correct Area Code Number

E-Mail Address ? Son - Daughter - Grandchild of Member $10.00 ea.

CALENDAR YEAR DUES .......................Members $10.O0 Acornettes Singles (Widows) $5.00__

UNIT ROSTER @ $1.00 per copy ........................$’

STATE ROSTER @ $1.00 per copy ......................... $

MEMORIAL FUND (Tax deductible) ........................$

GENERAL FUND .................................................. $

DO YOU WISH TO ENDOW YOUR PUBLIC LIBRARY WITH FOUR ISSUES OF THE GAN? $12.00 ~

Please print in library address :

TOTAL ................... $

Return this notice with your check made payable to 87th INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION, to the address
shown above. Please fill in the questionnaire to keep the Association up to date on yourself.

-,,,
WIFE’S ~

NAME

CHILDREN’S NAMES AND AGES 8= To list children’s names when enrolling them in our Association,

OCCUPATION HOBBIES

ORGANIZATIONS

ITEMS OF INTEREST (Include clear photo for GAN)

IF WE CAN’T REACH YOU BY PHONE OR MAIL, WHOM DO WE CALL OR WRITE TO ?

ISSUE/1298 Attach additional sheet if required.
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WASHINGTON

DECEMBER,1997 ii

MONT/~NA NORTH DAKOTA
6 7 65

oREGON
17

IDAHO SOUTH DAROTA
WISCONSIN
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21 DC 4

UTAH COLORADO
4 20 KANSAS KENTUCKY

CALIFORNIA                                                                                                   35                            75 1 C~OLINA
110                                                           TENNESSEE

WASHINGTON
28

APO 2
BAHA>IAS 1
BELGIUM 8
BRITAIN 1
LUXEHBOURG7
MEXICO 1

OREGON
17

NEVADA
9

CALIFORNIA
L03

ARIZONA NEW MEXICO

56 9

OKLAHOMA

TEXAS
95 LOUISIANA

~
SNOWBIRDS HAVE PUT

FLORIDA ON TOP.

DECEMBER, 1998

IDAHO
4

WYOMING
6

COLORADO
23

NORTH DAKOTA
6

SOUTH DAKOTA
3

NEB~AgSKA

KANSAS
28

IOWA
47

WISCONSIN

NEW MEXICO
10

OKLAHOMA
38

HAWAII

PENNSYLVANIA

KENTUCKY

TENNESSEE
5 4 CAROLINA

12

21

APO       2
9

LUXEMBOURG 6
1

TEXAS
81

o
HE SNOWBIRDS PUT FLORIDAHAWAII ,~’~

ON TOP AGAIN

TOTAL MEMBERS 2424
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Goofing Around in Ft. Jackson
PAGE 53

From Harry Hochstadt, A-347 come these photos taken in Ft. Jackson in the early days of our stay
there. Pictured above are I-r; Dearborn, Bonner, Chacon, Maes, Lombardo, Hochstadt, White (KIA)
Mclaughlin. Squatting is Kaplan. Pictured below, rear, I-r; Dearborn, McLaughlin, Bonnet, White (KtA),
Hochstadt, Kaplan. front I-r; Maes, Chacon, Lombardo.
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Books by Our Members

Jim McGhee’s Book is Still
Available

If you haven’t picked up a copy of ]im’s book yet,
do it now.

All we hear is praise for the contents of this well
written book about the life of an artilleryman.

The book may be purchased from Jim by sending
a check for $18.00, shipping and handling, $3.00,
to ]ames R. McGhee, RR6, Box 191, IVlount
Vernon, IL, 62864-9234.

This book will not go into re-print and issues are
running out.

Fill out the form and get it in the mail today.

GOLDEN ACORN MEMORIES
By James R. McGhee

ORDER FORM

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP PHONE

HOW MANY COPIES @ 18.00 $

PLUS SHIPPING @ $3.00 ea $

Send to:

James R. McGhee

RR6, Box 191

Mount Vernon, IL 62864-9234

UNIT

STATE

Wayne L. Watts, A-347 has written a
wonderful little book detailing his
experiences as a young man growing
up during the depression to entering
service with the 87th and eventually
to a transfer to the 45th.

The book then takes us to Anzio and
the beachhead and subsequent
battles in Italy, France and Germany.
Then that unforgettable day when he
was taken prisoner, and his life as a
P.O.W.

The book may be
him for $15.00
shipping.

purchased from
which includes

Wayne’s address is: 3317 Hilltop
Road, Bessemer, AL 35023-5136 []
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MAIL CALL
HQ J.-345." WALLACE
P, WILDERMUTH, lives

says he is still fighting
the ’battle of the bulge’
but is losing-- too fat;

WILLIAM HERRING, is retired in Conway,
Arkansas, had two sons and one daughter, with
his wife, LUCY. He is a Iongtime regular at the
reunions, spends spare time playing golf. A-345:
NORMAN S, CLEGG, He and LILLIAN have a
son, BRUCE, and a daughter, CAROLE. They live
in Willingboro, New .Jersey, where he is retired.
He is active in VFW and VBOB, favorite hobbies
include bowling and indoor shuffleboard; JAMES
F. BERRYr_calls Erie, Pennsylvania home, along
with his wife, DOROTHY. Have two kids, CINDY,
JIM. Celebrated their 50th anniversary 12/27/97,
had children and grandchildren from CA, TX, OH,
PA present. B-345: HARRY H. NEWMAN, (and
HQ1-345), didn’t know the Assoc. existed until
LEO MARTONOSI (HQ1-345) sent him two
issues of GAN, and he promptly joined. He and
DOROTHY live in .]effersonville, Indiana, where
he is retired; NORMAN BRANDENBURG, is a
widower, has four children, lives in Dayton, Ohio,
where he is a retired heat and frost insulator. He
belongs to Amer. Legion, VFW, AARP. 12-345:
CHARLES KINSMAN, had five children, but his
wife passed away last January. He is a retired
farmer, living in Archbold, Ohio. His favorite
hobby is woodworking, belongs to Gideons;
WALTER B. IVEY, is married to MAUDIE, and
they live in Fayetteville, Georgia. He is retired,
likes photography and gardening, belongs to
DAV. He just joined the Association this summer.
D-345: HARRY S. PETRAITIS, lives in St.
Petersburg, Florida, sent in a check to bring his
dues up-to-date. He hosted the 1967 reunion in
Chicago and got General Culin to attend as the
honored guest; GIRARD L. CALEHUFF, is
married to CAROL, has five daughters. He lives
in Rochester, Minnesota, where he is a retired
papermaker-engineer. He belongs to VBOB, 87th,
and a bunch of paper organizations, likes to
travel and do consulting. HQ2-345: BILLY
WILTON, was in the AT platoon. He is married to
BETTY. They live in Fort Sumner, New Mexico,
where he is a rancher. His favorite hobbies
include golfing and team roping (?); RAYMOND
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F. GOBEILLE, was in the Tiger Patrol. His wife
HELLO is deceased, and they had five children.
He is retired, lives in Mifflintown, Pennsylvania.
E-345-" WILLIAM T. TULEY, is married to
HELEN, and lives in IVlerrillville, Indiana. He is an
active member of the Association, and is vice
president of the Northern Indiana Chapter XXX
VBOB, which has seven 87th men as members,
and Father Tim Doody is the chaplain;
ANTHONY T. BIANCA, SR., his wife IS HELEN
THERESA, and they had two kids, ANTHONY,
JR., MARILYN. He is a real estate developer,
living in Farmington, Connecticut. With
grandchildren and working, doesn’t have time for
other hobbies. F-345: WILLIAM R. MARINO,
He ran into a guy with an Acorn on his cap,
JOSEPH ALTER, (I-346), and discussion
informed him of the 87th Assoc. He promptly
joined this past .June. He is a ’snowbird’,
Pompano Beach ,Florida in winter, Springfield,
Mass. in summer; GERALD C. TOOLE, sent in his
1998 and 1999 dues, from his summer home in
Saylorsburg, Pennsylvania, where he is retired.
They winter in Ft. Hyers, Ft. He is married to
IVA, and they have two children, CAROLYN, and
PHILIP.     G-345: LANE BARTON, lives in
Vancouver, Washington, used to be a member,
but got lost somewhere after 1983. JACK FOY
e-mailed him that GAN is still published, and he
promptly re-joined, and is now in good
standing. CHARLES G. PEFINIS, He and
SANDRA live in Lutherville, Maryland, have three
daughters and one granddaughter. He is a new
.member, just joined in August. He is employed
in Public Relations, favorite hobby is writing. Can
be Emailed at ’charles@premiumpro.com’,; JOE
TROWERN, he and NANCY have four kids, and
they live in Grosse Pointe, Michigan, where he is
a retired CEO. He likes sailing and traveling. Says
he still has his helmet with two bullet holes that
he was wearing when he got shot in the head.
H-345: DANIEL SHAYTE. His son, BERT
SHAYTE just signed up both of them to join the
Association. They both live in Baltimore,
Maryland. Dan is married to IRENE, and BERT is
their only son. They can be emailed at
’beboppin@aol.com’; B.J. RAMSEY, lives in
Jefferson City, Tennessee, where he is a retired
attorney. He is married to VIVIAN, and they
have two kids, SANDRA, BRENT. Time is spent
golfing and doing volunteer work. He belongs to
Amer. Legion, VFW, DAV and Civitan. HQ3-345:
ALVROID W. JARRETT, passed away in
.lanuary, 1998, after a short illness. He was
married to IVA, and they had four children. He
lived in Charleston, West Virginia, belonged to
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VFW, Amer. Legion, Masons, Shrine. His wife,
IVA, will remain a member of the Association;
JAMES P. WALLACE, has been married to
¯ KATHERINE for 55 years, has four children,
ten grandchildren, 3 great grandchildren. He is a
retired commercial pilot, living in Oviedo, Florida.
Occupied with golf, bowling, grandchildren. I._:
345: W. VIRGIL (DOC) WISE, is married to
VICKI, has five kids, youngest is 24. He is retired
from the Army, lives in Wichita, Kansas. He is a
life member of AMVETS, is KS State Commander
for Veteran’s of Underage IVlilitary Service
(VUMS); NORMAN A. FOSS, lives in Upper St.
Clair, Pennsylvania, with his wife, LOIS. They
had three daughters. He is retired, likes to go
golfing, mess with computers, or do writing,
belongs to Amer. Legion, VFW, 8th Air Force
Historical Society.       K-345: JAMES C.
SUTHERLAND SR., is retired in Richmond,
Virginia, with his wife, MARY ANN. They have
four kids. Hobbies include golfing and carving
decoys. He belongs to VFW, AN Auto club, and
Willow Oaks Country Club; Says he can’t make
the :1998 reunion, hopes to make :1999;
RICHARD C. MANCHESTER. He and SHEILA
have one daughter and five sons. He lives in
Taylors, South Carolina, is in Sales, belongs to
Construction Specifications Institute, hobbies
include golf, fishing, history. L-345: SAMUEL J,
LUCCHESI, calls East Norwich, New York home,
lives there with his wife, LAURA. They had three
children, two girls, one boy. He is retired, likes
golfing, gardening and traveling, Has traveled
Europe nine times, plus Orient, Africa and United
States; JAMES R. DOYLE, MD, lives in Arizona
City, Arizona, sent in his ’98 and ’99 dues. says
he likes the GAN more than ever now that it has
white pages. He can’t make it to Birmingham this
year because of heart trouble and in March had a
stroke and renal failure, followed by a right
carotid arterectomy, eliminating flying. M-345:
PAUL A. KORMONDY. He and SHIRLEY have
three daughters, had 50th anniversary August,
:1997. They live in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, in
January, ,:1998, had visits from M Co. members,
JACK M¢CUE and MURRAY NUDELMAN, and
their wives; VAN K. MEFFORD, lives in Roscoe,
Illinois, with his wife, PATRICIA. They had six
children, four girls, two boys. He is retired, but
spends his time restoring and riding antique
motorcycles, belongs to Antique Motorcycle Club,
and the American Motorcyclist Association. ~
345: FRED HAZELWOOD, he and ESTHER, live
in Vienna, Virginia. Couldn’t make it to the
Florida reunion because of his grandson’s serious
illness, and is having foot and leg problems

himself. The grandson is now at home, but has
speech and physical therapy five days a week (
he is :19 years old). Hopefully Fred will be able to
make it to a future reunion site; JOSEPH R.
PIRRO, Joseph and TERRY have four daughters
and one son. He is retired and lives in Liverpool,
New York. He is a volunteer fireman, belongs to K
of C, Amer. Legion. He sent in his dues for two
years and requested unit and state rosters. CAN~-
345: ROGER C. RACKLIFF, He and MURIEL
have a daughter, MARSHA. He lives in Sun City
Center, Florida. He is retired from Bethlehem
Steel. Says he enjoys all issues of GAN. Has what
may be the most interesting hobbies of all our
members-- plays saxophone in big bands, does
lawn bowling all over the U.S., is a Frank Lloyd
Wright buff. SV-345: KENNETH J. SMITH. He
and his wife, HELEN, live in Ellicott City,
Maryland, where he is retired from the telephone
company. They have three daughters, DIANE,
SUSAN, SALLY. He likes golfing and
woodworking, is commander of the Ft. Meade
Chapter of M.O.W.W.; LESTER A. BLEVINS, is
married to DEE, has a son and a daughter. He
lives in Middleburg, Florida, where he is retired.
He writes that he enjoyed the Kissimmee reunion
so much, meeting everyone he had seen in GAN
for years, and everyone was so nice and friendly.
MED-345: GLEN J. MITCHELL, is a retired letter
carrier in Ellensburg, Washington. He is married
to JOANNE, has three kids. He likes walking and
coaches church softball. They attended their first
reunion last year in Florida, met two buddies he
trained with, hopes to do it again in :1999;
HAROLD J. HARRINGTON,(and MED-336FA).
Just joined the Assoc. this year. He is married to
IDA, lives in Sacramento, California. After
reading GAN, says he feels like going back to
Camp McCain and Fort Jackson, is apparently
interested in hearing about other friends. AT-
345: EDGAR W. HERMANN, (also E-345) is
married to PAT, has one son, JOEL. They live in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where he is a retired
teacher. He likes to spend his time at golf and
gardening, traveling and reading. He belongs to
VBOB and the 87th Assoc. HQ1-346; FRANK
PITEZEL, is married to BILLIE MARIE, has
seven kids, TONI, CHRIS, SUDEY, DEE, JOHN,
POLLY, NINA. He is retired, lives in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, where he spends some spare time
playing golf. A-346: W, E, SMOTHERS, is a
widower, had three children. He is a retired
Engineer, lives in Peoria, Illinois. His hobbies
include sailing and ballroom dancing, belongs to
87th and the Masons; HARRY J. BROWN, has
been married to MARION for 55 years, had three
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kids, JIM, TOM, MINDY. They live in Mass City,
Michigan, the area in the Upper Peninsula that
they call ’God’s Country’. B 346: ALBERT E.
K:IRBY, is retired in Baltimore, Maryland. He is
married to BERTHA, and they have a daughter
and two sons. He sent in his 1998 dues, and is in
good shape with the Assoc.; LEROY S. SPAYD.
His wife passed away in 1996. He lives in
Reading, Pennsylvania, in a motor home park. He
is retired, plays golf, ~ belongs to 22 clubs, 7 fire
companies, two German clubs. C-346; ROBERT
MORR:IS, lives in Culver City, California, with his
wife, ADELE. They had two children, PATRZCIA,
BZLL. He is retired, belongs to AARP and Friends
of the Library; LLOYD G. MZTCHELL, is a
’snowbird’, lives in Wisconsin .]une through
September, then Arizona. He is married to
BEVERLY, and is retired. D-346: W:ILL:IAM C.
KREMANN, is a widower, had four children. He
lives in Glenn Dale, Maryland, is retired from U.S.
Civil Service after 33 years working with the
Dept: of Army in Pentagon and other D.C.
locations. He favors model railroads, belongs to
B&O RR Museum; VZNCENT GAL:IA, passed
away in .January, 1998. His widow, ANNA, sent
her 1998 dues to be an Acornette. She had two
children, lives in West Hempstead, New York.,
belongs to American Legion Auxiliary. HQ2-346;
WZLLZAM B. AYCOCK, lives in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, with his wife, GRACE. Sent in his 1998
dues last March. E-346: CHARLES P. SEL:IM, is
married to LOZS JANE, and they had three sons.
He is a retired welder, living in Muskegon,
Michigan. He believes in shooting, belongs to NRA
and the Muskegon Pistol Club, likes to do
competitive shooting, also to mess with
computers; GLENN C. SMZTH, lives in Clairton,
PA, outside of Pittsburgh, was one of our
members who forgot about annual dues until we
sent him a notice. He promptly responded, and is
in good shape with the Association again. F-346;
JOHN D. McKZNLEY, lives in Kensington,
Maryland, was a college roommate of FRANKL:IN
W, HOLT, :I-345, of Holden, Massachusetts.
Franklin sent a check to enroll .John in the
Association. Hopefully 3ohn will continue his
membership; ALAN H. LEVZNE, lives in
Tonawanda, New York. He is married to
DORETTA, and is an Attorney. He spends his
spare time playing golf and tennis. G-346;
ZENON E. F:IGLEROWZCZ, lists Peoria, Arizona
as his home. He is retired, is married to
LTLL:IAN, belongs to VFW, Amer. Legion. He sent
in his annual dues plus a donation to the funds;
BOBBY G. GARRETT, is married to MARY LOU,
and they have two daughters, MARY, BARBARA.

The couple live in Hanover, Pennsylvania, where
he is a retired engineer. His hobbies include golf,
gardening, reading. H-346: ALBERT P.
KOSZKULZCS, is retired in Somerset, New
.Jersey. He is married to MARY, they have a
daughter, MARYANN, and two grandchildren. He
belongs to DAV, Amer. Legion, N..1. Mycological
Society and the Studebaker Driving Club. He likes
to do historical research. ANTHONY
CONTGLTO, is a widower, lives in Lititz,
Pennsylvania. He has four children. He is retired,
belongs to DAV, AARP, SchickAssoc. When not
hunting, fishing or gardening, he likes to attend
mini-reunions. HQ3-346: STANLEY
SHOLETTE, is a ’snowbird’, summers in
Havertown, Pennsylvania, winters in Silver
Springs, Florida. He is married to CORNEL:IA,
they had five children. He is retired from
Navistar, likes to ’help others’. T-346: GUY L,
CONOVER, is married to MARY JANE, lives in
Littlestown, Pennsylvania. He sent in two years
dues, a donation to a fund, and requested a unit
roster, so we assume he’s still interested in his
buddies; JOHN M. HENDERSON, is now a native
of La Belle, Florida, with his wife, HZLDA. In .June
he informed us he had a stroke last year, and was
still in a wheelchair. We’ve had no further word.
K-346: JEAN E, BROUSSARD, lives in
Youngsville, Louisiana, with his wife, THERESA.
They had five children, then topped it off with a
set of twins (now 35 years old). He is retired,
belongs to DAV, VFW: DONALD E. CORBZN, his
wife, LUCY, passed away last year, so he is now
a widower. He was National Commander of the
Assoc. in 1957, and is a regular attendee at the
reunions, along with his granddaughter, SHALA,
whom we all think is "GREAT". L-346-’ JOHN
McDOWELL, .lohn lives in Cicero, Indiana, with
his wife, EVELYN. They had two kids, JOHN,
JOD:]:. He is retired, but does remodeling and
redecorating of houses. CLZNTON N. JETMORE,
He and MARY live in Rohnert Park, California. He
is retired from the US Army, belongs to VFW,
VBOB. In 1997 he had 6-way by-pass surgery,
says he feels fine now. M-346; MANFRED
SKULSTAD, He is married to MARY, has two
stepchildren, CAROL ANN, DAVZD. He is retired
and lives in Fergus Falls, Minnesota in the
summer, in Las Cruces, New Mexico in the winter.
EMZL G. SKALA, lives in Bedford Heights, Ohio,
with his wife of 58 years, MARGE. He is a retired
Cleveland police detective after 31 years on the
force. He has been in the 87th Assoc. since the
1950’s, when he signed up with .lack Dalton and
Don Ranc. HQ-346: EDWARD J. MARSHALL,
just joined the Association. He was captured at
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Plauen, while on the Tiger Patrol. Belongs to
VFW, Amer. Legion, Shrine. He is a widower, lives
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where he is retired;
VIRGIL OBERMEYER, resides in Columbus,
Wisconsin, where he is retired. He is married to
GLORIA, and has three kids, BONITA, DEBRA,
KRIS. He belongs to VFW, likes R.V. traveling.
SV-346: WALLACE O. CARLSON, His wife,
PHYLLIS, and he live in Mount Prospect, :Illinois.
They have a daughter, GAIt. He is a retired
Electrical Engineer, likes to travel and do
photography, belongs to VBOB; HOMER E.
MARGASON, He and MILDRED have’ two sons,
HOMER, JAMES, and five great grandchildren.
He lives in Indianapolis, Indiana, where he is
retired from the VA Hospital in Hines, :Illinois.
Likes camping and traveling. MED-346:
RICHARD N. MYER, is married to ALTA, has
four children, JANICE, SHARON, JOYCE,
JAMES. He lives in Lititz, Pennsylvania, where he
is retired, spends his time doing gardening and
taking short trips. HQ1-347:    RICHARD H.
RANCE, calls Lakewood, Colorado home, and
lives there with his wife, PATRICIA. They have
three daughters and one son. He is retired,
belongs to Army Counterintelligence and
American Legion. He is a golfer and likes to mess
with computers; GEORGE G. HULSTROM, has
been a member for many years. He lives in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, with his wife, MARJORIE JEAN,
and is retired. He sent in his 1998 dues before
half the year was over, as he’s done for at least
sixteen years. A-347: WILLIAM D. POSTELL, is
a retired welder and iron works supervisor, lives
in Hephzibah, Georgia with his wife, JUNE. When
he isn’t cooking, he’s fishing and hunting. He
belongs to many clubs, including Amer. Legion,
VFW, and the Hephzibah Henpecked Club.
RICHARD L. DIEHL, is a retired District Manager
of the Met. Life Insurance Co., lives in GreenporL,
L.I., New York, with his wife, LUCIE. They had
two children, JEANETTE, RICHARD. He belongs
to DAV, Amer. Legion, and a Country Club. Likes
golf, music and bridge. B-347: RAY DOUGLAS
POLEY, resides in Tampa, Florida with his wife of
48 years, CECILE. They have two daughters,
ADRIENNE, JAN. He belongs to VFW, likes golf,
reading and ’reminiscing and drinkin beer’;
IRVIN DUBINSKY, is an Attorney in St. Louis,
Missouri. He and DONNA have four kids,
DONNA, DIANNE, JILL, JAMIE. When he isn’t
fishing or hunting, he goes bowling. C-347:
MILTON F. MILLER, M.D., He and his wife,
LYDIA, live in Louisville, Kentucky. They had
four kids, HAYES, ANDY, JIM, SAM. He is a
Physician, likes golf, croquet, horse racing;

CLAIBORNE W; CRADDOCK, lives with his wife,
JERRY, in Lynchburg, Virginia. They have three
children, CULLEN, ELIZABETH, MARY. He likes
traveling, boating, fishing, loafing, eating and
drinking, and volunteers at the VA Baptist
Hospital. D-347: FIDNEY F. TRAHAN, lives in
Maurice, Louisiana, is married to LAURA, has
three sons, two daughters. He belongs to VFW
Post 4158, and just joined the 87th Inf. Div.
Assoc. He likes to spend his spare time
.gardening; MRS. LOUIS (MAGGIE) ALLEY,
LOUIS passed away in July, 1997. His widow,
Maggie, joined as an Acornette. She lives in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, says she would like to have
seen everybody at the reunion, but couldn’t make
it. HQ2-347: HOWARD E. BALDWIN, lives in
Fair Oaks, California. He sent us his 1998 dues
and advised us that he couldn’t make the 1998
reunion. E-347: DAVID S. LUTZ, has been
married to ELIZABETH for many years, have two
daughters, ELIZABETH, DEBRA ANN. He lives
in Downington, Pennsylvania, is known to the
Association as an excellent magician, belongs to
the Society of American Magicians. CHARLES
SCHARFF, lives in Cheswick, Pennsylvania, and
is a retired steel mill worker. He is married to
EVELYN, and they have four kids, CHARLYN,
BILL, LARRY, LAUREN. He sent in his dues for
1998 and 1999. F-347: FREDERICK R.
CARMICHAEL, is a retired federal meat
inspector, living in Arlington, Virginia with his
wife, CHRISTINE. They had three kids. He plays
golf several times a week, travels with their
AirStream trailer. RICHARD F. VRANA, is
married to BRENDA, had two children,
RICHARD, JANET. They live in Largo, Florida,
where he is a retired photoengraver. He mailed
us two year’s dues. G-347: RICHARD K.
PATON, wife is GENEVIEVE. They have three
kids, JUDITH, LAURA; S/SGT JEFFREY (USAF).
He is retired in East Moline, Illinois, belongs to
VFW, likes fishing, reading, church work. H_~-
347: CLARENCE OSLAND, lives in Stoughton,
Wisconsin, with VIOLET. They have seven
stepchildren. He belongs to VFW, AARP, American
Bowling Congress, likes bowling, camping, fishing
hunting, gardening and woodworking. He just
joined the Association; JOHN V. TURNER, lives
in Clifton Park, New York, with MARGARET, says
they have two grandchildren, MIKE, BRIAN. He
is a retired Quality Assurance Supervisor, likes to
spend time walking and reading. HQ3-347:
SOLOMON RIBOWSKY, is married to EDYTHE,
has three daughters, TINA, BERNICE, META. He
is a retired Auditor, living in East Meadow, New
York. His hobbies include Physical Fitness,
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.computers, books. CARL GOAD, lives in Homer,
Illinois. He sent in two year’s dues, and a
generous donation, but very little extra
information. He did include his E-Mail address:
lcgoad@net66.com. 1-347: E. SAMUEL
DUDLEY, calls Starkville, Mississippi ’home’.
Wife’s name is PINKS, they have two kids,
DAVIS, SANDRA.He is a retired Communications
Professor, taught in Japan and China for several
years, belongs to Habitat For Humanity; ROBERT
L. ROSENBAUM, JR. is retired with VERNA
LOU, in Rosenberg, Texas. They have two sons,
ROBERT, KENNETH. He belongs to Amer. Legion
and VFW, is a camper and fisherman. K-347-"
JAMES E. BAILEY, of Parkton, Maryland, died of
cancer March, 1998. He was buried with full
military honors at Arlington National Cemetery.
His wife of 52 years, ELLEN, two daughters and
six grandchildren are very proud of him. Ellen
wishes to remain a member of the Association;
MICHAEL J. MASTRANGELO, is a semi-retired
Attorney, living in Allendale, New Jersey. His wife
is ROSE and they have four children. He is into
model trains and gardening, belongs to DAV, Bar
Associations. L-347: DONAT J. HAMEL, is a
widower, is retired, lives in Pawtucket, Rhode
Island. He belongs to DAV, VFW, VBOB, MOPH,
and other groups. He likes to play the organ;
LEWIS H. GOAD, COL USA RET. is married to
LUCILLE, and they had three kids, DIANA,
SUSAN, DAVID. He is retired, living in Santa
Rosa Beach, Florida, is a golfer and a gardener.
M-347: WILLIAM H. CURTIS, lives in
Lumberton, Texas, with his wife, THELMA. They
have two daughters, CHARLENE, KAREN. He is
retired, is active with Fletcher 1manuel Church;
HAROLD E. SMITH, and his wife ROWENA, live
in Collinsville, Oklahoma, where he is retired. He
sent us his 1999 dues, but didn’t fill out the dues
form because he didn’t want to lose the picture
on the back of the page, he enjoys reading GAN
very much. HQ-347: ROBERT L. STORY, is a
sign painter in Ralston, Nebraska, where he lives
with LILLA, his wife. They had two kids, ROXIE
LEE and RONALD. He belongs to the American
Legion and the VFW. SV-347: JOSEPH F.
MAZZONE, married to GLORIA, lives in Scotia,
New York, where we assume he is retired. Every
two years he sends us his dues for the current
and next year, is now paid through 1999;
THEODORE E. SPOHN, his wife, DORIS, and he
live in Columbus, Ohio. When he sent us his
dues, he didn’t include any extra information, so
we have little to say in ’Mail Call’. MED 347:
HOWARD B. BRAM, he and LYNN, live in South
Euclid, Ohio, and have three kids, LESLIE,

STEVEN, LARRY. He is retired, was Ex-Director
of a Sr. Citizens Campus, likes art, bicycling, golf.
CAN-347: WILLIAM E. DECKER, He and
CAROL, had children, but all he says is they are
’all grown’. He resides in Ridgefield, Connecticut,
and is ’semi-retired’. AT-347: JAMES R.
MACMILLAN, lives in Florence, South Carolina.
He sent us his dues for 1998 and 1999, but we
only marked his membership card for 1998,
although all the records indicated both years.
Sorry about that! WILLIAM G. MILLER, he and
his wife, ISABELLE, live in Selinsgrove,
Pennsylvania, where he is retired, belongs to
Masons, Rotary, Amer. Legion. They like to go
camping with their motorhome. HQ-334FA:
FRANK G. FOLARON, is married to MARIAN,
has eight children and two step-children. He lives
in Lakeland, Florida, where he is retired from
being a Detective in Michigan and Chief Sgt. At
Arms in the Michigan House of Representatives;
GAY D. KELLER, lives with RUTH in Lafayette,
Louisiana. Sent a nice letter outlining his brief
history including college, teaching, chemical
business, retirement in 1990, and some nice
words about the efforts of those producing GAN.
A-334FA: EDWARD A.J. CIEPLY, lives in
Mokena, Illinois, with ANTONIA, and they have
two kids, CRAIG, DONNA. He is retired, belongs
to VFW, VBOB, Amer. Legion, K of C., likes to go
golfing in his spare time; HENRY L. POETZ, He
and NORMA are residents of Orland Park, Illinois,
where he is a retired Chief Engineer. They had
two kids, KATHY, KEITH, 7 grandchildren and 7
great-grandchildren He belongs to VFW, VBOB.
B-334FA: WILLARD R. CHANEY, is a widower,
had three children, five grandchildren. He lives in
New Philadelphia, Ohio, and is retired. Belongs to
VFW, favorite hobby includes mini-fa#ming;
EDDIE V. SMITH, is a retired letter carrier. He
and ALICE live in Raleigh, North Carolina. He
belongs to Amer. Legion, DAV, POW. C-334FA:
AIDAN M. STONE, He and his wife, BOBBIE,
live in Louisville, Kentucky, where he is a retired
Engineer. Keeps busy with painting, traveling,
woodworking and golfing. WARREN B. DANA,
His wife is JOYCE, lives in Pittsburgh, PA. He
forgot about his dues, had to send a catch-up
check to keep his listing on the membership list--
all is OK now. B-335FA: THOMAS R. SCOTT, is
married to VIRGINIA, has four children,
SHERILYN, JEANNE, MARTHA, AMY. He is a
retired Chemical Engineer, lives in Asheville,
North Carolina, favorite hobby is traveling;
ERNEST R. MYRICK, He and LULA have three
kids, AVERY, DIANE, FAYE. They live in Petal,
Mississippi, where he is retired. His unusual
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hobbies include Antique Cars and Aeroplanes.
C-335FA: HERMAN MUMBY, lives in Saginaw,
Michigan, is. married to JOAN. They have three
children, ALAN, JAMES, NANCY. He likes to
mess with computers, go golfing and fishing
(E-mail, hermfish@aol.com); CHARLES J.
BOOSLER, is retired, married to MURIEL, has
two kids, ALLAN, ELAYNE. He is a ’snowbird’,
Brooklyn, New York in summer, Naranja, Florida
in winter. He likes exercise and oil painting,
belongs to Masons, ]ewish War Vets. HQ.-336FA:
JOHN J. WENSTRUP, Home is in a ranch condo
in Naperville, Illinois, with his wife,
MARGUERITE. They had two daughters, three
sons. He is retired, is an instructor for Literacy
Volunteers, likes golf and all sports; KERMIT
PRANSKY, is an Office Manager, lives in Sharon,
Massachusetts with SHIRLEY. They have three
children, six grandchildren. He belongs to VFW,
801 T.D. BN. Favorite hobby is chess. A-336FA:
RALPH BERGER, is a retired printer, is married
to JENNIE, has two daughters, CHERYL, ALICE.
He lives in Brookfield, Illinois. He sent in 1998
and 1999 dues. B-336FA: C. URSEL PARMELE,
lives in Rensselaer, Indiana. His wife, MYRNA,
and he have two sons, PAUL, SCOTT. His
occupation is ’hybrid seed corn sales’. He uses
some of them as a hobby to make broom
handles. C-336FA: PAUL A. JONES. His wife,
LORAINE, of Mustang, Oklahoma, informed us
that Paul passed away earlier in 1998. She said
he was very proud to have been a part of the
87th, and kept in touch with all activities. HO-
912FA: ROBERT R. HOHERZ, (8[ MED-912FA),
He and MARCELLA live in Fort Myers, Florida,
where he says he ’seems to be getting older’. He
belongs to Amvets, American Legion, Shrine, and
looks forward to receiving his copies of GAN;
HUGO GISSKE, lives with MARGARET in Los
Altos, California, is a regular-attendee at the
reunions. Keeps busy in Kiwanis, AARP, Elks,
VBOB, likes to travel, do gardening and reading.
A-912FA: CECIL GRAY, He and JESSIE live in
Moline, Illinois. He tried to get J.D. NORTON to
join the Association, but only address he had was
’Bald Knob, Arkansas’. We’ve tried several times
to contact him, but haven’t had any success so
far. B 912FA: JAMES E. RAY, is married to SUE,
has three children, MARILYN, LINDA,
GORDON, 8 grandchildren, 7 great-
grandchildren. He is a retired Dentist, living in
Glendora, California, gets involved in golf, TV
sports. C-9:[2FA; JOHN B. HAZLETON, is
married to DONNA, lives in Rindge, New
Hampshire. He is retired from the U.S. Army as a
Sgt. Major. He belongs to Amer. Legion, VFW,

VBOB, Masons; NORMAN E. VITALE, He and
FREDA live in Bogota, New Jersey, have two
sons, NORMAN, SCOTT. He is retired, is
interested in baseball, belongs to VFW, AARP.
SV-9:12FA: JOSEPH J. TALERICO, His wife,
THERESA, and he live in Baltimore, Maryland.
They have two sons, JOSEPH, MARKS. He is
retired, likes to hunt and go bowling, belongs to
Amer. Legion, VFW, VBOB: WILLIAM T.
SULLIVAN, is a widower, had seven children, six
boys and one girl, ages 38 to 47. He is retired in
Chicago, Illinois, belongs to K of C, VBOB, DAY,
Amer. Legion. DIVART: JACOB BERGER, is a
retired CPA, and his wife, MZRIAM, is an M.D.
They live in Forest Hills, New York. His favorite
activity involves reading Hebrew language and
literature; PHIL H. JACKSON, was in the Air
Section of DIVART and also in 336-FA. He is a
retired Attorney, married to MARY. They live in
Rancho Mirage, California. H 8~ S - 3:1 2 E N G :
MANUEL M. PRIETO, lives in El Paso, Texas. His
wife is ANGELA. We don’t have much data on
him because he just sent in dues for 1998,1999,
2000, but no other info; HIRAM WILLIAMS, is
an Emeritus Distinguished Service Professor at
the University of Florida. He lives in Gainesville,
Florida, and is married to AVONELL They have
two children, CURTIS, KIM. He is a member of
the President’s Council, U of Florida and the
Chancellor’s Council, U of Texas. B-3:12ENG-"
ORVAL W. SMITH, is married to ILA, lives in
Custer, Michigan. He sent his 1998 dues , but
little other information. However, his E-mail is
osmith@t-one.net; PAUL L. HOFRETTER, lives
in Dalton City, Illinois, with his wife, ALBRETA.
He sent his 1998 dues with only his address for
additional information, but we won’t argue. C-
312ENG: EDWARD D. RIECK, is married to
VIRGINIA, has one daughter, CINDA. He lives
in Elkhart, Indiana, is retired, likes to do yard
work and go fishing when able. He belongs to
VBOB, Lions, Moose; MARY SUE PIERCE
(Daughter of ROBERT P]:ERCE, Deceased),
sent her 1998 dues as an Associate Member. She
lives in Westminster, California.    C-3:12MED:
CLAUDE D. GATLIN, He and VELMA have three
boys and one girl, all in their 40’s and 50’s. He
worked for the U.S. Post office, lives in McComb,
Mississippi, occupies his spare time with sports,
gardening and lawn care. He is a new member,
just joined the Association; PETER W. TERRY,
lives in Califon, New Jersey, with his wife,
HELEN. He sent his dues for 1999 and 2000, plus
a donation to a fund. D-3:12MED:. JOHN N.
LEWIS, He is retired with his wife, KITTY, in
Frederick, Maryland. They have three daughters,
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he belongs to VBOB, VFW, Amer. Legion.
Interests include piano, golf, travel, woodcrafts
and ’staying healthy’; WARREN F. BUSER, He
and MARGE are snowbirds, in Lakeland, Florida
in winter, Crawfordsville, Indiana in summer.
DIVHQ: LARRY SAUSSER, Just joined the
Association, address is c/o ELLEN, in Chicago,
Illinois. Hopefully, we’ll find out more information
as time goes by; ARTHUR L. GAYLE JR, lives
with RUTH in Lake Charles, Louisiana, has three
grown children, DIANE, ARTHUR III, CANDI. Is
fully retired, occupies his spare time with bridge
and playing with a computer; FRED A.
WOODRESS, sent in his 1998 dues from his
home in Muncie, Indiana, where he lives with
ANNE. He said he’s sorry he couldn’t make it to
Birmingham, (his old home town), because he
was on assignment to teach public relations in
Singapore and Hong Kong. 87-RCN: ANTON
SHEST, He and FRANCES, live in Tigerton,
Wisconsin. He forgot about paying dues, received
a notice that he was behind, to avoid that from
happening again, sent in four year’s dues, and is
in good standing; WILLIAM CONWAY JR, lives
with FRAN in Lee’s Summit, Missouri. We assume
he is retired. He sent his 1998 dues and
requested a unit roster; DONALD HUGHES, He
and ANN live in Rochester, Michigan. He has sent
his annual dues in the first quarter of every year
for many years, and usually includes a donation
to the Memorial Fund; 87-QM: EDWIN P,
SCHWAB, lives in Los Altos, California, with his
wife, KATHERINE. They have a daughter,
MARJORIE. He sent his 1998 dues along with
some donation to the funds; HENRY MAUS, has
his home in Russellville, Arkansas. He always
sends in his dues two years at a time, is now paid
through 2000; DONALD LEONARD, is married
to MILDRED, lives in St. Louis, Michigan, paid
his dues for the following year every year, now
paid for 1999. 87-SIG: JOHN J. MONTAGUE
JR, He and EILEEN have seven children, ages 32
to 47. His home is in Woodbury, New York. He is
retired, but we’re certain that grandchildren will
be keeping him busy; LEROY E. MICHAEL, is a
widower, his wife, PEARL, passed away 12/3/97.
They had four children. He lives in York,
Pennsylvania, where he is retired. He belongs to
the 87th and VFW. 87-MP: PIERCE A. THOMAS,
He and VIRGINIA live in Collierville, Tennessee,
where he is the V.P. of The Peoples Bank. He sent
in several years dues. When he has spare time,
he likes tennis and fishing; T. CLAY STERLING,
was married to LILLIAN, has lived in Salisbury,
Maryland for a good many years. He sends his
annual dues early every year. 787-ORD:

CHARLES FLOYD JR, is a widower, living in
Atlanta, Georgia. He is retired, but keeps himself
busy with magic, golf and traveling; DICK
PIERSON, is well-known to GAN readers. He and
DOLORES live in Toledo, Ohio, have eight kids,
ages 38 to 51, 13 grandchildren, 4 great
grandchildren. Although retired, he keeps busy
working for the 87th and the German American
Festival Society; STANLEY COVINGTON, He
and RUTH have five kids, live in Tilghman,
Maryland. He is retired from auto and marine
supply business. He has attended 18 reunions,
missed the last two due to wife’s health. 549-
AAA: ELDON W. HAGER, has been married to
ANDREE for 52 years. They are both retired, live
in Irving, Texas. He pointed out that his unit was
"B-549AAA". HOWARD O. YOUNG, (D-
Battery), is married to VIVIAN for 45 years.
Lives in Worthington, Missouri, has two kids,
DEBORAH, MARK. He is a farmer, likes hunting
and fishing. []

Compiled by Bill Young, HQ-345

Endow Your Public Library With
Four Issues Of The Golden

Acorn News
At the 49th Annual Reunion in Birmingham,
Alabama your editor suggested .to the Executive
Committee that we include Local Libraries on our
..mailing list. The funding for this would come from
those members who would wish to have their
library receive the Golden Acorn News.

When the GAN is received by your library,/ there
will be an insert stating that you have donated
the publication as a tool to help those interested
in WWII, understand what you and your
comrades went through during those trying days.

On our dues form, you will notice a line asking if
you wish to endow your library with four issues of
the GAN. If you elect to do this, please include
$12.00 to defray the cost of printing, mailing and
the special handling that your issue will receive.
Your library will then receive four issues starting
with the very next one.

You will receive a reminder to renew when your
subscription is about to expire.

Let’s pass the word along through your library. []
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PHOTO
GALLERY

OF
87th

MEMBERS

HAROLD FISCHER,
A-549AAA

Harold is married to
WILMA, and they had
two        children,
RODNEY, JANICE, 2
Granddaughters,
LISA, AMY, and a
great-grandson,
DYLAN. They live in
Lansing,     Illinois,
(Florida in the winter)
where he is retired. He
is a fifty-year member
of the Masons, likes to
do        woodcraft,
especially bird houses.

Picture shows the two, who celebrated their 52nd
Anniversary in June.

EVAN S. WILLIAMS, SV-346
Evan is a clergyman. He and ELIZABETH had
five children, TIM, FAITH, HOPE, RACHEL,
JONATHON (U.S. Navy, Deceased) and eight
grandchildren. Photo shows him holding a
grandaughter. They live in Jackson, New Jersey.
They like to spend time traveling.

JAMES A. McCOSKEY, C-334FA
Jim and JANE sent us a photo of them on their
50th Anniversary, August 9, 1995. They have two
kids, JAMES, PATRICIA. They live in Boulder
City Nevada, where he is retired. One of his
favorite hobbies is "walking -- no more old cars".

ROBERT S. WALLACE, L-346
Robert is a retired part-time truck driver. He is
married to RUBY LEE, lives in Palmetto, Georgia.
His daughter, BECKY LEE WHITMIRE enrolled
him as a new member of the Association. The
picture shows Robert in one of his favorite
positions for a favorite hobby, talking on the
phone.
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HORACE M. JETER, L-346
Horace is an auto mechanic in Enid, Oklahoma.
He is married to LOIS and they have two sons,’
JOHN, GARY, six grandchildren, nine great-
grandchildren. They have been married sixty
years. His favorite hobby is playing the guitar.
The picture shows him and his wife holding their
great-grandson, CALEB,

DEAN A. WALTERS, HQ-345
The photo shows Dean and his wife ELEANOR,
after their 50th Anniversalj,, November 1997,
They had five kids, WILLIAM, BETH, GARY,
DANIEL, LORA, He is a retired railroader, spare
time activities include woodworking and
volunteer service,

HAROLD A, LIGHTMAN, F’346
Harold is a widower, had two children, CHIP, STACEY. He is a marketing executive, living in New York
City, belongs to DAV, Legion, VBOB. He read an item in the March, 1997 GAN, where JOHN F.
HARRIS. HQ1-347 visited the American Nuseum of Natural Histo~ and noticed a WWTT exhibit
showing a photo and the "Golden Acorn". Harold sent us his exact same item, taken at Ft..Jackson in
1944.
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CLYDE A. ERXLEBEN, D-346
The December, 1996 Golden Acorn News showed
a photo of Clyde and the eight-point buck he had
caught, and mentioned that he also liked to fish.
He then sent another photo of a larger eight
pointer, and of his fishing catch, proving that he is
quite a hunter and fisherman. We’re showing his
photo of two fish, 6 and 8 pounds.

ROBERT H. WATTS, L,346
Robert is married to IRENE and the couple is
shown in this picture. They reside in Warrington,
Pennsylvania. They had two kids, ROBERT A.
and DAVID R. He is retired. He likes fishing,
camping, boating and snowmobiling, belongs to
VFW and Legion.

CHARLES H. MILLER, C&D-549AAA
Charles had two former spouses, both deceased,
and has been married to BOBBIE for ten years
and the happy couple is shown in the photograph.
There are three children in the family, JAY,
GEORGE and JUNE. He calls Bonita Springs,
Florida home, is retired from DuPont. For an
unusual hobby, he raises cockatiels.

/
/

GILBERT KOHN, LUXEMBOURG
Gilbert is one of those people in Luxembourg who
have made the 87th feel so great about our
friendship. GLENN DOMAN, K-346, arranged for
him to join the Association and we’re delighted.
He and his wife sent us a Christmas card with a
picture she took of Wasserbillig, and now it is
beautiful.
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ROGER L. HEITZ, AT & HQ2-346
Roger and his wife, PEGGY, live in Lakewood,
California. They had one son, RANDALL. He is
retired, likes golf, walking, movies, TV. He sent
us an old picture of some of HQ2-346 buddies in
Rodewisch, Germany, at the end of the war.
L to R, O’CONNELL, HAYES, HEITZ, KUNKEL. °

MAX L. NIGHTINGALE, F’345

WILLIAM V. TEDRICK, C-347
William and FRANCE, live in Kimbolton, Ohio,
where he is retired after operating a saw mill for
38 years. Photo shows them on their 50th
Anniversary, 9/10/97. He had a new heart valve
put in last December, still likes to play golf, and
plays the banjo at rest homes and jam sessions
several times a week.

Max lives with his wife, GLENNA, in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, where he is a retired accounting
supervisor. They have three children, LINN,
CHRIS and JUDY. They also have a
granddaughter, MANDY who is a star in
championship basketball. He sent a clipping of
the Oklahomans, 1998 Super 5 Girls Basketball
Team. Mandy is standing on the left.

Mandy is quoted in the article, " Even though
everything we accomplished was meaningful and
exciting, we decided we ought to win the state
championship this time." And she did everything
she could think of to assure that would happen,
such as changing her jersey number from 23 to
32, braid her hair and hit 6 out of 6 free throws in
the fourth quarter. They won.

NORMAN PANTHER, C-347
Norman and BARBARA recently celebrated their
50th Anniversary, as shown in the picture. They
live in Garden City, South Carolina. They have
four children, MIKE, AL, CANDY, JIM, seven
grandchildren and one great-granddaughter. He
belongs to VFW, K of C, Lions, Korean War Vets,
1st Cavalry Association and the 87th.
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MYRON A. WEST
L-347    i

Myron and/his wife
MONICA, ~;ent us a
1995 photo of
themselves and will
celebrate their 50th
in 2000. They live
in            Tacoma,
Washington where
he is retired after
31 years with the
American Tobacco
Company. They
have three kids,
BARBARA, MIKE,

MARK. He likes stamp and coin collecting,
traveling, especially Reno and Las Vegas.

FRANK R. KOKSMA, B&C-345
Frank is a retired clergyman, residing in Duarte,
California. He is married to MARION. The photo
shows him in a happy mood and, obviously,
looking good. He belongs to Kiwanis. They like to
travel and hear good music.

JOHN A. MURVAY, A-912FA
John lives in Berlin Center, Ohio with his wife of
52 years, MARGARET. They have two daughters,
MARGARET, JULIANA, and two grandchildren.
He is retired from the U.S. Corps of Engineers,
belongs to Elks, Legion, VFW. He likes to spend
time with computers, carpentry and small engine
repair.

DAVID S. SHELTON,
B-345

David calls San Diego,
California his home
town. He is married to
MARY and the have
three sons, DAVID,
GEORGE, PETER. He is
retired, which may be
why his photo shows
such a smile on his face.

He sent in his 1998 dues and requested a B
Company roster.
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FRED BERMAN, B-345
The picture shows Fred and
his wife SYLVIA. They
celebrated    their    54Lh
wedding anniversary last
August 20Lh. They have two
children, BRENDA nd TERI.
He is retired, lives in
Birmingham, Alabama in the
summer and Boca Raton,
Florida in the winter.

HOWARD L. BELLMORE,
F-347

Howard and IRENE have five
kids, MICHAEL, MARK, CATHY,
STEVE, DAVID. They live in
Hudson, Florida. He is retired,
belongs Lo Legion, AARP, Beacon
Woods Golf Club and Railroad
Veterans Association. They like
Lo travel, toured Europe in May,
1998, sent us a photo of a
cemetery on the outer edge of
Boppard, Germany, where we
crossed the Rhine, but doesn’t
remember if F Company crossed
at this particular area.

LEO MARTINOSI, HQ1-345
Leo is a widower who has three kids, LEO, JR.,
NICKIE, TINA. He is retired, lives in Gladwin,
Michigan, belongs Lo Eagles, Moose, Lions, K of
C, Legion, VFW, says he is too busy to have
hobbies. He sent us a photo of himself taken at
Camp Lucky Strike in ]uly, 1945.
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E-Mail Corner
The following Members have made their E-Mail
addresses known to us. If you would like to have your
E-Mail address shown here, let .~im Amor know. P.O.
Box 4092, Long Island City, NY 11:t04. Tel# 7:~8 937
9:~60. Or use his E-mail address: jimamor@msn.eom

Leonard E. Allen, HQ-335FA - allenlen@aol.com
Jim Amor, A-345 - jimamor@msn.com
Ted Anderson, B-912FA - trala123@aol.com
H. L. Aronson, H-347 - sunval2@aol.com
Lane W. Barton, G-345 - baaltov@uswest.net
Rush Benson, C-334FA - maru2@mail.cvn.net
Thomas J. Benson, D-346 - thomasbenson@juno.com
Earl E. Cate, C-347 - ecall@webtv.net
Bob Chalue, HQ3-345 - bobnfluff@aol.com
Glenn Cougill, HQ3-346 - ecougill@aol.com
Betty Craig, K-347 - bcraig@io.com
Raymond L. Custard, CAN-347 - rlcpjc@usaor.net
Cecil Gil Davis, AT-347 & 1-347 - cgj@lanl.gov
Richard Decker, C-346 - luvmark@bellsouth.net
Daniel D. DiGalbo, 1-346 - ddigalbo@snet.net

. Curtis Dove, B312ENG - B-312Eng-doveriggs@juno.com
Lewis F. Dudley, L-347 - dudleyCl@fld.aal.org
Irving Faye, C-347 - faye4@juno.com
John D. Foy, A-347 - f9543@aol.com
Harding J. Frindt, HQ-347 - as183@lafn.org
Edward R. Fye, A-345 - tiggerfiJe@aol.com
Dario Gillotti, MED-347 - dangillotti@webtv.net
Scott Glass, HQ3-345- glasss@email.vicenza.army.mil
Carl Goad, HQ3-347 - Icgoad@net66.com
Arnold Goren, HQ2-345, F-345 - goren@is2.nyu.edu
Nathalie Hainaut - nathalie.BERNARD@DG23.cec.be
Herbert G. Henn, G-346 - hhenn@erols.com
George P. Hilbert, SV-346 - gehilbert@aol.com
Bill Jasper, B-312ENG - awj5343@lightspeed.net
Maurice B. Johnson, L-345 - mauryndonna@juno.com
Mitchell Kaidy, D-345 - mkaidy@compuserve.com
Nancy Kaplan, A-345 -jsk364@aol.com
Eugene Kaplan, F-346 - ehk@npsy.ceb.scarolina.edu
Evan D. Kinney, K-345 - topofhill@usnetway.com
G. Lloyd Knestrick, C-345 - ritalloyd@juno.com
Dale Kowa, L-346 -dkowa@aol.com
Louis B. Kramer, C-312MED - Ibkramer@pol.net
Edna Kuhlmann 1-347 - edna374@aol.com
Lowell R. Landis, DIVHQ,ARTY - Ilandis@juno.com
Eugen M. Landrum, C-335FA- mvangus@aol.com
John Lucey, HQ334FA- john.lucey@snet.net
Col. J.J. McAleer, 1-345 - macmcaleer@aol.com
James McGhee, A-334FA - jrmcghee@juno.com
Robert McMurrough, G-346 - acom87bob@webtv.net
Gene McNutt, A-345 - 103041.2050@compuserve.corn
Frederick E. Mindt, HQ-347 - fredmindt@ucnsb.net
Richard Morse, G-346 - morse1876@aol.com
John Murvay, 912FA - jmurvay@aol.com
Howard Nezat, L-346 - dprnezat@eatel.net
James Fo Oaks, HQ3-345 -jaaoaks@aol.com
Philip T. Pegues, HQ-335FA - pegues-23@juno.com

Gene Perkins, K-347 - depoegene@newportnet.com
R.A. Pfluger, D-347 - raugpflug@aol.com
William T. Pionessa, E-347 - jpp312@buffnet.net
B.J. Ramsey, H-345 - bjrtoo@aol.com
Solomon Ribowski, HQ3-347 - sribowski@aol.com
Henri Rogister, C.R.I.B.A. - henri.rogister@skynet.be
Louis Rublin, G-346 - Irublin@voicenet.com
Benjamin Rush, E-347 - brush@lsumc.edu
Gerry Schnutt, HQ-336FA gerrysc@aol.com
Erminio J. Serra. E-345 - 820@sccoast.net
William Shaw Jr., D-312MED - wmshaw@ hotmail.com
Bert Shayte, H-345 - beboppin@aol.com
Lester Singer, HQ-334FA - fcma24c@prodigy.com
Orval Smith, B-312ENG - osmith@t-one.net
Thos. L. Stafford, L-347 - tgstafford@compuserve.com
Chas F. Stanton, M-346 - stantonbg@worldnet.att.com
William G. Statt, E-347 - stattwg@juno.com
Bryce Stevens, C-312ENG - blstev@aol.com
Barbara Strang, B-912FA - barbstrang@aol.com
Joseph J. Talerico, SV-912FA- rlovset@aol.com
Lawrence Vincent, A-345 - mtyc88a@prodgy.com
Lou Visco, G-347- Ijv1925@aol.com
Fred Wahlert, 1-345 - cairnview@aol.com
Robert Watson, 1-346 - litawatson@aol.com
Sharon Watson, 1-347 - sharonwatsonl@compuserve.com
James & Susan Weeks, D-345 - jsweeks@aol.com
Jack Wenstrup, HQ-336FA - jackwens@aol.com
Richard Werner, B&E-347 - sesame-w@taconic.net
Fred A. Woodress, DIVHQ - axewoodz@aol.com
Lee Yake, L-345 - lyake27974@aol.com
Bill Young, HQ-345 - jungl @aol.com

Visit Our Web Page
We goofed when we listed this web page in the June
issue. The correct address is shown below. Ed.

Barbara Strang, B-912FA, daughter of Ted Ander,son
has created a super web-page honoring the 87th. Drop
in and read what is written there. There are links,; to
other units and a font of information for all.

http://members.aol.com/division87/acorn.html

Visit The CRIBA Web Page
If you wish to know what is going on in the Belgium
and Luxembourg battlefields today, look in on this web
site.

http://users.skynet.be/bulgecriba
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Happy and Together Again On
the Intercoastal Waterway

Submitted by Ray Stenderw L-347
The happy group pictured above, Ray and Gloria
SLender, L-347 on the right and Bob and Joyce
SLernberg, F-346 on the left is enjoying some
R & R on the InLercoasLal Waterway in Florida,
Ray is president of Infinity RealLy Co., Inc. in
Chicago and lives in Riverwoods, Illinois. Bob is a
retired optometrist and lives in Boynton Beach,
Florida. Ray and Gloria have four children and
eleven grandchildren. Bob and Joyce have two
daughters.

Several years ago in Chicago B.ob and Ray had a
talk during a golf match. "Where are you going
this weekend?" "We’re going to an army reunion."
"That’s funny, we’re going to an army reunion
too!" And that is how they learned they were both
members of the 87th Infantry Division. They have
been close friends ever since.

In reading a recent issue of the GAN, Ray made
contact with a buddy from L-347, Thomas
Stafford whom he has not seen nor heard from
since 1946. The reason Tom was hard to find was
that he spent a lot of time in Korea and Vietnam.
He says, "Thank you GAN." Tom then put Ray in
touch with Lewis Goad and Isadore Vallorani,
both with L-347, for one big telephone reunion. []

Cold Weather Wounds Update
Ernest Pappenheimer, U.S. Marine Corps, has
requested that he be notified if your request for
compensation for Cold Weather Injuries is
approved by the Veterans Administration. Please
drop him a line at:10516 Lost Lake Farms, Rte 2,
Holly, HI 48442-9304.

Ernest is the man that started us on our
quest for Cold Weather Wounds Compensation
from the VA and needs this as supporting data.
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Brave Men
Submitted By Henry Dartr Med-346

Ernie Pyle’s gift of observation creates a vivid
picture of life in the Armed Forces during WWIT.

Pyle’s account of weather conditions, lack of
proper clothing and a hot meal are only the tip of
the iceberg when describing the conditions you
and other World War II veterans had to endure.

I wanted to thank you for introducing me to
Pyle’s work. I was confident that I had a good
knowledge of what went on during the second
World War. Pyle showed me I was wrong.
Survivng the hail storm of artillery and small
arms fire was only half the battle. You and other
soldiers still had to stay warm, find food (when
there was none) and fight emotional battles of
will. You do all of this just to stay alive so you
could go into harm’s way again.

"Brave Men" is an emotional tribute to you and to
the men who served during the Second World
War. This book should be required reading in high
school history classes. _People should know the
cost of saving the world. God knows you already
do.

Thanks,

Jay

’~This was written as a tribute to Henry Dart by his
son-in-law, Jay Smith. Ed.

Armand Verdone, C-347 Says,
"Thanks"

"Josephine and I would like to thank all our 87th
friends for the nice cards they sent us from
Alabama. We sincerely want to thank all.
Josephine’s hip operation was August 18th. She
is doing great, uses a walker but she is also using
her cane and the hip is healing very well. We are
sorry to have missed all our friends at the
reunion, perhaps we will see everyone next year.

Thanks again for all you did for us and best
wished to all our 87th friends.

With best love to all,

Armand and Josephine"
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Members of the 347th
Meet.at the 49th Annual

Reunion

F Company, 347th     ~
Rear, L to R: Ted Anderson (B-912FA - FO to
F-347), Fred Carmichael, George Gatchell, Fred
Wilder.
Front: Jules Korn, Maurice Diamond, Paul
Nessman

F Company 347th ~
L to R: Fred Carmichael, Alyne and George
Gatchell [First Timers].

Rear: Alfred Jackson [First Timer]        I>
front: Evelyn Jackson, Lois and Ted Anderson,
912FA.
Met for the first time since 1945 when they went
over together as replacements in January.

E Company, 347th ~
L to R: Bill Statt, Vernon Inman, Delmar Goggin,
Dick Werner

F Company, 347th /k --,~,
L to R: Maurice Diamond, Jules and Claire Korn
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Sons and Daughters of the 87th Infantry Division Meet!

Back Row (Left to Right): Nathalie and Pascal Hainaut, Mac Shelton, Jim Oaks, Kathy
Medeiros, Dale Hansen, Joyce Hansen, John Walker.

Front Row," Todd Meaux, Pam (Meaux) Dougharty, Gwyneth (Pardue) Pyle, Barbara
(Anderson) Strang, Pat Hewlett, Barbara Alves, Becki Willard, Tom Hewlett.

At the Birmingham Reunion, a group of sons and daughters of 87th Infantry Division
veterans met to discuss plans for assisting the veterans of the 87th Infantry Division
Association.

The following objectives were discussed:

To inspire the community at large with deep reverence for the sacrifices of our fathers
during this war.
To unite and promote fellowship among the descendants of the veterans of the 87th
Infantry Division.
To acquire and preserve both individual and group records of the service of all 87th
Infantry Division veterans and their units.
To assist the veterans of the 87th Infantry Division Association as needed with their
ongoing reunion activities.

For more information please contact:
Barbara Strang

6614 Ivy Hill Drive
McLean, VA 22101
(703) 893-5019

E-mail: barbstrang@aol.com
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By M. E. Stephens III, Cannon-345

Photo shows "Eddie"j "Steve", "Stinky’! with his
wife Nancy and grandson, Stephen Infantino,
taken in December, .1997, at his hunting camp
near Venus, Florida. Eddie ("Stinky") and Nancy
were married at Ft..Jackson .June 1, 1944. They
have two daughters, one son and seven
grandchildren. They. live in Sebring, Florida, but
spend the summers in their mountain home in
Blowing Rock, North Carolina. This year, he semi-
retired as a broker/grower and all phases of citrus
production, and his son, Steve, has taken over
much Of the family businesses.

The other photo is of "Stinky", grandson Stephen,
and a white-tailed deer after a hunt in 1991. The
hunting camp is more than 5,000 acres with large
pine forests, oaks and cypress hammocks, creeks
and palmetto scrub land -- all prime habitat for
deer, turkey, hogs, squirrels, quail and other
wildlife including sand cranes, herons, eagles,
owls and bobcats.

In 1997, thirteen year old Stephen was given a
Grandparent Project school assignment. This
major project could earn total grade points of
1,100. His detailed, masterful production
received a top grade of 1,150 points. An excerpt
from that project follows.

(The following is an explanation from one of my
grandfather’s oldest friends on how my
grandfather acquired his nickname "stinky").

During combat in Europe in World War II,
Granddaddy served in Cannon Company, 345th
regiment, 87th Infantry Division on the left flank
of General Patron’s Third Army. This division was
among the first to be pulled back and shifted
from attack on the Siegfried Line in the Saar
region of Northeastern France and rushed to the

’relief of U.S. soldiers trapped in Bastogne in
Belgium. This was the Battle of the Bulge in the
winter of 1944-45. According to Granddaddy’s
closest friend and wartime buddy, the fighting
was so intense and heavy that once for more than
four weeks that winter there was no opportunity
for those soldiers to get a real bath or to receive
clean clothes or uniforms. When they were on
firing mission, Granddaddy would take his jeep in
as close to the front fighting line as he could get
to bring his buddy who was a radio operator back
to the Fire Direction Trailer and the guns. on one
such return, his buddy jumped out of the jeep
and said to Granddaddy "You Stink, Stinky!"
Granddaddy said "You don’t smell so D .... good
yourself, Stinky!" Now, more than fifty years
later, they continue to call each other Stinky and
the other surviving soldiers from Cannon
Company, in conversation and in correspondence,
refer to Granddaddy as "Stinky Stephens."
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NECROLOGY

We Are Saddened To Hear Of The
Passing Of These Our Comrades And

Friends

Aller, Mildred
Alley, Louis
Auel, Harry C.
Bailey, James E.
Baratta, George
Beckemeyer, Harold E.
Billings, David E.
Borza, Victor
Boudreaux, Jules A,
Bowers, Earl W.
Branning, Clifton
Carlson, Everett L.
Carpenter, William M.
Carter, Billy G.
Champlin, Pauline
Clack, Edward R.
Clark, Helen
Clock, Elmer L.
Cody, Francis P.
Coffey, Thomas, H.
Colyer, Elliot
Conway, Jack E.
Cosbie, Mrs. J.H.
Cranford, William B.
Cubbison, Donald C.
Culley, Samuel S.
Dawson, Albert E.
Dawson, Edwin L.
Dowell, Donald E.
Dunn, David W.
Durrer, Whitelaw H.
Elston, Virgil I.
Ficacci, Bernard
Futscher, Hilda
Galia, Vincent
Garwood, Charles E.
German, Gale A.
Ginsberg, Sylvia
Goddard, Lawrence L.
Goettinger, Leon S.
Green, Lily
Hackler, William, Jr.
Haddow, Joseph C.
Halverson, Harold
Hansen, Hartvig
Harlan, John
Hawkins, Joanna
Hyde, Donald R.

1-346
D-347
1-345
K-347
L-345
K-346
G-346
F-345
1-347
F-345
L-345
H&S-312ENG
G-345
F-346
F-346
HQ-336FA
87 SIG
B-347
H-345
DIVHQ
B-336FA
A-312ENG
87 QM
L-345
HQ-334FA
HQ2-346
D-347
C-347
F-345 DIVHQ
HQ-336FA
D-345
CAN-345
B-345
A-345
D-346
SV-346
B-334FA
NED-345
HQ1-34S
B-347
B&D-347
HQ-347
1-345
HQ3-347
F-347
E-346
A-345
HQ1-346

Inge, Lynwood A.
Inskip, Gordon R.
Jarrett, Alvroid W.
Jenness, Frederic F.
Jongas, Chris
Kammeyer, Ellis C.
Kinsman, Miriam
Kish, James L.
Lang, Carl
Leonard, Edwin A.
Lewerenz, George M.
Luther, Jack
Marshall, Wilier J.
Matson. Mary
McAleer, Jinny
McFarland, Frank V.
McLaughlin, Landon B.
McMurrough, Robert W.
McNaron, Thomas G. Jr.
Michael, Pearl
Michel, Eugenia
Miller, Raymond E.
Millis, Harold E.
Mincek, John
Mitchell, Ann
Mohler, Donald
Murray, Ernest W.
Nangle, George
Nason, Robert E.
Newman, Frank J.
Nichols, Grover T.
O’Donahue, Thomas J.
O’Leary, Joseph
Oldham, Charles
Olsen, George W.
Palmer, Robert F.
Pastva, Frank J.
Pelava, Genevieve
Perhac, Andrew
Petersen, Phillip Lee
Pickhardt, Col. Paul A.
Polenz, Ralph H,
Prestridge, James H. Sr.
Ranc, Patricia
Reed, Douglass & Wife
Roberson, Tommie L,
Rooks, Melza A.
Rusak, Edward
Schaefer, George
Schlosser, Charles J.
Schultz, Ray
Scott, Robert W.
Sherry, William H.
Shufelt, Virgil F.
Shumaker, Charles S.
Sluder, Floyd L.
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C-345
H-346
HQ3-345
H-345
G-345
B-336FA
C-345
Unknown
B-549-AAA
A-336FA
HQ1-346
H-346
F-346
SV-346
1-345
1-345
D-346
G-346
SV-334FA
87 SIG
B-346
G-345
HQ1-345
H-346
G-346
F-345
D-346
SV-347
B-347
1-347
787 ORD
G-346
F-345
H-346
1-345
M-345 ..... ,
G-347
HQ1-347
1-346
B-346
Hq3-347
C-312MED
K-346
HQ-DIVART
C-347
F-346
H-346
F-347
AT-346
Med-312ENG
HQ-346
HQ-345
F-347
F-346
HQ-DIVART
B-335FA
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Smith, Charles H.
Sousa, Francis X.
Spillman, Howard W.
Springer, Duane
St. Louis, Charles E.
Steponick, Michael
Stout, Carl E.
Stover, Carl L.
Stuckay, Waldo S.
Swinson, Mrs. Jo Carol
Taylor, Donald J.
Telehey, Milfred
Tendam, Mary Jane
Thayer, Otis Jr.
Travis, William B.
Vanzandt, Wayne
Washburn, Earl
Watson, Albert T.
Weidner, Kenneth
Welch, Oren C.
Wenkheimer, Cecil M.
Wiegand, Henry
Williams, William
Winningham, Mazy
Wrightson, Thomas C.
Wrightson, Rosemary
Zelasko, George J.
Zelman, Philip

HQ1-347
M-347
L-346
K-346
C-346
HQ-346
M-346
D-312MED
HQ-335FA
A-312ENG
E-346
HQ2-345
87 QM
MED-347
HQ3-346
K-346
K-346
1-347
SV-347
F-345
F-347
87 RCN
H-346
HQ-335FA
L-345
L-345
1-345
G-345

Names in boldface are new since our last issue.
Ed.

Day is done, gone the sun
From the lakes, from the hills,

From the skies.
All is well, safely rest, God is nigh.

Thanks and praise, for the days
"neath the sun, "neath the stars,

"neath the sky.
As we go, this we know, God is nigh.

Deadline for Submission of Material
to the GAN is:

January 15, 1999 for the March Issue
April 15, 1999 for the June Issue
July 15, 1999 for the September Issue
Oct. 15, 1999 for the December Issue

Material received on or after the dates
listed may or may not be included in the
next issue.

We Received This E-Mail On
September 26, 1998.

Dear Sir:

My father, Bruce Church, SN 34970811, 3rd Army, Co.
B, 347th Inf. Rgt, 87th Infantry Division served in the
Army during WWII. My father passed away in 1994
and, unfortunately, Daddy would never talk very much
about his war years.

After his death, when we looked over his medals, I
realized that I knew very little about, where Daddy
actually was and what battles he had participated in. I
do know that he was in the battle of the Bulge and the
Battle for the Rhineland. I know that he was in France,
Belgium and wounded in January, 1945 and sent to the
124th Hospital in England. He went back after recovery
and finally came home in February, 1946.He was a
disabled veteran and drew a pension until his death. I
have so many questions such as what ship did he go
over to Europe on, where exactly did he travel in
Europe,what battles was he part of, where was
Hospital 124 in England.

I just have so many questions that I want answers to
so I can pass this information to his 8 grandchildren
and his 7 great-grandchildren. He was a very brave
man and remained so during a long illness before his
death. He was awarded the Bronze Star and I am not
exactly sure what this means except it was for bravery.

Is there anywhere I can go to get more information. I
filled in Form 180 but I was disappointed with the little
bit of information that I was sent.

Am I eligible for membership with your organization
and if so will that enable me to find a source for the
answers to my questions? My mother is living and, on a
very low income and I was also wondering if she is
entitled to any of my Dad’s pension, It stopped th~ day
he died.

If you can be of any help to me, I would appreciate it.
My name is Glenda Penny and my e-mail address is
BGBPenny@AOL.com. I reside in Maryland. Thanks in
advance for your help.

Glenda Penny

We repfied that we could help Glenda learn
something about where her father served and
accordingly we sent her some back issues of the
GAN, a roster of B-347 members, a
Quartermaster form (so she could purchase a
history book) and a membership form.

So, when you B-347 guys get a call from this
young lady, respond right away. She has been
waiting a long time for answers. ED
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DO YOU NEED TO CONTACT THE
DIVISION ASSOCIATION?

1999 NATIONAL COMMANDER
JOHN E. McAULIFFE 508 754 7183
425 PLEASANT STREET
WORCESTER, HA 01609-1855

1999 REUNION CHAIRMAN
LOUIS C. GUELTZOW 502 426 3057
9906 STONEHENGE WAY
LOUISVILLE, KY 40241-2135

TREASURER
HAROLD TENDAM 941 697 3563
9372 ARNAZ CIRCLE
PORT CHARLO1-FE, FL 33981-4003

DUES PAYMENTS & QUESTIONS
WM. C. YOUNG, (SEC) 215 836 4961
400 HEMLOCK RD. FAX 215 836 2274
FLOURTOWN, PA 19031-2211
E-MAIL               jungl@aol.com

GOLDEN ACORN NEWS EDITOR AND TO
LOCATE FORMER COMRADES

JAMES AMOR 718 937 9160
P.O. BOX 4092
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11104-0092
E-MAIL               jimamor@msn.com

GAN EDITOR EMERITUS
GLADWIN PASCUZZO
2374 N. DUNDEE COURT
HIGHLAND, HI 48357-3716

248 887 9005

TO PURCHASE 87th ITEMS
GLEN BUSWELL
43317 SR 303, BOX 685
LA GRANGE, OH 44050-0685

216 355 8571

TO PURCHASE SHIRTS AND JACKETS
ERVIN "DUTCH" SHERK 717 866 2843
116 W. CARPENTER AVENUE
MYERSTOWN, PA 17067-1203

THE 1999 OFFICERS OF THE
ASSOCIATION

National Commander
John E. McAuliffe, M-347

Sr. Vice-Commander
Earle R. Hart, A-345

Jr. Vice-Commander
Fred Whitaker. HQ1-347

Secretary

Treasurer
Bill Young, HQ-345

Harold Tendam, 87 QM
Sergeants At Arms

Charles Coffman, 1-346
Robert E. Jenkins HQ-345
Vito J. Catrambone, 1-346

Chaplain
Bill O’Shell, 1-345

Judge Advocate
Vernon Stiver, 1-347

Golden Acorn News Editor
James Amor, A-345

GAN Editor Emeritus
Gladwin Pascuzzo, D-312MED

Public Relations
Gladwin Pascuzzo, D-312MED

National Reunion Committee
Bill Young, HQ-345
Charles Coffman, 1-346
Charles Daley, SV-345
Harold Tendam, 87 QM

1999 Reunion Chairman
Louis C. Gueltzow, D-345

Trustees
Glen Buswell, B-345
Don Hittle, 1-347
Vernon Stiver, 1-347
Richard Pierson, 787 ORD

Elected to Exec. Committee
Dick Pierson, 787 ORD
Art Trostle, A-336FA

Archivist

Historian
Earle Hart, A-345

Ross H. Rasmussen, A.912FA
All Past National Commanders and current officers

are on the Executive Committee. The immediate
Past National Commander is Chairman. []
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The Chaplain’s Corner

Birmingham was another great reunion
experience. The turnout of 550+ was typical of
reunions held in out of the way places - away
from our main membership body.

We will bounce back in Kentucky and Virginia in
’99 and 2000.

Upon arriving home, I was ordered into the
hospital to get my kidneys in shape for a fight
against lymphatic cancer. I may start treatment
next week, October 14th; it all hinges on how
quickly my kidneys start operating at 100%.

Ellie and I took a side trip on the way home from
Alabama to see a Company I friend I hadn’t seen
in over 50 years, Tim Weigel of Batesville,
Indiana. He looked great. He has a very nice wife
and family. I feel I’ve convinced him to come to
the Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky reunion.

Ellie and I spent a day unpacking and repacking
our church box. It’s ready for next year. I’ll be
planning something special for our 50th.

Here’s a big "THANK YOU" to Chaplain Col. Pearcy
for his help in our service. Of course, for me, the
biggest event of the reunion was the appearance
of Dick Hooper, my foxhole buddy. Meeting his
wife, daughter and son in law completed the
picture.

Our Company 1-345 CP was bursting at the
seams. All had a great time.

A "THANK YOU" is also due Stumpy Watson and
his lovely wife, Fleta, and his crew of helpers.
That’s what makes a reunion successful.

To all, "Have a great Christmas and a healthy
New Year".

Love and God Bless.

Chaplain Bill O’Shell
5235 Rocky Hill Ln.
Murrysville, PA, 15668

Tel# 724 327 1872

P.S. I’ve just had word that Ruben Rosen of 1-345
had a stroke and is recovering in Rehab. Send
him cards, Pray for him!

His address is: 8 Sturgis Ct. Baltimore, MD
21208-5838.

Our Thanks To Ervln ’Dutch’ Sherk, 1-346, For This Poem. ED
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Charles R. Connor, SV-335FA
Writes

After a few weeks in the "Saar", where we were
committed with a full compliment of officers, E.M.
and ammunition, the "Bulge" or "Battle of the
Ardennes’, erupted in the largest gathering of
men and materials in combat, of our times.
Conditions were horrid. The enemy using the
same "avenues of approach" as they used in
World War I, in their "mad-dash" for a seaport on
the North Sea city of Antwerp. Inexperienced
troops, treacherous weather and lack of
intelligence data were the reasons troops
occupying these areas in being unprepared. We
later found that Hitler’s "General Staff" opposed
this maneuver.

In our hasty departure from the "Saar", and to
"proposed positions", we were advised these
positions had ’been overrun; "Everyone was
either trying to get out, or desperately trying to
get in". Munitions drawn for usage in the "Saar"
were at dangerously low levels, re-supply had to
be accomplished on our move to the Ardennes.

The battle plan adapted by General Eisenhower
was a "salient" pinching the northern elements by
General Hodges and Montgomery. The southern
"salient" commanded by Lt. General George S.
Patton resulted In "healing" this rupture and
capturing thousands of German prisoners in this
endeavor.

The weather played "havoc" with re-supp!y of all
armies. Sometimes the temperature would fall to
minus 25 degrees below zero, accounting to
"frostbite" of the personnel and malfunctions of
materiel. If the weather had "broke" some two to
three weeks before it did the outcome could have
been somewhat different.

It didn’t take much practice to move to the
ground when shells started "coming in". The
strange swish of sound and then the sharp full
crack of the explosion, just automatically took a
man off his feet and put him at the bottom of the
nearest foxhole. To each, it seemed "that shell
had been manufactured Just for him". No matter
how many missed, the next one. he believed, was
to be "THE ONE"

Our Battalion, the 335th Field, was a medium
artillery "outfit". Our Battalion Commander
insisted on "position areas well forward", to
neutralize and disrupt communications in the
enemy’s rear areas. Our fires also were in
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General Support, and reinforcing fires, of Corps
and sister battalions. As a matter of distinction,
we were called "Big Jack’s Mortar Battalion".
Prisoner’s remarked, "they would like to see our
automatic Artillery."

During campaigns in the E.T.O., the battalion
fired 23,855 rounds of 155mm ammunition,
which means 1,311 tons of high explosives were
hurled at the enemy. Letters of Commendation
were received from Lt. Gen G. S. Patton, Jr.
Commanding General Third U.S. Army. Mg. Gen.
Troy H. Middleton, Commanding Gen. VIII
Corps., Maj. Gen. Frank L. Culin, Commanding
Gen. 87th Inf. Div.

Looking for A Long Lost Buddy?

Jim Amor, A-345 may be able to help you.

List the names you need to locate on a piece of paper,
(no more than 10 at a time) try to give us the last
known address or where he came from and if possible
include his middle initial.

Send this along to Jim at P.O. Box 4092; L.I.C., NY
11104 and include a SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE, #10 size. (if you don’t include the
envelope, you will not get a reply!)

Jim will get right back to you with the results of his
search.

MOVING?
If you are moving or have moved, let us

know!

Name: Unit

Address: /

City

Phone #:

State

I HAVE MOVED TO:

New Address:

City.

Phone#

State

Send the info to, Bill Young,

I am a snowbird Yes No

400 Hemlock Road
Flourtown, PA
19031-2211
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The Men of F Company
The personal remembrances of 19 men from
F Company, 347th Infantry Regiment are
compiled by Barbara Strang, daughter of Ted
Anderson, a Forward Observer who served with
F Company.

The person~al accounts of these men are at times
sad, at times frightening and at times humorous.
Through their eyes we see ourselves and the
experiences we survived. This book is full of
pictures of the 19 men and of the war years. It is
well worth the nominal cost.

To order this book (softcover) send $12.00 ....
(hardcover) send $15.00 ....

plus $3.00 S/H $1.00 each additional
book to:

Golden Acorn Publishing
P,O, Box 70
McC:lean, VA 22101-0070

A Classic Book of WWlh PRIVATE
Dedicated to the Men of the 87th

Finally, PRIVATE has been handsomely
republished in a limited edition, quality hardcover.
PRIVATE is a combat soldier’s diary of 200 days
and nights in the front-line hell of WVVII.

Lester Atwell records the hideous scream of an 88,
the moment of courage, the cold, sudden sho~:k of
seeing a German soldier rise like a phantom from
the snow, his burp gun spewing death.

"The Battle of the Bulge, the Ardennes, the final
push into the heart of the Third Reich: this is the
real thing, this is what it is like to fight an infantry
war."                         mArmy Times

To order, write to A&A Publishing, c/o M. Atwell,
314 Wayne Ave., Lansdowne, PA 19050. Books
are $25 plus shipping/handling. S&H is $5 for the
first book and $1.50 for each additional book.

Please make checks payable to A&A Publishing.
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A WORD FROM OUR
NATIONAL

COMMANDER
John E. McAuliffe, M-347

It is an honor to follow in the
footsteps and leadership of Past
Commander Ray Miles, 1-347, whose
company I helped give mortar support
during the war; (contrary to the notion that our mortar
rounds fell into their foxholes), and I will continue to give
my full support to the Association as your new Commander.

First let me commend the hard work of Stumpy and
Fleta Watson as Chairpersons of the successful reunion in
their home city of Birmingham, and all who assisted in the
registration. A job well done! As a historian of sorts (3rd
BN-347) I would reiterate Jim Amor’s request that you
continue to send in to the GAN your personal stories. It is
of such untold little capsules that make the GAN so
interesting. You needn’t be a writer, let Jim take care of the
wording, he is so good at that. Again we praise the Editorial
Staff for producing the best of all Division Associa.tion
periodicals, for both size and content. It is your stories that
make it such.

You may want to emulate Fred Whitaker’s fine 347
Column Write with one of your units interesting columns.
I,m happy to see that our Belgian friends Pascal and
Nathalie Hainaut now have their column, relating the
"comeback" stories of our members to the 87th Division
battle sites. They are indeed a welcome asset to our
Association.

The Division memorial plaques at Moircy, Tiller,
Pironpre and St. Hubert have been in place two years now
and should be an inducement for all of us to make return
visits, and Pascal and Nathalie will be only too happy to
greet you there.

If you haven’t picked up and signed a Thank You card
to Sister Marie Guiseppi and the Carmelite Nuns of St.
Joseph Home for Girls in East Chicago, IN, which were
available at the Birmingham reunion, you may want to send
them one to:

The Carmelite Sisters
St. Joseph Home for Girls
4840 Grasselli Avenue
East Chicago, IN 46312

Their "sacrifice money" to be used for the veterans of
the 87th as usual is donated to a Veterans Hospital in the
vicinity of our reunion city.

It was wonderful to see all our friends in Birmingham
and to make new friends among the Association. Again, we
owe it all to Stumpy; who earned a "bar" on the battlefield
and now rates a "star" for his Birmingham performance’

Finally let us all keep Secetary Bill Young looking
youthful and happy by sending him our current payment of
dues, and notification of changes of address. It is very
important!

May you all have a Blessed Christmas and enjoy the
Holidays entering the New Year!

EDITORS NOTE
Jim Amor, A-345

With this issue we welcome our
new National Commander, John
E. McAuliffe, M-347 to our
"Commanders Column". As you
can see from his personal story
beginning on our first page, John

has had a most interesting if not hard life.

John brings some of that color into his writings and
we know you will enjoy what he has to say in future
issues of the GAN.

When we went to bed with the September issue of
the Golden Acorn News, we mentioned that our
computer system had crashed and the September
issue was locked tight in the system and
unretrievable. Ten consecutive days of eight to ten
hours each with our computer manufacturer did
little to solve our problem. Finally, in desperation,
we said, "I’ll call you in a week. I’ve got to get my
publication out any way I can."

What followed was one week of intense work to
create a publication that could be acceptable to our
membership.

THE GOLDEN ACORN
NEWS
EDITOR

3ames Amor, A-345
P.O. Box 4092

Long Island City, NY 11104
718 937 9160

EDITOR EMERITUS
Gladwin Pascuzzo,

D-312MED
2374 N. Dundee Ct.
Highland, H! 48357

248 887 9005

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
William C. Young, HQ-345

400 Hemlock Road
Flourtown, PA 19031

215 836 4961

ART EDITOR
Mike Petrick, M-346

6456 Craig Ave.
Bensalem, PA 19020

215 757 6379

DISTRIBUTION EDITOR
Richard Pierson, 787 ORD

3217 Algonquin Pkway
Toledo, OH 43606

419 472 6527

Fortunately, two
weeks before the
crash we had
printed out, for
editing purposes,
the then current
issue of the GAN,
and we were able to
scan those 64 pages
into our -backup
s y s t e’m
UnfortunatelyI our
backup system does
not . allow us to
control the picture
quality, and so,
some pictures were
too dark.

We apologize for
the picture quality
of our last issue and
hope that you will
forgive       this
unfortunate
occurrence.

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

TO ALL!
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Since the theme of this issue has been the Birmingham, Alabama
Reunion, we have elected to close our publication with a letter from

Major General William N. Clark.

26 September 1998

Dear Mr. Amor,

On behalf of the officers and soldiers of the 87th Division
(Exercise), I would like to congratulate you on the excellent
turn-out you had for your 49~ Reunion. We are all grateful to
you and the association for involving us in your activities.
The opportunity to meet with you and your fellow veterans was a
memorable one for us all, and one we will cherish for years to
come~

Congratulations again on a wonderful event. The loyalty
shown by your members to one another, and to the 87th Division
is a sterling e~ample to all of us wearing the Golden Acorn
Patch. Good luck to you in the future and please let me know
if I may ever be of service.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM N CLARK
Major General, USAR
Commanding

Mr. Jim Amor
P.O. Box 4092
Long Island City~ NY 11104-0092






